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Chapter I: Student/Community Profile and Supporting Data and Findings
A.

Prepare a Student/Community Profile
Include data and findings for the following:
•

Demographic data, including the refined expected schoolwide learning results

•

Disaggregated and interpreted outcome data

•

Survey summaries, if any

Demographic Data:
Community
Ocean Grove Charter School (OGCS) opened its doors as a California Charter School on August 29th of 2005. It was
chartered to provide a vehicle for parents to have the ability to make choices related to the education of their
children in collaboration with their credentialed teacher. OGCS is sponsored by the San Lorenzo Valley Unified
School District, located in Ben Lomond, California. Innovative Education Management Inc. (IEM) manages the
business services for the school. OGCS currently serves independent study students from the cities, suburbs, and
rural areas of San Mateo, Santa Cruz, Santa Clara, San Benito, and Monterey Counties.
OGCS parents choose to educate their children at home for many reasons, including overcrowding at their local
schools, concerns about safety in their local schools, academic concerns, a desire to play a more important role in
the child’s education, philosophical and religious concerns. Our students enjoy the best of both worlds, independent
study with parent support and an excellent variety of educational resources, combined with opportunities for a
classroom -like education, all under the guidance and supervision of a credentialed teacher called the Education
Specialist (ES)

Board of Directors:
There are four scheduled Board of Director meetings a year (two each semester). There may also be special
meetings called as the need arises throughout the year. According to our charter, our council is made up of 29
members who serve 2 year terms with ½ of the board positions open each year. The Board of Directors has several
standing sub-committees. They include: WASC accreditation, graduation, group educational activities, grants,
yearbook, fundraising, and STAR volunteers.

WASC accreditation history for school.
We had our initial visit in the spring of 2007. Our school received interim accreditation and is accredited through
June 30, 2010.

School purpose and expected school wide learning results.
We believe in educating each of our students for the 21st century by providing individualized learning opportunities
that incorporate parental participation, choice and involvement in curricula offered in personalized learning
environments and small learning communities.
The measurable pupil outcomes, for purposes of this part, means the extent to which all pupils of the school
demonstrate that they have attained the skills, knowledge, and attitudes specified as goals in the school’s
educational program aligned with California State Frameworks and Content Standards. Students will demonstrate
competency in seven (7) school growth area goals. The extent to which students achieve these goals is determined
by mastery of the student standards and by demonstrated proficiency on STAR-specific assessments:

1. Student reads and writes effectively.
¬
¬
¬
¬

Student
Student
Student
Student

reads actively and derives meaning from written media.
reads extensively for a variety of purposes.
writes using grammatically acceptable English.
adjusts tone and style of writing for purpose and audience.
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¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

supports statements using well-rounded facts, theory, and opinion
separates fact from opinion.
logically reaches conclusions based on sufficient evidence.
clearly and succinctly states key points.
organizes ideas in a variety of ways.
demonstrates creativity through style, organization, and development of content.

2. Student sufficiently understands and functions in the world around him.
¬ Student demonstrates involvement in his/her community.
¬ Student has knowledge of the reciprocal relationship between the individual and his/her
environment.
¬ Student demonstrates various skills in seeking employment and/or college admission.
¬ Student understands and demonstrates his/her role as an employee, consumer, and financial manager.
¬ Student identifies and documents the effects of technology on his/her environment.
¬ Student participates in physical activities that develop strength, endurance, and personal fitness.

3. Student appreciates the history of mankind in all its diversity.
¬ Student shows his/her appreciation for history by identifying relationships between past and present events or
situations involving cause and effect: people, events, or situations influencing an action or result.
¬ Student shows his/her appreciation for history by identifying relationships between past and present events or
situations involving comparison: similarities and differences.
¬ Student shows his/her appreciation for history by identifying relationships between past and present events or
situations involving classification: events and situations explained as political, economic, social, and/or intellectual.
¬ Student shows his/her appreciation for history by identifying relationships between past and present events or
situations involving anticipation of the future using evidence from the past and the present to draw conclusion
about the future.
¬ Student shows his/her appreciation for history by identifying relationships between past and present events or
situations involving understanding of the extent of time.
¬ Student applies physical and cultural geography to his/her understanding of societies.

4. Student comprehends the political process.
¬ Student understands the structures, operations, and relationships of the governments in the United States.
5. Student applies mathematical principles and operations to solve problems.
¬ Student demonstrates knowledge of basic skills, conceptual understanding, and problem solving with numbers and
operations.
¬ Student demonstrates knowledge of basic skills, conceptual understanding, and problem solving in geometry and
measurement.
¬ Student demonstrates knowledge of basic skills, conceptual understanding, and problem solving in functions and
algebra.
¬ Student demonstrates knowledge of basic skills, conceptual understanding, and problem solving in statistics and
probability.
¬ Student solves problems that make significant demands in one or more of these aspects of the solution process:
problem formulation, problem implementation, and problem conclusion.
¬ Student communicates his/her knowledge of basic skills, understanding of concepts, and his/her ability to solve
problems and understand mathematical communication of others.

6. Student applies scientific concepts and skills to explain his world and
find solutions to its problems.
¬
¬
¬
¬

Student
Student
Student
Student

observes, compares, orders, and categorizes characteristics and behaviors.
communicates ideas.
relates factors of differing objects and events, and infers about unknown or unseen processes.
applies knowledge and thought processes to explain his/her world and solve problems.
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¬ Student shows a perception of the interrelationships among the scientific themes (energy, interactions, patterns,
and change) and their application to the four spheres (lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and ecosphere).
¬ Student recognizes the effects of the sciences, technologies, and societies on one another and on the
environment.

7. Student realizes his own unique educational interests, talents, and abilities.
¬ Student participates in visual and performing arts, obtains aesthetic perception and valuing opportunities, and
understands historical and cultural contributions, or
¬ Student communicates in a language other than English, while gaining knowledge and understanding of different
cultures.
Students participate with their assigned Education Specialist and parents in the design of an individualized learning
plan that incorporates all aspects of his/her educational program.

Status of school in terms of student performance including the following:
The factors which led to us not meeting AYP for 2006 & 2007 are that our ELA and Math Participation rates were
below 95%. For 2008, we did not meet the Math Participation rate nor did we meet the Math Proficiency goal. We
purchased a school van to be able to transport students with transportation issues to their test sites in hopes that
this would improve our scores.

Enrollment
Ocean Grove Enrollment by Grade Level
Spring 2007

Spring 2008

Spring 2009

Fall 2010

9

28

21

32

55

10

20

28

23

32

11

17

18

18

28

12

3

5

5

20

By the end of our second year, we had 68 high school students enrolled. At the beginning of our fifth year,
September 2009, our high school enrollment is 135 students. That is an increase of 100% in the high school.

Ocean Grove High School Enrollment by Gender
Male

Female
74
61

43

40

41

37

29

28

2007

2008

2009

The population has remained evenly split between male and female.
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Ocean Grove Enrollment by Ethnicity
2007

2008

2009

2010

American Indian or
Alaskan Native

0

0

0

0

Chinese

0

1

0

1

Japanese

0

0

0

0

Korean

0

0

0

0

Vietnamese

0

0

0

0

Asian Indian

0

0

0

1

Laotian

0

0

0

0

Cambodian

0

0

0

0

Other Asian

0

0

0

1

Hawaiian

0

0

0

0

Guamanian

0

0

0

0

Samoan

0

0

0

0

Tahitian

0

0

0

0

Other Pacific
Islander

0

0

2

3

Filipino

1

0

0

3

Hispanic

14

24

19

33

African American

1

4

2

2

White- not Hispanic

40

36

49

84

Declined to State

12

9

8

11

Our largest minority population is Hispanic students.
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2009 Predominate Primary Languages other than
English
4
3
2
1
0

American Sign
Language

Mandarin

Spanish

Urdu

Other Non-English
Non

2009 Predominate Primary Languages other than English

We have a very small number of primary languages other than English.

2010 OGCS Ethnicity Chart
Asian

Pacific Islander

Hispanic

African American

White- Not Hispanic

Decline to State

8%

2% 4%

24%

2%

60%
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Special Education Students Served:
As a public school within San Lorenzo Valley School District, Ocean Grove Charter School offers a full
continuum of services for our identified special education students.

Identified Special Education Student by Handicapping Conditions and
Services Received
Identified Disability/Cod

Number of
Identified
Students 20062007

Number of
Identified
Students 20072008

Number of
Identified Students
2008-2009

Service Received in 2008-2009

Mental Retardation
(210)

0

0

0

--

Hard of Hearing (220)

1

1

0

--

Deaf (030)

0

1

1

SAI (1)

Speech/Language
Impaired (240)

11

15

28

S/L (28) SAI (17) OT (6)

Visual Impairment (250)

0

0

0

--

Emotional Disturbance
(260)

0

1

1

SAI (1) Counseling (1)

Orthopedic Impairment
(270)

0

0

0

--

Other Health Impaired
(280)

3

3

2

SAI (2) S/L (1) OT (1)

Established Medical
Disability (281)

0

0

0

--

Specific Learning
Disability (290)

7

12

13

SAI (13) S/L (2) OT (1)

Deaf-Blind (300)

0

0

0

--

Multiple Disabilities
(310)

0

0

0

--

Autism (320)

3

5

5

SAI (1) S/L (5) OT (1) PT (1) RC
(4)

Traumatic Brain Injury
(330)
Total Students

0

0

0

--

25

38

50

--

4%

5%

5%

--

% of Special Education
Students in OGCS

SAI= Specialized Academic Instruction S/L= Speech and Language PT= Physical Therapy OT= Occupational
Therapy RC= Regional Center **All secondary students received Transition Services (Code 800) beginning at age
16.

The Special Needs population, while only accounting for 5% of the school population, has remained relatively constant in
proportioned to the increased population. OGCS has increased the number of resource persons in our geographical area
to serve our students with special needs
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Language Proficiency Numbers for the following:
2006
0
1
1

EL
IFEP
R-FEP

2007
0
1
3

2008
4
1
3

2009
4
1
2

Not a significant population.

Attendance
Mobility Rate Data 2005-2006 to 2009-2010 at CBEDS for K-12 Grades
2005-2006

Enroll

1st
Year

370

2006-2007

% Lost

Enroll

30%

2nd
Year

% Lost

2007-2008

Enroll

% Lost

2008-2009

Enroll

% Lost

20092010

Summary

Enroll

Total %
Lost
Overall

259

20%

208

27%

152

18%

125

67%

214

30%

150

32%

103

11%

92

57%

257

30%

204

9%

186

28%

259

22%

204

22%

3rd
Year
4th
Year

We believe our mobility rate is very high for several reasons. There are families that attempt independent study and
determine that it is not the correct choice for their children, or that this particular program is not for their children Due
to the economic downturn in California, many families that had a parent at home to guide the independent study
process now need that parent to work, placing the children in a classroom situation, or they have moved out of the area.
None of our losses have been due to disciplinary issues. With recent cuts to California public schools and the increase in
class size, families continue to look for options in educating their children.

Suspension and Expulsion Rates
OGCS has had 0 suspension and expulsions for the last 4 years. Since our students primarily work at home with their
parents, we do not typically have issues with this.

Socioeconomic Status
2007
23

Free/Reduced Lunch Status
2008
2009
32
30
Not a significant population as only 9% of our HS
students qualify for free or reduced lunch status.
8
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OGCS Parent Education Level
Graduate and Post-Graduate Training

2007
25

2008
34

2009
39

2010
36

College Graduate

17

30

32

26

Some College- Includes AA Degree

39

43

33

34

High School Graduate

8

12

12

11

Not High School Graduate

3

3

8

7

15

4

4

10
Declined to State
Of our OGCS parents, 81% have a college education or higher.
Staff

2009-2010 School Year
Number of credentialed staff
Percent of highly qualified teachers
Number of National Board Certified Teachers
Percent of teachers instructing outside of credentialed areas
Number of teachers with emergency permits
Number of advanced degrees
Educational years within OGCS

70
100%
0
0%
0
33
Years
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
Years
0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21+

Total number of years in education

# of Teachers
4
26
14
12
11
2
1
# of Teachers
28
22
12
5
3

Specialized training/intern programs

VPSS- 46
CSET/CTEL- 57
BTSA- 2

Number of teachers in an intern program
Gender
Ethnicity

0
Male- 4, Female- 66

Attendance rates of teachers

Non Specified

8

Filipino

1

Hispanic/Latino

5

Pacific Islander - Guamanian

1

Pacific Islander - Other

1

White(not Hispanic

61

100%
9
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With our quick growth in student population, Ocean Grove has hired 21 new Educational Specialists (ES) in the
last year. We now have 69 highly qualified teachers on our staff, who range in teaching experience from 1 to 38
years. Due to the unique nature of our program, there are many extra professional qualifications necessary to
continue in this program. The administration provides professional development each year focusing on a
specific area. This year it is the area of learning styles. The school is providing online professional development
training in this area and the tools necessary to apply this training to the choice of curricula and programs for our
students.
Content of staff development and numbers participating.
All credentialed staff are participating in required professional growth activities every year. The specifics are listed in
the appendix.

Student Performance Data:
Academic Performance Index
790
780
770
760
750
740
730
720
710
700
690

776

API Scores
748

742

742
728

721

2006

755

719

2007

2008

Ocean Grove

2009

State

With a high mobility rate in our early years and difficulty getting our students to complete the ELA and Math portions of
the STAR, our scores were not improving. We strongly encouraged parents to get their students to testing and complete
both the ELA and Math portions of the test. Haven given student incentives to complete both sections of the test, we
finally made a huge gain from 2008 to 2009.

Ocean Grove API Chart
2006

2007

2008

2009

API

748

742

719

776

Growth Target

N/A

753

747

719

Target Met
School-Wide

N/A

No

No

Yes

Target Met SubGroups (White)

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

State Rank

N/A

5

4

2

Similar School

N/A

1

2

1
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California Standards Test
9th Grade CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced

Proficient

Basic

Below Basic

Far Below
Basic

English Language
Arts

43

40%

23%

25%

7%

5%

Algebra 1

16

0

6%

31%

38%

25%

Geometry

6

0

33%

17%

50%

0

Algebra II

2

0

0

50%

0

50%

General
Mathematics

19

5%

22%

26%

42%

5%

10th Grade CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced

Proficient

Basic

Below Basic

Far Below
Basic

English Language
Arts

26

42%

31%

15%

4%

8%

Algebra 1

6

0

17%

0

33%

50%

Geometry

8

0

50%

38%

13%

0

Algebra II

8

0

0

13%

75%

13%

11th Grade CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced

Proficient

Basic

Below Basic

Far Below
Basic

English Language
Arts

23

35%

9%

22%

26%

9%

Algebra 1

7

0

0

14%

29%

57%

Geometry

0

0

0

0

0

0

Algebra II

5

0

20%

0

20%

60%

9th GRADE Economically Disadvantaged CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

English Language
Arts

8

0

13%

62%

13%

12%

Alg. 1

1

0

0

0

0

100%

Gen. Math

7

0

14%

14%

72%

0
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9th GRADE English Learner CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

English Language
Arts

2

0

0

50%

0

50%

Gen. Math

2

0

50%

0

50%

0

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

9th GRADE Ethnicity CST 2009
Number
Tested
Black or
African
American

Hispanic or
Latino

White

Advanced Proficient Basic

English Language
Arts

0

0

0

0

0

0

Alg. 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

English Language
Arts

10

0

20%

40%

20%

20%

Alg. I

4

0

0

50%

25%

25%

Geometry

1

0

0

0

100%

0

Gen. Math

5

0

20%

0

60%

20%

English Language
Arts

23

48%

26%

26%

0

0

Alg. 1

8

0

13%

25%

25%

38%

Geometry

2

0

0

0

100%

0

Gen. Math

12

8%

25%

25%

42%

0

10th GRADE Economically Disadvantaged CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

English
Language Arts

5

20%

40%

40%

0

0

Alg. 1

1

0

0

0

0

100%

Alg. II

3

0

0

33%

33%

33%
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Geometry

1

0

0

100%

0

0

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

10th GRADE English Learner CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic

English
Language Arts

1

0

0

100%

0

0

Alg. I

1

0

0

0

0

100%

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

10th GRADE Ethnicity CST 2009
Number
Tested
Black or African
American

Hispanic or Latino

White

Advanced Proficient Basic

English
Language Arts

1

100%

0

0

0

0

Geometry

1

0

100%

0

0

0

English
Language Arts

3

67%

0

33%

0

0

Alg. I

1

0

0

0

0

100%

Geometry

1

0

100%

0

0

0

Alg. II

1

0

0

0

100%

0

English
Language Arts

20

35%

35%

15%

5%

10%

Alg. 1

5

0

20%

0

40%

40%

Geometry

5

0

40%

60%

0

0

Alg. II

7

0

0

14%

72%

14%

11th GRADE Economically Disadvantaged CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic
13

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic
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English
Language Arts

4

25%

0

0

75%

0

Alg. I

2

0

0

0

50%

50%

Alg. II

1

0

0

0

0

100%

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

11th GRADE English Learner CST 2009
Number
Tested

Advanced Proficient Basic

English
Language Arts

0

0

0

0

0

0

Alg. I

0

0

0

0

0

0

Below
Basic

Far Below
Basic

11th GRADE Ethnicity CST 2009
Number
Tested
Black or African
American

Hispanic or Latino

Advanced Proficient Basic

English
Language Arts

0

0

0

0

0

0

Alg. 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

English
Language Arts

8

13%

13%

25%

25%

25%

Alg. I

3

0

0

0

0

100%

Alg. II

2

0

0

0

50%

50%

English
Language Arts

12

50%

0

25%

25%

0

Alg. I

3

0

0

33%

33%

33%

Alg. II

2

0

50%

0

0

50%

White

In 2009 We had 98% participation, which is the best we have had in the past four years of operation. The CST scores
indicate that English Language Arts are definitely the stronger of the two areas, but we have not reached proficiency for
all students. We are emphasizing mathematic skills with our high school population, as they come to us greatly lacking
some of the most basic skills. We are emphasizing training in math for both our teaching staff and parents, making sure
to target all of our significant subgroups.
14
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California High School Exit ExaThis is a snapshot of all our 10 graders that passed the CAHSEE each year indicated by
color. Our 10th graders have increased in the percentages that have passed over the last several years.

Passing CAHSEE Scores for 11th Grade Students
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

2005-2006 11 Students

2006-2007
2007 25 Students
English Language Arts

2007-2008

27 Students

2008
2008-2009
35 Students

Mathematics

This is a snapshot of all 11th graders
raders that passed the CAHSEE each year indicated by color. While our 11th grade students
have increased in the ELA portion of the CAHSEE over the years, it is evident that we need much work with regards to
mathematics fro these students.

Passing CAHSEE Scores for 12th Grade Students
100%
50%
0%
2005-2006

8 Students

2006--2007 15 Students
English Language Arts

2007-2008 23 Students 2008--2009

24 Students

Mathematics

This is a snapshot of all 12th graders that passed the CAHSEE each year indicated by color.

Ocean Grove Charter School
End of 12th Grade CAHSEE Snapshot
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2006- 8 Students

2007- 15 Students

2008- 23 Students

2009- 24 Students

Passed Both

25%

80%

74%

83%

Passed ELA

63%

87%

83%

88%

Passed Math

38%

87%

83%

83%

The CAHSEE test scores indicate that the percentage of students passing the exam is increasing. Over the four years
of data presented, the percentage of students in the 12th grade that passed both portions of the test nearly tripled.
The scores indicate that the math exam is more of a challenge to our students which we are addressing. Overall, the
majority of our seniors have passed the CAHSEE, but the downward trend in tthe
he sophomore passing rates bears
scrutiny.
15
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Adequate Yearly Progress
2005-2006

Participation
Rate
Percent
Proficient

2006-2007

2007-2008

2008-2009

ELA

Math

ELA

Math

ELA

Math

ELA

Math

No
92%

No
91%

No
93%

No
91%

Yes
95%

No
93%

Yes
98%

Yes
98%

Yes
57.8%

Yes
40.8%

Yes
58.4%

Yes
33.4%

Yes
56.2%

No
32.5%

Yes
65.7%

No
45.9%

API

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Graduation
Rate

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

OGCS met 8 of the 10 AYP criterions. We met the necessary participation percentage for both math and
English Language Arts, and the participation rates in all our subgroups. We met the percent proficient in
English Language Arts and the increase in our API indicator. We did not meet the necessary proficiency
rate for math or our graduation rate. We are working on trying to meet the needs of all of our
significant subgroups.

California English Language Development Test

Ocean Grove CELDT Initials
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

20062006 5 Students
20072007 0 Students
20082008 11 Students
Advanced

Early Advanced Intermediate

Early
Intermediate

Beginning

The CELDT data indicated that of the students tested, the majority are either advanced or early
advanced. This year the English language learner population has been growing. We have qualified
Teachers work with that population. Our experienced curriculum coordinator is trained to work with
these students, and is prepared to train our teaching staff on what techniques and materials are
effective with that sub group.
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Local assessments

Scantron Reading Proficiency Graph 08-09
35

31

30
25
25
20

17

15

13

15
10

5

4

5
0

2

1

0

2

0
9th Grade- 44 Students 10th Grade- 26 Students 11th Grade- 26 Students 12th Grade- 19 Students

Below Grade Level

At Grade Level

Above Grade Level

Scantron Math Proficiency Graph 08-09
25

23

20

10

16

15

14

15

9
7

6

5

5

8

5

5

2

0
9th Grade- 44 Students

10th Grade- 26 Students

Below Grade Level

11th Grade- 26 Students

At Grade Level

12th Grade- 19 Students

Above Grade Level

2008-2009 Scantron
% Under 1 Year Progress

% At 1 Year Progress

% Over 1 Year Progress
48%

44%

42%

40%

16%
10%

Reading

Math
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The school administers a baseline Scantron test at the beginning of the year to determine baseline academic skills.
The test covers reading, language arts, and math. The scores available for the 08-09 school year indicate that the
majority of students are above grade level in reading proficiency and are above grade level in math for their
freshman and sophomore years in high school; the number of students who were below grade level increased
dramatically in the junior year and only decreased slightly in the senior year.

School-Wide Writing Assessment
Ocean Grove Summary Writing Scores 2007-2008
Rubric Scale is 0-4
Grade

Number of
Scores of 4

Number of
Scores of 3

Number of
Scores of 2

Number of
Scores of 1

N/A

Score
Average

9

1

9

1

0

0

3

10

4

11

1

0

0

3.2

11

1

3

2

0

0

2.8

12

3

0

0

0

0

4

Ocean Grove Response to Literature Writing Scores 2008-2009
Rubric Scale is 0-4
Grade

Number of Scores
of 4

Number of
Scores of 3

Number of
Scores of 2

Number of
Scores of 1

N/A

Score
Average

9

5

24

9

0

0

2.9

10

4

11

8

2

0

2.7

11

2

10

7

1

0

2.7

1
2
1
0
1
12
2.4
We require a different school-wide writing genre each year as a school wide assignments for each of our students.
The rubric ranges from one to four. Our students score an average of 2.5 for most grade levels. We feel this has
been a good thing to prepare our students for the CAHSEE ELA and for their future.

Physical Fitness Testing

2008-2009 9th Grade Students in
Healthy Fitness Zone
Grade 9
Aerobic Capacity

37.5%

Body Composition

85%

Abdominal Strength

67.5%

Trunk Extensor Strength

95%

Upper Body Strength

70%

Flexibility

72.5%
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Our high school students need to improve their aerobic fitness as seen by the results. While our PE
classes allow students to participate in activities they enjoy, the lack of team activities may affect the
motivation for some students.

Number of students concurrently enrolled part time in local community colleges
High School Students in Concurrent Enrollment
2007

2008

2009

Fall Spring Summer Fall Spring Summer
0

1

0

20

15

Fall

1

2010

Spring Summer Fall Spring Summer

32

22

2

51

--

--

Number of students meeting University of California a-g requirements; number enrolled in the UC- approved
courses.
UC Courses (A-G)
Year
# of Students
2007
10
2008

15

2009

30

2010
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2007, 2008, and 2009 School Years
Numbers of Courses Taken by Grade/Type
2006-07
Number
of
Courses

2007-08
Number
of
Courses

2008-09
Number
of
Courses

Regular

489

388

686

Basic

28

21

33

a-g

15

8

48

Regular

304

508

457

Basic

9

42

22

a-g

13

3

32

Regular

301

336

388

Basic

11

20

46

a-g

13

16

14

Regular

182

267

230

Basic

16

15

52

a-g

0

0

0

Type of
Grade Course
9

10

11

12

OGCS has increased their a-g course offerings, which require the use of an a-g approved text and
syllabus. As of last year, we had 30 high school students enrolled in these classes.
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Ocean Grove ROP Participation
# of
Participants

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2

0

5

5

2

Number of students taking Algebra by grade level
Number of Students Taking Algebra 1 by Grade Level and Year
2007

2008

2009

2010

9th

18

14

39

39

10th

6

24

13

15

11th

15

6

13

3

12th

6

5

8

5

Percentage of 9th graders taking a course below the level of Algebra
Ninth Grade Students Completing
Basic Math and Pre-Algebra by Number and Percentage
2007

2008

2009

2010

19

11

19

19

33%

34%

33%

32%

It appears that our high school students are not coming to us prepared for high school level math.

Completion Rates

School
Year

Diplomas

Dropped
Out

Transferred
to Another
School

Continued
Another
Year

Explanation of what
happened after they
continued…

2006

6/8
75%

0/8
0%

1/8
12.5%

1/8
12.5%

Stayed for 2007, then
dropped out

2007

12 / 15
80%

1 / 15
7%

2 / 15
13%

0 / 15
0%

2008

18 / 23
78%

2 / 23
9%

3 / 23
13%

0 / 23
0%

2009

17 / 24
71%

2 / 24
8%

2 / 24
8%

3 / 24
13%

Based on such a small student population, these percentages can be quickly changed.

20

Are currently in our
school intending on
graduating.
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Graduation Rates AYP

2006

2007

2008

2009

93.7%

100%

86.7%

73.1%

Graduation rates are based on a small student number population. Graduation rates are impacted based upon students
exiting our program and not enrolled in a current California Public High School, which can easily have a negative impact
on graduation rates. This is an area of growing concern for our school.

Ocean Grove Charter School 2008-2009
12th Grade Students' Education Plans
Vocational
Other 4 Yr. Public College
Other
I haven't made plans yet
Certificated Training
CA UC/CSU
4 Yr. Private College
2 Yr. College
0

2008-09

2

2 Yr.
College

4 Yr.
Private
College

13

0

4

6

Certificate
CA UC/CSU
d Training
1

1

8

10

I haven't
made
plans yet

Other

7

1

12

14

Other 4 Yr.
Public Vocational
College
0

1

Many of our students take advantage of the California junior college system, which is local and inexpensive..

Supplemental Data
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2009 OGCS Parent Survey Results
Yes

No

Total of
responses

1. The Curriculum Provided for my children.

154

7

161

96%

2. Timeliness of Curriculum Delivery

140

21

161

87%

3. Computer provided by school

43

6

49

88%

4. Highly Qualified Teacher Subject Matter Expert
availability/flexibility (required by Federal NCLB bill)

90

5

95

95%

5. Contract Programs courses I have requested

86

0

86

100%

6. Contract Programs we have participated in

106

1

107

99%

7. Educational activities we have done this year

138

2

140

99%

8. STAR/CAHSEE test administration

103

6

109

94%

9. Scantron test administration/results/practice lessons

155

15

170

91%

10. Academic Standards for students (State Standards)

176

6

182

97%

11. Guidance/high school advising by your ES

51

2

53

96%

12. Online Parent Handbook/Newsletter information on the school
website

168

5

173

97%

13. Other information on the school website

163

9

172

95%

14. Responsiveness of school support staff

150

6

156

96%

15. School Administration

138

6

144

96%

16. Service provided by Special Ed.Vendors

34

5

39

87%

17. The quality/benefit of the School-Wide Yearly Writing
Assignment and its resources for you

6

2

8

75%

162

1

163

99%

Question: I am satisfied with...

18. Are you satisfied with the Charter School’s success in achieving
the mission of its Charter: “Making Parental Choice in Education a
Reality Today”?
22
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Our parents are pleased with the many options our program offers. We continue to encourage them to challenge
their children.

OGCS Alumni Survey
Total Number of Submissions: 4
1. Please check all that apply post high school:
Employed :

0 times: 0 %

2 year college:

2 times: 50 %

4 year University:

0 times: 0 %

Private college:

0 times: 0 %

Vocation school:

0 times: 0 %

Certificate program training: 0 times: 0 %
Police/Fire Academy:

0 times: 0 %

Military:

0 times: 0 %

Other::

0 times: 0 %

Other: Child Care

1 times: 25 %

2. Your (Alumni's) experience at OGCS prepared you well for success in post high school success.
Strongly agree:

1 times: 25 %

Agree:

2 times: 50 %

Neutral:

1 times: 25 %

Disagree:

0 times: 0 %

Strongly disagree: 0 times: 0 %
3. What helped you most at OGCS to prepare for post-secondary and/or employment (Choose all that
apply):
Courses tailored to student interests: 1 times: 25 %
Teachers:

2 times: 50 %

CP or vendor classes/tutor:

0 times: 0 %

ROP:

0 times: 0 %

Online courses:

0 times: 0 %

Highly qualified teacher:

1 times: 25 %

Subject matter experts:

1 times: 25 %

Concurrent enrollment:

2 times: 50 %

Schedule flexibility:

2 times: 50 %

Special education services:

0 times: 0 %

5
We had very few responses to our survey as it is difficult to get feedback once they have left our
school. We are working on a system to help receive more responses.
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Student Survey
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Parent Intake Survey
Ocean Grove Charter School
Fall 2005-present
“Why did you choose this IEM Charter School?”
Response Choices

Number of families that responded

Individualized Curriculum

843

More Parental Involvement

805

To Utilize Community Resources

459

Simplification of School Experience

242

To Accelerate Program

223

Safety Concerns

121

To Decelerate Program

52

Health Issues

22

Expelled From Last School

3

Dropped Out

2
Parent Intake Survey
Ocean Grove Charter School
Fall 2005-present
“What was your last school attended prior to OGCS?”
Response Choices

Number of families that responded

Traditional Public School

277

Charter School

98

Home School

554

Private School

128

Other Alternative School

52
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Chapter II: Student/Community Profile — Overall Summary from Analysis of
Profile Data
Provide an overall summary from the analysis of the profile data
•

What are the implications of the data with respect to student performance?

•

Select two to three critical academic needs based on the data, noting the correlated expected
schoolwide learning results (schoolwide student goals).

•

List important questions that have been raised by the analysis of the student performance,
demographic, and perception data.

As is evidenced by our API data OGCS has struggled with its API score. We believe our main challenges
are as follows: Many of our first students came from private independent study programs which did not
have the mandate of state standardized tests, they did not follow the state standards, and were not
concerned with research-based curriculum. The greatest challenge was to retrain their thinking without
violating the parental rights they held so dear in our "parent choice" public charter school.
In our school, our parents must buy in to the necessities and benefits of ongoing assessment on a school
wide scale. There are logistical issues around testing our independent study high school students who
typically work in their homes, which are mainly spread out around the Bay area and Santa Cruz county.
OGCS purchased a school van primarily to transport our economically disadvantaged students to their
local STAR and CAHSEE testing sites and our participation rate increased.
Our participation rate increased over the first three years of school operation, but the actual scores
declined. From 2006 to 2008, we lost 29 points on our API score. The next phase of test preparation
was implemented in 2009, when we trained for and encouraged parents, in addition to training our
teachers, in proper test preparation. Emphasis was placed on the importance of total buy-in on
everyone’s part. Students and their families were prepared mentally and scholastically with extra
preparation materials; enough rest and proper food were encouraged, especially leading up to test week;
finally, students prepared and committed to doing the best job possible on the test for their own sake
and the school community. The result was a 57 point increase in our API score to 776 in 2009.
OGCS does have a challenge in that many of our students start advanced math in earlier grades, but are
not allowed to take the EOC assessment at that time because of age/grade restrictions. This raises the
question as to whether these scores indicate the true percentage of students who are proficient in
Math, since a certain percentage of students do not take the EOC test, as they have already completed
their high school level math courses early. Also, since parent choice is the hallmark of the program, some
parents choose curricula that address the state academic standards in a different order than state
adopted texts. Or, our parents choose for their students to study the subject at a slower pace than in a
classroom to ensure complete comprehension and mastery of the standards, and may not have covered all
of the tested standards yet than other students taking the assessment will have covered in the testing
window. These issues present an on-going challenge for the ESs in preparing their students for the
CSTs.
The CAHSEE test scores indicate that the number of students passing the exam is increasing, while the
percentage is decreasing due to the larger number of students in the class. The scores indicate that the
math exam is more of a challenge which needs to be addressed. Overall, the majority of seniors have
passed the CAHSEE, but the downward trend in the sophomore passing rates bears scrutiny.
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OGCS met 8 of the 10 AYP categories. Participation rates have increased to our school’s target level
and we feel this is an excellent improvement in this challenge, however, the number of students testing
at the proficient level in math is still of great concern.
The school administers a baseline Scantron test at the beginning of the year to determine baseline
academic skills. The test covers reading, language arts, and math. The scores shown in Chapter One for
the 08-09 school year indicate that the majority of students are above grade level in reading
proficiency, but we see that there is still concern for those students scoring below grade level. In math,
the scores indicate too many of our students still score below grade level in math. The number of
students who were below grade level increased dramatically in the junior and senior year, which we feel
may be due to the large number of our students who do not choose to go on to higher level math.
We have a large number of students taking Algebra 1 in the ninth grade, when they should have taken it
is 8th grade. Roughly a third of our freshmen students are only taking basic math or pre-algebra; not
even ready for Algebra 1. This non-preparation for high school level math may be one factor that
affects our low graduation rate.
The following implications were drawn from analysis of the data:
1. Due to the high mobility rate of our students, it is difficult to get a consistent analysis of
student needs, since the population can change dramatically from year to year. Many of our
students come from having been unsuccessful in a traditional setting which requires a great deal
of “remedial” work in order to bring them up to grade level. Others complete their high school
graduation requirements early and move on to post high school plans. Others are not successful at
independent study and therefore move to other programs that fit their academic needs; thus,
when we follow diagonal data on test scores, we are often not looking at the same students,

especially in the upper high school years.
2. There is a need to improve student proficiency in mathematics. The home and focus groups all
agreed on this as an issue for our school. From the discussions and the evidence gathered, there
was an agreement that the school should find a way to help students get more direct instruction
from qualified math teachers and tutors, either one on one or in small groups.
3. The majority of our high school students score proficient or better on the ELA CSTs. Still, with
30% scoring basic or below, the school needs to improve proficiency in this area. We also need to
further study our different populations in order to develop programs that truly address the
students’ needs. We have established an annual school wide writing assignment, which emphasizes
a different writing genre each year. This focuses the student and the student’s family on writing
and, over the years, the school is confident the students will have covered these genre
thoroughly at least once in their upper grade years.
4. There is a need to improve the number of students who pass both sections of the CAHSEE in
10th grade, especially since our data indicates that, if they do not pass these exams in 10th grade,
the likelihood that they will pass it later attempts decreases greatly. Some of our students are
coming to us because they have not succeeded in regular high school settings, therefore, while
they are not in official special education programs, they are doing remedial work to bring them up
to grade level. Diagnosis and finding proper programs is not simple at this level and often times
takes precedence over CAHSEE test prep. The students who do not pass on the first attempt are
tracked and specific intervention programs are required to prepare them for the test.
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5. There is a need to increase our graduation rate. This can be achieved by determining which
students are “dropping out” and which students are actually transferring to other
programs/homeschools and are not informing us. This tracking of students who leave the program
but do not return to regular public school classroom is a challenge which must be investigated.
Once we are clear about which students are truly not graduating, we expect that we will be able
to better meet these students’ needs and bring them to successful graduation.
Questions we need to ask ourselves as we approach these critical needs:
• What additional resources are there in the local communities that will help students become and
remain proficient in math and Algebra1 in particular?
• What are the reasons so many students leave our program during high school and what can we do as a
school to decrease these numbers?
• How can the parent board support the focus and direction of the school with regard to the
schoolwide growth goals?
• How can we encourage more of our students to take a-g courses?
• Why are some of our students performing Below Basic and Far Below Basic in math and ELA, when
their SCANTRON results indicate they should do better?
• How can the school continue to reduce our mobility rate, or is this more attributable to factors with
the economy and our school model of parent choice and participation?
• Why are not more students taking Algebra 1 in 8th grade, so they are prepared for high school level
math?
• Why aren’t more of our socio-economically disadvantaged students proficient in math and ELA?
• Why are not more of our students passing both sections of the CAHSEE in 10th grade?
• How can we help our parents understand the positive aspects of the state’s mandatory testing and
the state standards?
• Why has our graduation rate dropped from 100% in 2007 to 86.7% in 2008 to 73.1% in 2009?
• Why do we have declining enrollment during the junior and senior years of high school?
• What reasons are given for student drop-out rates?
• Our students receive CAHSEE intervention, but Ocean Grove still had an 83% pass rate in 2009. How
can we improve our success with CAHSEE?
• Why are our students declining in grade level proficiency from grades 9-12 as shown on the Scantron
Math Proficiency Graph?
• Why do the Scantron Math Proficiency test scores drop so dramatically from 9th and 10th grade to
11th and 12th grade?
• Why did the writing scores decline for juniors and seniors in the school wide writing assignment from
2008 to 2009 (as seen in the graph of school wide writing scores)?
• Are the students entering 9th grade from a regular public high school or another setting that
students were unable to advance or demonstrate growth in math? Is there another factor within
this sub group affecting our math scores?
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Chapter III: Progress Report
Summarize progress on each section of the action plan that incorporated all critical areas of follow-up from the
last full self-study.
Critical Areas for Followup from May 14, 2007

1.

Develop and implement a professional development plan including opportunities for teachers to gain skills in
strategies for below grade-level and special education students.

Our teachers all participate in a Professional Development plan (see
http://www.ieminc.org/handbook/esjob/iemprogroplan.htm ). At the beginning of each school year, every teacher
chooses 3 or more goals from the California Standards for the Teaching Profession
(http://www.sscs.cc/Handbook/profgrowth/teacherstandards.pdf ). The teachers are encouraged to choose goals
that will enable them to better serve their specific students regardless of their abilities (above average, below
average, learning challenged, etc). We track the trainings they attend over the course of the year in our school
database for reference.
The teachers attend required monthly trainings provided by the school, plus optionally choose from among topical
Webex trainings and outside conferences and trainings geared to their individual teacher goals. This year in
addition to monthly school provided trainings in the areas of curriculum, guidance, and assessment, we purchased an
online Learning Styles training program for every teacher to enable them to serve their students most effectively.
Our Special Education director provides training for our teachers at our first All ES meeting at the start of each
school year, plus sends additional topical trainings for our teachers throughout the year and articles for our
parents that are posted in our online newsletters.

2. Implement a parent education program to complement parents’ active role in their child’s education.
Our Curriculum Coordinator last year implemented a monthly parent training topic. Extensive information is posted
on our website about different curriculum programs available, standards information, supplemental materials, etc.
Our teachers are first trained on these materials, then an online Webex training is given for interested parents.
This has become quite a popular school offering.
(http://www.ieminc.org/handbook/curriculum/gencurres/curric/secon6-12.dwt )
Our Guidance Counselor, beginning this year and building on the successful parent trainings of our Curriculum
Counselor last year, now also offers online Webex trainings throughout the year on various topics of interest to our
high school students/parents.
Our school newsletter (posted online 3 times a year) has added parent training sections to help with their active
role in their child’s education, especially in the area of Assessments.

3. Procedures to assure that students who are at-risk receive support services.
We noted that our economically disadvantaged high school students were not passing the CAHSEE math. To
address this need, our curriculum coordinator researched math curriculum and supplemental materials. We then
selected ALEKS online math as a good program to meet the needs of our students. We trained our teachers on
this program and encouraged them to sign up all of their students with low math skills on this online progressive
math program. A Webex training in math was provided for both our teachers and our parents. We appropriated
our CAHSEE Intensive Grant monies for this program for all of 12th grade students who hadn’t passed CAHSEE
math (many of which are our economically disadvantaged students).

4. The development of a parent handbook.
Over the last 2 years, we have developed 2 online parent handbooks to be readily available over the internet to our
parents. The first is an extensive general parent school handbook to guide the parent through their students’
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experience at our school, which includes chapters on General School Information, Educational Oversight and
Support, Student Admission and Enrollment, Curriculum and Educational Resources, Contract Programs (CPs) and
Group Educational Activities (GEAs), Parent Support, High School Guidance, Mandatory Assessments, Special
Education (http://www.ogcs.org/parent_resources.html).
In addition to this document, we also have a High School Handbook written and updated yearly by our guidance
counselor available online at : http://www.ogcs.org/guidance/hshandbook.pdf . It specifically was created to guide
our high school students & their parents from our school into college and/or careers. Specific components include:
Financial help for college; college admission exams and when to attempt them; a-g information; applying to college;
ROP; planning your high school classes to meet your future goals; etc.
Our teachers are trained on these handbooks at the beginning of each school year and are to remind their parents
of these handbooks available online, print out a copy for those who request a hardcopy, or email as a pdf file—
whatever format fits their high school parents/students best.
Our Guidance Counselor offers online Webex trainings throughout the year on various topics of interest to our
high school students/parents. (See Webex schedule).
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Chapter IV: Self-Study Findings
For each criterion, respond to the sample prompts and note the supporting evidence. Refer to the Suggested
Areas to Analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met.
For each category, provide the following: (1) the evidence that supports the criterion findings and (2) the
identification of prioritized strengths and areas of growth needs.
A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and Resources
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Vision and Purpose
Governance
Leadership and Staff
Leadership and Staff
Leadership and Staff
Resources
Resources [for Charter Schools Only]
Resources [for Charter Schools Only]

B. Standards-based Student Learning: Curriculum
1.
2.
3.

Curriculum
Curriculum
Curriculum

C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
1.
2.

Instruction
Instruction

D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
1.
2.
3.
4.

Assessment and
Assessment and
Assessment and
Assessment and

Accountability
Accountability
Accountability
Accountability

E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
1.
2.
3.
4.

School Culture and Student Support
School Culture and Student Support
School Culture and Student Support
School Culture and Student Support
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Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership
and Staff, and Resources
A1. Organization Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school has a clearly stated vision or purpose based on its student needs, current educational research and
the belief that all students can achieve at high academic levels. Supported by the governing board and the
central administration, the school’s purpose is defined further by expected schoolwide learning results and the
academic standards.
To what extent a) does the school have a clearly stated vision or purpose based on its student needs, current
educational research and the belief that all students can achieve high levels and b) is the school's purpose
supported by the governing board and the central administration and further defined by expected schoolwide
learning results and the academic standards?
Vision – ESLRs – Profile

The school has established a clear, coherent vision (purpose) of what students should know and perform; it is
based upon high quality standards and is congruent with research, practices, the student/community profile data,
and a belief that all students can learn.
Comment on pertinent student/community profile data that has impacted the development of the vision and the
expected schoolwide learning results.
Evidence (note here or in summary at

Findings

the end of Category A)

The school's Mission was developed with representatives of all
shareholder groups. The school/community's Mission for the
learning results is acknowledged and supported by the district
and the board. A periodic process exists for monitoring and
review. The staff's vision of what students should know and be
able to do upon exit from high school is consistent with national,
state, and local standards, curriculum, frameworks and current
educational research and practice.
1.) The Expected Schoolwide learning results (ESLRs) are a
part of the school's charter and are posted for all to view on the
school website. As a California charter school, our growth goals
are required to be a part of our charter and charter
development process and are not changeable without a
revision of our school's charter. A team of teachers, parents,
and administration help developed our charter growth goals.
2.) Our school governing board is made up entirely of parents
of enrolled students who are committed to the school's
success. These parents have signed a charter summary form in
the enrollment process, indicating buy-in to the school vision
and mission.
3.)The School administration was involved in the writing of the
charter for this school and supports the
vision/mission/standards/school goals.
4.) Our sponsoring school district showed their support of our
school by approving our charter initially, and is working towards
awarding charter renewal at the expiration of our original
charter period in June of 2010.
5.) Our school charter states that: "State adopted curriculum
standards will be covered in the curriculum selected for each
35
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student".

Development/Refinement of Vision/ESLRs

The processes to ensure involvement of representatives from the entire school community in the
development/refinement of the vision and expected schoolwide learning results are effective.
Examine the effectiveness of the processes to ensure involvement of representatives from the entire school
community in the development/refinement of the vision and expected schoolwide learning results.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

As a California charter school, our overall vision and school
goals are largely defined by our school's charter, which define
our school. Although we are committed to this continuing vision,
we nevertheless seek continuing input from all stakeholders, so
that we can apply this vision to the current educational
environment.
1.) The School Board of Directors plays a major role in
representing the parents to the school administration.
2.) At monthly teacher meetings, our Education Specialists are
given an opportunity to voice their suggestions to better
structure and serve the school.
3.) We survey the parents yearly to solicit specific input on our
school processes and how they impact their student.
4.) Once a year we survey our students for their input.
5.) We send out a survey to our alumni to ask how we could
have supported them better in their career paths.
6.) All teachers have been a part of both a home and a "focus
group", where they were involved in discussions of how to
inform students of our school goals and vision.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board Bylaws
2.) School-Wide Appendix: ES
Agenda
3.) Chapter One: School
Profile, " Parent Survey"
4.) Chapter One: School
Profile, " Student Survey"
5.) Chapter One: School
Profile, "Alumni Survey"
6.) Home Group Participants
Chart
6.) Focus Group Participants
Chart

Understanding of Vision and ESLRs

Students, parents, and other members of the school community demonstrate understanding of and commitment
to the vision and the expected schoolwide learning results.
Examine the effectiveness of the processes to ensure involvement of representatives from the entire school
community in the development/refinement of the purpose and expected schoolwide learning results.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school-community mission statement and implementation
plan articulates a process that all students will participate in a
curriculum that is challenging, rigorous, and meaningful. The
curricular and instructional goals are based on the school's
vision of desired student learning results, established
graduation requirements, college entrance requirements,
perceived student needs and interest, and a belief that all
students can learn.
1.) Our parents/students are given the school charter at their
enrollment meeting, and are required to sign various forms
which state our vision, school goals, school academic
requirements, and their responsibilities to the school.
2.) Our parents/students and teachers are required to meet
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1) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
2) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter: Attendance Policies
3) School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources
4) ES Resources Index
5) School-Wide Appendix: IEM
October ES Agenda 2009/10
6) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
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every 20 school days or less to review student progress
towards the school and state academic standards. At these
meetings, our teachers have the opportunity to clarify questions
immediately about the school vision and goals as they arise
from the parents/students as it relates to their individualized
education plan.
3.) The online Parent Handbook is a 24/7 resource for
parents/students that supports our school vision and goals.
4.) The online Educational Specialist Resources provides
information on our school vision and goals.
5.) Our teachers are trained in required monthly teacher
meetings on topics related to our school vision and goals.
6.) Tri-Annually School newsletters are posted on the website,
and periodically provide information on the school vision and
goals.
7.) Our school board members are provided with a school
packet when they first assume their role on the board with
information of their duties. They are required to "uphold the
vision of the school" while performing their duties.

Newsletters Binder
7) Board duties and
responsibilities

Regular Review and Revision

The school is implementing an effective process for regular review/revision of the school purpose and the
expected schoolwide learning results based on student needs, global, national and local needs, and community
conditions.
Examine the effectiveness of the process for regular review/revision of the school purpose and the expected
schoolwide learning results based on student needs, global, national and local needs, and community
conditions. Examine the effectiveness of the process for regular review/revision of the school purpose and the
expected schoolwide learning results based on student needs, global, national and local needs, and community
conditions.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The schools' vision and school goals drive all curricular and
instructional goals and activities to include the related planning
and system processes, staff development, time and resource
allocation and program development.
1) The school administrators develop the yearly schoolwide
action plan based on the student needs as reflected in our
school data and school surveys (staff, parents, students,
alumni).
2) The school directors develop their yearly budget to include
needs reflected in the schoolwide action plan.
3.) The process of application for and reporting on grants
requires regular review of our systems and their effectiveness.

1) Chapter 1
1) Chapter 5
1) Chapter One: School
Profile, " Parent Survey"
1) Chapter One: School
Profile, " Student Survey"
1) Chapter One: School
Profile, "Alumni Survey"
2) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
3) Grant Review

Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]
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Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

a copy of the written vision and schoolwide learning results

•

student/community profile data

•

research-based knowledge about teaching and learning

•

national and state educational issues

•

what shareholders groups have been involved in the establishment of the school’s vision

•

the degree of involvement of these shareholder groups

•

the process for reaching consensus among the shareholder groups regarding the vision

•

interviews with staff, students, parents, board and district personnel and other shareholders to
determine their level of understanding and commitment to the vision

•

the process for regular communication with the school community regarding review and revision
of other evidence identified by the school

•

memos and other written documents

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A2. Governance Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The governing board (a) has policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school’s purpose and support the
achievement of the expected schoolwide learning results and academic standards based on data-driven
instructional decisions for the school; (b) delegates implementation of these policies to the professional staff;
and (c) monitors results regularly and approves the single schoolwide action plan and its relationship to the
Local Educational Agency (LEA) plan.
To what extent does the governing board a) have policies and bylaws that are aligned with the school's purpose
and support the achievement of the expected schoolwide learning results and academic standards based on
data-driven instructional decisions for the school; b) delegate implementation of these policies to the
professional staff; and c) regularly monitor results and approve the single schoolwide action plan and its
relationship to the Local Educational Association (LEA) plan?
Governing Board

There is clarity of the policies and procedures regarding the selection, composition and specific duties of the
governing board, including the frequency and regularity of board meetings.
Comment on the clarity of the policies and procedures regarding the selection, composition and specific duties
of the governing board, including the frequency and regularity of board meetings.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school has a functioning governance structure, with clear
lines of authority and responsibility. The vision is consistent
with and supported by board and district policies.
1.) The school charter lists the specific governance
requirements and responsibilities of three entities which share
this role: The School Board, the school Directors, and
Innovative Education Management, our contracted
management company.
2.) The school policies are developed by the school Directors
(then approved by IEM), who base those decisions on our
school data, survey results as related to our school goals, and
academic standards.
3.) The school Board, consisting of 29 parent members and the
school officers, has adopted clear bylaws that govern their
operation. They meet four times per year.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter, "IV. The Governance
Structure of the School"
2.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
3.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board By-laws

Relationship of Governance to Vision and ESLRs

The governing board’s policies are directly connected to the school’s vision and purpose and expected
schoolwide learning results.
Comment on the clarity of the policies and procedures regarding the selection, composition and specific duties
of the governing board, including the frequency and regularity of board meetings.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The governing Board's policy directly supports the school's vision
and purpose, which safeguards the school's focus on student
achievement of the expected schoolwide learning results and the
academic standards. The board is comprised of parents who have
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School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter, "IV. The Governance
Structure of the School"
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enrolled their students in Ocean Grove Charter School because they
embrace the school's vision, which is a commitment to parental
choice and empowerment in education using the expected outcomes
through academic standards as their guide. The members of the
Board are drawn from this population of parents who work to
further these goals.

School website - OGCS Board of Directors
School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board Meeting Minutes Binder
School-Wide Appendix: Parent
Involvement Policy

Understanding Role of Governing Board

The school community understands the governing board’s role, including how parents can participate in the
school’s governance.
To what degree does the school community understand the governing board’s role, including how parents can
participate in the school’s governance?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school community is informed on a regular basis of the role
and responsibilities of the governing board and how they can
participate.
1.) The school charter communicates the role of the governing
board and how parents can participate. All parents must sign a
form that they understand the charter when their first student
enrolls.
2.) A school listserve is sent out to all parents requesting their
consideration for participation on our school board yearly.
3.) Our school secretary calls parents randomly to request that
they consider applying for an open board position.
4.) Our school website has a school board section with the role
of the board members listed.

1) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter, "IV. The Governance
Structure of the School"
2) Listserve Email Sample
3) Email to parent

Governing Board’s Involvement in Review/Refinement

The governing board is involved in the regular review and refinement of the school’s vision and purpose and
expected schoolwide learning results.
How is the governing board involved in the regular review and refinement of the school’s vision and purpose
and expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The School Directors maintain effective communication within
the school and with the school community, school board, and
sponsoring district board to facilitate mutual support and
commitment to the school's expectation for every student to
achieve the school goals.
1.) As a California charter school, our vision and school goals
must be clearly spelled out in our school charter. Parents on the
school council have an opportunity to serve in a variety of
committees to further the vision laid out in the charter.
2.) Our chartering school district requires that we report to their
district board yearly on the progress of our schoolwide action
plan, and on our school goals for the next school year.
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1.) School-Wide Appendix:
School Charter, "IV. The
Governance Structure of the
School"
and Ocean Grove Charter
School By-Laws
2.) Sponsoring District
Powerpoint presentation
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Professional Staff and Governing Board

There is clear understanding about the relationship between the governing board and the responsibilities of the
professional staff.
To what degree is there clear understanding about the relationship between the governing board and the
responsibilities of the professional staff?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

There is clear understanding about the relationship between the
governing Board and the responsibilities of the professional
staff.
1.) The school Board member policies are stated in the School
Charter and the Board bylaws.
2.) The responsibilities of the professional staff are listed
generally in the School Charter, and specifically in the online
Education Specialist Resources section of the school webpage,
and in their job descriptions. The professional staff completes
their jobs according to these policy guidelines.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter and bylaws
2.) Online: ES Resources

Board’s Evaluation/Monitoring Procedures

There is clarity of the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the governing board, including
review of student performance, overall school operations, and fiscal health of the school.
Comment on the clarity of the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the governing board,
including review of student performance, overall school operations, and fiscal health of the school.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The means of monitoring our school are carried out in the
following manner:
1.) The directors annually create the Schoolwide Action Plan,
and develop the school budget in order to implement the plan to
enhance student performance.
2.) The Directors prepare reports and present them to the
governing Board at regularly scheduled meetings. These
reports include student performance reports, school operations,
review of school expenditures. The board discusses the
reports, asks for clarification of terms and numbers, hears the
recommendations of the school officers, and makes appropriate
deliberations as necessary.
3.) A sub-committee of the school board reviews the school
finances at regular intervals and reports to the full board.
4.) As a charter school, our sponsoring district is responsible
by law to monitor the performance and fiscal health of our
school. A summary is presented to the District board yearly.
5.) According to the terms of our school charter, our
management company IEM also monitors our school
operations and fiscal health, and reports to the school directors
on their findings monthly or more often if needed.
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1.) School- Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
2) Sponsoring District
powerpoint presentation
3) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
3.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board Meeting Minutes Binder
4.) Sponsoring District
powerpoint presentation
5.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
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Complaint and Conflict Resolution Procedures

The established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution procedures as they apply to the
school’s shareholders are effective.
Examine and comment on the established governing board/school’s complaint and conflict resolution
procedures as they apply to your school’s shareholders.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) Our Complaint and Conflict Resolution policy is posted in all
of our school offices. This process is handled for our school by
our management company, IEM.
2.) The school board bylaws contain the board's conflict
resolution procedures.
3.) Our board has adopted a school suspension/expulsion
policy which outlines the procedures for complaint in this area.

1) School-Wide Appendix:
Complaint and Conflict
Resolution policy
1) OGCS Complaint Form
2) OGCS Parent Council
Bylaws
3) OGCS suspension and
expulsion policy

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the legal status and organization of the school

•

parent participation in the school’s governance

•

the selection, composition and specific duties of the governing board

•

the alignment between the governing authority’s policies and the school’s purpose and expected
schoolwide learning results

•

the nature and extent of the school community’s understanding of the governing board’s role

•

the relationship between the duties of the governing board and the responsibilities of the
professional staff

•

the evaluation and monitoring procedures carried out by the governing board, including annual
reviews of student performance, academic progress and fiscal health of the school

•

the frequency and regularity of board meetings

•

the involvement of the school’s authorizing agency in reviewing and monitoring student progress
and overall school operations

•

the degree of participation of board and district personnel in the development of the vision and
expected schoolwide learning results

•

complaint and conflict resolution procedures

•

additional evidence
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 Additional suggested evidence to examine for Charter Schools:

•

the school’s charter with respect to the governance structure, organizational charts, size, scope and
composition

•

the school’s policies with regard to selection of board members, conflict of interest, meeting
protocols and procedures, and delineation of powers and authority with school administration

•

board policies and procedures that are clearly defined and written

•

the qualifications of board members to carry out their responsibilities

•

additional evidence
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A3. Leadership and Staff Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

Based on student achievement data, the school leadership and staff make decisions and initiate activities that
focus on all students achieving the expected schoolwide learning results and academic standards. The school
leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single schoolwide action plan based on analysis of data to
ensure alignment with student needs.
To what extent based on student achievement data, does the school leadership and staff make decisions and
initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the expected schoolwide learning results and academic
standards?
To what extent does the school leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single schoolwide action
plan based on analysis of data to ensure alignment with student needs?
Broad-Based and Collaborative

The school’s planning process is broad-based, collaborative and has commitment of the shareholders, including
the staff, students, and parents.
Document that the school planning process is broad-based, collaborative and has commitment of the
shareholders, including the staff, students, and parents.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

A formalized governance system at the school is representative
of the broad learning community in which the Directors serve as
leaders and facilitators. The school’s leadership consists of
administrators, faculty, students, staff, and community
members who work together to shape and promote school
culture, celebrate excellence, improvement, and learning, and
make sound decisions and resource allocations to ensure that
the established expected schoolwide learning results and
academic standards are achieved.
1) The School-Wide Action Plan is compiled by the school
directors with input from many stakeholders (IEM; sponsoring
district superintendents, staff and board; parents; teachers;
students), based on the school data and surveys.
2) Our management company, IEM , works collaboration with
the school on the financial considerations for our School-Wide
Action Plan.
3) Our Schoolwide Action Plan is submitted to both our school
Board for their input and our sponsoring District Board for its
input.

1) Chapter 5
2) School-wide Appendix Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
3) Chapter 5

School Plan Correlated to Student Learning

The school’s Single Plan for Student Achievement and analysis of student achievement of the critical academic
needs, expected schoolwide learning results, and academic standards.
What evidence supports that there is a correlation between the Single Plan for Student Achievement and
analysis of student achievement of the critical academic needs, expected schoolwide learning results, and
academic standards?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]
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Ideas, innovation, and input from the school community are
valued; are considered in the review and revision of
administrative and educational policies and procedures; and
are linked to school goals, the schoolwide learning results,
academic standards, and program improvements.
1.) The school Profile is updated annually by the Assessment
department with the results of all of our schoolwide
assessments.
2. The school Directors analyze the updated school Profile to
determine our schoolwide critical needs; paying close attention
to any low performing subgroups; and any results from our prior
action steps.
3.) The Single Plan for Student Achievement is then built from
the review in step 2; adding new action plan steps to modify as
needed.
4.) The new Schoolwide Action Plan is then reviewed
budgetarily with IEM for fiscal accountability.

1) Chapter 1
2) Chapter 1
3) Chapter 5
4) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter

Correlation between All Resources, ESLRs and Plan

There is correlation between allocation of time/fiscal/personnel/material resources, expected schoolwide
learning results, and the improvement schoolwide action plan.
What evidence supports the correlation between allocation of time/fiscal/personnel/material resources,
expected schoolwide learning results, and the improvement schoolwide action plan?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Ideas, innovation, and input from the school community are
valued; are considered in the review and revision of
administrative and educational policies and procedures; and
are linked to school goals, the schoolwide learning results,
academic standards, and program improvements.
1.) Our school budget shows that we allocate a large
percentage of our school money for usage directly to student
learning needs based on their individualized education plan
created in collaboration with teacher, student, parent.)
2.) We contracted with tutors to support our students with their
learning needs.
3 ) We purchased research-based curriculum to directly
address our students learning needs.

1) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
2) Purchase Order: Tutoring
for CAHSEE Intervention
3) Purchase Order: CAHSEE
Curriculum

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
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•

rosters, minutes of meetings, interview/survey data or other indicators of inclusion showing that
the school planning process is broad-based, collaborative and has commitment of the stakeholders

•

the degree of correlation between the Single Plan for Student Achievement and analysis of student
achievement of the critical academic needs, the expected schoolwide learning results, and
academic standards

•

the degree of correlation between allocation of time/fiscal/personnel resources, improvement plans,
and learning results

•

the specific benchmarks and accountability tools used in the monitoring process

•

indications of the number of staff involved in school action plans

•

evidence of student involvement in developing action plans

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A4. Leadership and Staff Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school leadership and staff are qualified for their assigned responsibilities, are committed to the school’s
purpose and engage in ongoing professional development that promotes student learning.
To what extent based on student achievement data, does the school leadership and staff make decisions and
initiate activities that focus on all students achieving the expected schoolwide learning results and academic
standards?
To what extent does the school leadership and staff annually monitor and refine the single schoolwide action
plan based on analysis of data to ensure alignment with student needs??
Employment Policies/Practices

The school has clear employment policies/practices related to qualification requirements of staff.
Evaluate the clarity of the employment policies/ practices related to qualification/statutory requirements of
staff.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Education Specialists are fully qualified for their assignment
based on legal requirements. We comply with the CA laws
concerning DOJ clearance, TB testing, current credential, and
at least one NCLB certification.
1.) All of the job information is located in the Education
Specialist Resources online under Education Specialist Job
Information.
2.) All of our credentialed staff are required to keep their
credentials current, have at least one valid NCLB certification,
and continue to work on their other NCLB certifications. Our
school database sends out auto reminders when the
credentials are coming due for renewal.
3.) Our employment requirements are listed on our school
application (posted on both ED-Join and on our school
webpage).
4.) The legal requirements are reviewed with each of our
teachers yearly using their ES Job Description. They are then
required to sign a AT-Will Employment Agreement stating the
person they reviewed this document with.

1.) Educational Specialist Job
information page.
2.) The online ES
Resources/ES Job Info/ES
JOB YEARLY UPDATED
INFORMATION/SSCS
3.) Ed Join Application link
4.) ES Job Description & At
Will Employment Agreement

Qualifications of Staff

The school has procedures to ensure that staff members are qualified based on staff background, training and
preparation.
Evaluate the procedures to ensure that staff are qualified based on staff background, training and preparation.
Findings
Credentialed staff are fully qualified for their
assignment based on legal requirements.
1.) First their application is reviewed for the
necessary components required for their position,
their experience, training, and preparation.
2.) Their credentials are checked online at CTC.

Evidence [note evidence here or at the end of Category A]
1) Employee Application.
2) Sample CTC Credential printout from:
https://teachercred.ctc.ca.gov/teachers/PersonalSearchProxy.
3) Interview questionnaire form.
4) Index of the 15 phases of training from ES online
handbook.
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3.)Those with the correct qualifications are then
interviewed with a standard interview
questionnaire to ensure correct training and
preparation for their desired position.
4.) After selection as a teacher candidate, we
provide an online self-paced training in all of our
school processes and database that every
teacher candidate must "pass" prior to working
with students and families.
5.) We are a part of a BTSA consortium to serve
any of our teachers who needs to complete
BTSA. 6.) We have 4 different VPSS course
providers who provide classes for our teachers
who are in process of completing NCLB
certifications.
7.) While employed all credentialed staff are
required to select 2 to 3 school goals yearly from
the California Professional Teacher Standards.
8.) All credentialed staff is required to complete
36 hours of professional growth annually, of
which 23 hours are provided by the school.

5) BTSA procedures outline from Sacramento County Office
of Education website:
https://www.btsasacramento.org/pdf/QuickSheet.pdf
6) Sample yahoo listserve emails with VPSS course offerings.
6) Vendor PO sample
7) Sample professional goals page from school database.
8) Sample professional growth page from school database.

Maximum Use of Staff Expertise

The process to assign staff members in order to maximize the use of their expertise in accomplishing quality
student learning is effective.
How effective is the process to assign staff members in order to maximize the use of their expertise in
accomplishing quality student learning?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

OGCS's professional development design focuses on all
students achieving the expected school goals and academic
standards.
1.) All of our teachers are independent study teachers;
therefore, they all are required to teach core subjects.
2.) We provide an opportunity for teachers to collaborate with a
local group of teachers once a month. 3.) Advisors are always
available to provide additional expertise as needed.
4.) Our team of Highly Qualified Teachers / Subject Matter
Experts (under NCLB nomenclature) in each school core area
are also available to provide their expertise as requested in
order to maximize the quality of all student's learning.
5.) Our Curriculum Coordinator provides regular teacher
training and website postings to effect quality student learning.
6.) Our High School Guidance Counselor provides regular
teacher training and website postings to effect quality student
learning.
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1) NCLB rule and compliance
information located in the
OGCS Education Specialist
Resources website under
NCLB HQT Plan link.
2) School-Wide Appendix: IEM
October ES Agenda 2009/10 .
3) Educational Specialist
Communication Protocol.
4) Sample CP course with
office hours that Subject Matter
Expert is available to parents
and Educational Specialists.
5) Curriculum handbook
website page and teacher
training sessions offered in the
yahoo listserve.
6) High school guidance link in
the OGCS Education
Specialist Resources website.
6) Teacher training sessions
offered in the yahoo listserve.
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Defining and Understanding Practices/Relationships

The school has clear administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks that define
responsibilities, operational practices, decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and staff.
Evaluate the administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks that define responsibilities,
operational practices, decision-making processes, and relationships of leadership and staff. Determine the
clarity and understanding of these by administration and faculty.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

As a California charter school, most of these practices are
delineated in our school charter. We value our transparency in
posting all of our policies and procedures on our school website
for all of our staff to view at any time.
1.) The school charter defines the role of the school
educational staff and our decision-making processes. This is
reflected in our school organizational chart.
2.) All of our educational staff has a clearly defined job
description.
3.) Our school has an Employee Handbook, which is provided
to all staff at the time of hiring and is reviewed yearly.
Employees must sign for receipt of this handbook.
4.) Detailed policies and procedures for the teachers are
outlined in the online ES Resources webpage link, which are
continually updated as needed and available at all times.
Teachers have the opportunity once a month to ask clarifying
school questions of the school administrators. These questions
are compiled into a monthly Q&A compilation, and posted to
our website to be available to all staff.
5.) The Education Specialist Advisors have written policies,
responsibilities, and procedures listed in an online Advisor
Handbook.

1) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Organizational Chart
2) School-Wide Appendix: Job
description
3) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Employee Handbook
4) OGCS Education Specialist
Resources website.
4) School-Wide Appendix:
October 2009/10 ES Meeting
Compilation.
5) Advisor Handbook.

Internal Communication and Planning

The school has effective existing structures for internal communication, planning, and resolving differences.
How effective are the existing structures for internal communication, planning, and resolving differences?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Existing structures for internal communication, planning, and
resolving differences are in place and working well for us. We
are able to add or change our communications styles as
needed to meet the needs of our stakeholders.
1.) Ocean Grove Charter School uses a teacher listserve to
keep our teachers updated often. This has proven to be very
effective for our teachers.
2.) Ocean Grove Charter School has a all school listserve
which supplies staff/students/parents with current school
information. Most of our parents are on the listserve and find it
a valuable resource. Teachers must provide parents who are
not on the listserve with a copy of the listserve printed out.
3.) The school publishes a regular School Newsletter, available
online on our school webpage.
4.) All school staff is required to return email or phone calls
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1) Sample Educational
Specialist listserve emails.
2) Sample parent listserve
emails.
3) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Newsletters Binder.
4) School-Wide Appendix:
Employee Handbook
5) School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources.
6) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
High School Student
Handbook.
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within a 24 hour response time.
5.) A Parent Handbook is posted online on our school website.
6.) A High School Guidance Handbook is posted online on our
school website.
7.) An Employee Handbook is mailed to all staff annually.
8.) Our website has all of our school information posted.
9.) We give all students/parents a General Information Sheet
annually with important school information and contact
information at their first meeting of the school year.
10.) School Council meetings are held quarterly.
11.) We survey our parents each year by mailing out a survey
for them to return.
12.) We survey our teachers each year online.
13.) We survey our students each year with a survey given to
them by their teachers.
14.) We survey our alumni each year by mailing out a survey
for them to return.
15.) Our educational administrative staff meets regularly to plan
and resolve school issues.
16.) Our teachers meet together monthly in local area groups.
17.) Periodic school letters are mailed out.
18. All administrators have an "open door" policy; teachers,
staff, parents, students may call or email at any time.

7) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Employee Handbook.
8) Print out of front page of
school website and ES
Resources index page.
9) School-Wide Appendix:
Temporary General
Information Sheet.
10) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board Meeting Minutes Binder.
11) School-Wide Appendix:
OG/SS Parent Survey.
12) School-Wide Appendix:
OG/SS ES Survey-2009 (blank
version).
13) School-Wide Appendix:
WASC Student Interview
Questionnaire (Blank Form).
14) School-Wide Appendix:
OGCS Alumni Survey.
16) Print out of AF groups from
school website.
17) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Notice to Parents and
Guardians: California High
School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
2009-10
18) School-Wide Appendix:
Employee Handbook

Staff Actions/Accountability to Support Learning

The school evaluates the effectiveness of the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
responsibility, actions, and accountability to support student learning. This includes an evaluation of the kinds
of collegial strategies used to implement innovations and encourage improvement, such as shadowing,
coaching, observation, mentors, group presentations.
How effective are the processes and procedures for involving staff in shared responsibility, actions, and
accountability to support student learning? Include comments on the kinds of collegial strategies used to
implement innovations and encourage improvement, such as shadowing, coaching, observation, mentors, group
presentations?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Current collegial strategies such as shadowing, coaching,
observation, and mentoring are in place and effective for
involving staff in shared responsibility, actions, and
accountability to support student learning. Current educational
theory is integrated into professional development and
discussions. Staff are held accountable to support learning for
their students. Advisors provide ongoing mentoring for an
assigned group of teachers.
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1) ES Observation Visit Record
form is required.
2) Educational specialists are
required to complete a 7 hour
training with Performance
Learning Systems.
http://lms.plsweb.com/login.phpt.
3) School-Wide Appendix: IEM
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1.) New Education Specialists are required to attend a student
meeting observation with a "veteran" Education Specialist prior
to working with their students. Teachers report that this
requirement is very valuable to them.
2.) Advisors are available daily by email, phone, online by
Webex and in person to provide additional support for their
assigned group of teachers and parents/students as needed.
3.) All Education Specialists are required to attend a local
monthly teacher meeting. A large portion of this meeting is
allotted for group discussions around collegial strategies to
support student learning.
4.) Once a year, school administrators require an all day
meeting with all credentialed staff. This training day is devoted
to sessions on strategies to support student learning in
response to our school data.

October ES Agenda 2009/10
4) School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009

Evaluation of Existing Processes

The school leadership regularly reviews the existing processes to determine the degree to which actions of the
leadership and staff focus on successful student learning.
To what extent does the school leadership regularly review the existing processes to determine the degree to
which actions of the leadership and staff focus on successful student learning?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Existing processes are reviewed regularly by school leadership.
1.) Every month, the current student/school needs are reviewed
and the most critical items are placed on a training agenda for
our teacher's local group meetings.
2.) The education department collaborates weekly to determine
the need for change/training as it impacts student learning.
3.) All of the school surveys are compiled and analzed on a
yearly basis by the school administrators.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
IEM October ES Agenda
2009/10.
2.) Educational Services
Agenda 2008/09
3.) School-Wide Appendix:
School Surveys.

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the degree to which the actions of the leadership are directly linked to student achievement of the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results; cite examples

•

administrator and faculty written policies, charts, and handbooks that define responsibilities and
relationships

•

strategies for team building used at the school

•

the structures for internal communications and resolving differences
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•

the leadership’s processes and procedures for involving staff in shared responsibilities and actions
to support student learning

•

the level of actual staff involvement in actions focusing on successful student learning; obtained
through interviews with staff and administration

•

descriptions of collaboration across the school

•

employment policies/practices related to qualification/statutory requirements

•

information on staff background, training and preparation

•

staff assignments to maximize use of their expertise

•

the kinds of collegial strategies used to implement innovations and encourage improvement, such
as shadowing, coaching, observation, mentors, group presentations

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A5. Leadership and Staff Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

Leadership and staff are involved in ongoing research or data-based correlated professional development that
focuses on identified student learning needs.
To what extent are leadership and staff involved in ongoing research or data-based correlated professional
development that focuses on identified student learning needs?
Support of Professional Development

The school effectively supports professional development with time, personnel, material, and fiscal resources to
facilitate all students achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
How effective is the support of professional development with time, personnel, material, and fiscal resources to
facilitate all students achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The schoolwide professional development design is supported
with time, personnel, materials, and fiscal resources. Trainings
are geared towards equipping our teachers to meet their
student's individual needs based on achieving the academic
standards and the school goals.
1.) All staff members engage in both short-term and long-term
professional development, based upon their yearly teacher
goals and the school goals.
2.) The educational staff's annual individual goals are tracked in
the school database, and professional development done by
our educational staff towards those goals are also tracked in
the school database.
3.) The professional development program is planned,
developed and implemented by the school's educational
leadership team.
4.)The school has purchased an online WebEx account to be
able to offer real-time professional development training
sessions to our teachers who are located miles apart in various
counties served by the school. These trainings are done by our
Curriculum, Assessment, and Guidance departments, as well
as by our individual Advisors. Live trainings are often recorded
and posted on our school webpage for later review as desired.
5.) Our educational staff is trained at a yearly all staff training
day.
6.) All Education Specialists are required to attend a local
monthly teacher professional development training meeting.
7.) The school uses Title 2, REAP, and other budget funding to
fund Professional Development activities.
8.) The school purchased an online Learning Styles
Professional Development training account for each of our
teachers for the 2010 school year.
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1) Sample print-out of
professional development
opportunities through yahoo
listserve.
2) Sample print-out of
Educational Specialist individual
goals.
2) Sample print-out of
Educational Specialist
professional development hours
completed.
3) Professional Development
plan.
4) Print-out of WebEx recordings
video page.
4) Print-out of OGCS WebEx
website page.
5) School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009, "OGCS
GEA’s – August 2010."
6) School-Wide Appendix: IEM
October ES Agenda 2009/10.
7) Sample Grant.
8) Seven hours of mandatory
Professional Growth:
Performance Learning Systems.
http://lms.plsweb.com/login.phpt.
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Supervision and Evaluation

The school implements effective supervision and evaluation procedures in order to promote professional growth
of staff.
How effective is the school’s supervision and evaluation procedures in order to promote professional growth of
staff?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Teacher monitoring includes formal evaluation as well as
routine ongoing informal observation. Generally, the staff
considers monitoring supportive and a vehicle for further
professional development. Monitoring may also include peer
support systems to identify needs for ongoing professional
development.
Every Educational Specialist is effectively supervised and
evaluated according to procedures that promote professional
growth.
1.) The educational staff's annual individual goals are tracked in
the school database, and professional development done by
our educational staff towards those goals are also tracked in
the school database.
2.) All of our educational staff is formally evaluated annually.
Progress towards a teacher's individual goals and our schoolwide goals is a part of this evaluation.
3.) An initial evaluation is done for all of our new teachers at 6
months of employment.

1) Sample professional goals
print-out from database.
2) IEM ES Evaluation form.
3) Educational Specialist Initial
Evaluation form.

Measurable Effect of Professional Development

There are effective operating processes that determine the measurable effect of professional development on
student performance.
Comment on the processes and their effectiveness in determining the measurable effect of professional
development on student performance.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Teachers use their strong working knowledge of subject matter,
instructional resources, and teaching strategies to organize and
make available curriculum to facilitate students understanding
of specific concepts and skills in a given subject area.
1.) Each year since our school’s inception, we have expanded
our training of our certificated staff by offering comprehensive
annual All Day Staff Training addressing techniques and tools
to enhance our students’ performance as it relates to the
academic standards and school goals.
2.) We continue to offer more extensive online Web-Ex
trainings for our Staff in the various areas they see their
students struggling.
3.) On an ongoing basis, our school administrators evaluate the
effectiveness of our staff trainings as they analyze and critique
the impact this has had on our student assessment data.
4.) Our API score and CAHSEE scores have improved over the
years as we identify these growth areas, and target the student
needs with our professional development trainings.
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1.) OGCS Schoolwide
Appendix: August All Staff
meeting
2.) OGCS Schoolwide
Appendix: ES Webex
Trainings
3.) Chapter 1 & Chapter 2
4.) Chapter 1
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Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the extent to which staff is supported by time, personnel, material and fiscal resources for planning
and professional development to facilitate all students achieving the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results

•

the evaluation procedures utilized and their effectiveness in promoting professional growth

•

occurrence and extent of monitoring

•

written professional development plan and follow-up to professional development activities

•

description of how plan was developed and how priorities are set

•

interviews with staff members to learn their perceptions of the purpose and effectiveness of
professional development

•

the extent to which staff members have taken advantage of professional development options
available

•

written and verbal assessment of how professional development has impacted student learning and
accomplishment of the expected schoolwide learning results

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A6. Resources Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The human, material, physical, and financial resources are sufficient and utilized effectively and appropriately
in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) to support students in accomplishing the academic
standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
To what extent are the human, material, physical, and financial resources sufficient and utilized effectively and
appropriately in accordance with the legal intent of the program(s) to support students in accomplishing the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Allocation Decisions

There is a relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s vision and purpose and
student achievement of the expected schoolwide learning results and the academic standards. The school
leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions
Evaluate the relationship between the decisions about resource allocations, the school’s vision and purpose and
student achievement of the expected schoolwide learning results and the academic standards. Additionally,
comment on the extent to which leadership and staff are involved in the resource allocation decisions.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Strategies, structures, actions, and the allocation of resources
grow out of a systematic focus on learning and continuing
assessment of results. There are strong links between data
analysis and the achievement of academic standards and the
school goals results by all students. Our school's vision is to
serve the individual educational needs of each of our students.
1. This is one of the most outstanding characteristics of our
school. We follow the SB740 requirement to allocate 80% of
our budget to instructional expenses. In addition, we allocate
$2200 per HS student per year to specific Instructional
Materials (textbooks, computer, courses, etc) as called for in
each student's educational plan. Teachers are involved directly
in the choice of appropriate educational materials that will meet
the academic standards and school goals.
2. CAHSEE grant funding is allocated to meet the individual
needs of our 11th and 12th grade students who did not pass
CAHSEE in 10th grade.

1.) OGCS Instructional funds
Chart
2.) Funding for CAHSEE

Practices

There are processes operating in relationship to district practices for developing an annual budget, conducting
an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices, including protections
against mishandling of institutional funds. (Note: Some of this may be more district-based than school-based.)
Evaluate the school’s processes in relationship to district practices for developing an annual budget,
conducting an annual audit, and at all times conducting quality business and accounting practices, including
protections against mishandling of institutional funds. (Note: Some of this may be more district-based than
school-based.)
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) On a day-to-day basis, the finances of the school are
handled by contract with Innovative Education Management,
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1.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
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which has been in the business of managing charter schools
business services for over 10 years . The SB740 spending
requirements are followed in the budget development process.
The annual budget is established based on state charter law
and according to school needs.
2.) There are many safeguards against the mishandling funds.
The budget and accounting practices done by IEM are
monitored by the school directors and the sponsoring district.
3.) The school receives a yearly audit according to the yearly
audit guide for charter school independent study schools.
Ocean Grove Charter school has had a "clean" clean audit
every year of its existence

2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
2.) School Wide Appendix:
OGCS Charter Document and
Bylaws
3.) School Wide Appendix:
OGCS School Audit

Facilities

The school’s facilities are adequate to meet the school’s vision and purpose and are safe, functional, and well
maintained.
Determine if the facilities are adequate to meet the school’s vision and purpose and are safe, functional, and
well-maintained.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) The school operates no facilities for regular student usage,
as we are an independent study school. We rent local
community facilities for usage for state required assessments.
These are reviewed by the school liaisons for suitability for
student use, non-sectarian environment, and central location to
our major student populations.
2.) The school operates one Resource Center located at a
school site in our sponsoring district, which is open to the
parents/teachers/students on a limited basis. The Center itself
is relatively safe and well maintained. The facility is used for
only a few weekly classes, but the majority of families do not
use that facility due to the travel required.

1.) List of OGCS Assessment
sites
2.) Ocean Grove Resource
Center

Instructional Materials and Equipment

The procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials and equipment, such as
textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology, manipulatives, and laboratory materials are
effective.
Evaluate the effectiveness of the procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials
and equipment, such as textbooks, other printed materials, audio-visual, support technology, manipulatives, and
laboratory materials.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school's instructional materials and equipment are
available to meet the needs of all students and are supported
by appropriate funding. There is an adequate supply of current
textbooks, other resources materials and technology available
to be checked out or it can be purchased as needed. Further,
the school’s leadership clearly understands what resources are
available both within and outside the school community and
have created and maintain a list of school owned resources in
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1.) Google Document Page
2.) School Purchase Order for
Family
3.) Parent Receipt of Materials
Form
4.) Transfer of Funds Form
5.) Missing Materials Form
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our school database.
1.) Due to geographic considerations, the sharing of returned
school materials between teachers can be challenging;
however by using a Google document, the teachers can "share"
inventory that they have and pass it to other teachers who have
a student in need.
2.) The ES selects specific materials for each of their students
individually, based on their educational needs.
3.) Every item is tracked in our school database, and checked
out to the parents, who are responsible to maintain school
materials carefully.
4.) When the student is done using an item of school property,
it must be returned, and can then be checked out to another
students by the teacher as appropriate.
5.) Parents are billed for any items that are misused or lost.

Well-Qualified Staff

Resources are available to enable the hiring and nurturing of a well-qualified staff, including ongoing
professional development.
Determine if the resources available enable the hiring and nurturing of a well-qualified staff, including ongoing
professional development.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) Teacher starting pay is competitive, and the flexibility of
working as an independent study teacher offsets other
compensation they might receive elsewhere.
2.) The school applied for both REAP and Title 2 funding to use
towards PG opportunities for our teachers to receive their HQT
certifications.
3.) Teachers report they feel well supported during the school
year.

1) OGCS Current Pay Rates
2) VPSS (Verification process
for special situations) classes
flyer
2) Copy of REAP Award
3) Email from ES advisor

Long-Range Planning

The district and school’s processes for regular examination of a long-range plan to ensure the continual
availability and coordination of appropriate resources that support student achievement of the academic
standards and the expected schoolwide learning results are effective and are regularly evaluated.
Evaluate the district and school’s processes for regular examination of a long-range plan to ensure the
continual availability and coordination of appropriate resources that support student achievement of the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school used several area of criterion when making longrange plans. The commitment to parental choice is the driving
force behind the school's vision. Each year the school compiles
data on its assessment of standards and learning results, as
well as other established indicators (e.g., CAHSEE, CST,
API,CELDT, SAT/ACT reports), and analyzes these data in
relation to the school’s vision. These analyses form the basis of
school and community discussions and planning to improve
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1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
2.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
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processes and programs to benefit all students and guide future
resource allocations. The school cultivates continual input from
all stakeholders in order to enhance the long-range planning.
1. ) IEM in cooperation with the school directors, and with input
from the parent board, create the long range plan. It is flexible
based on our changing student population and school data.
2.) SB740 ensures that independent study charter schools
continue to spend 80% of our school budget on instructional
spending items.
3.) Our Educational Liaisons, as a part of their job duties,
regularly evaluate available grants to determine if they would be
useful to support our school goals and academic standards.

3.) OGCS Educational School
Liaison Job Description

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

description of the resources which are considered crucial to the operation of the school and its
focus on academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results

•

availability of materials, space, and equipment to support student learning

•

number of staff members and level of professional expertise

•

the adequacy of the facilities to meet the purpose of the school, i.e., safe, functional, and wellmaintained

•

the procedures for maintaining the physical facilities

•

the procedures for hiring and nurturing a well-qualified staff

•

the procedures for acquiring and maintaining adequate instructional materials, such as textbooks,
other printed material, audio-visuals, support technology, manipulative, laboratory materials

•

the school plan which describes how resources will be utilized

•

how resources are being coordinated to support all students accomplishing the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results

•

how district resources are being applied to students accomplishing the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results

•

the procedures for regular examination of the master or long-range plan to ensure all students are
achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results

•

the involvement of the school’s shareholders in long-range planning

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A7. Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The governing authority and the school leadership execute responsible resource planning for the future. The
school is fiscally solvent and uses sound and ethical accounting practices (budgeting/monitoring, internal
controls, audits, fiscal health and reporting).
To what extent has the charter school’s governing authority and the school leadership executed responsible
resource planning for the future? Is the charter school fiscally solvent and does it use sound and ethical
accounting practices (budgeting/monitoring, internal controls, audits, fiscal health and reporting)?
Long-range Financial (and other Resources) Plan

The school regularly reviews its long-range (and other resources) plan in relation to the school’s purpose and
expected schoolwide learning results. Decisions about resource allocation are directly related to the school’s
purpose and schoolwide learning results.
To what extent the school regularly reviews its long-range (and other resources) plan in relation to the school’s
purpose and expected schoolwide learning results. Are the decisions made about resource allocation directly
related to the school’s purpose and schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school used several area of criterion when making longrange plans. The commitment to parental choice is the driving
force behind the school's vision. Each year the school compiles
data on its assessment of standards and learning results, as
well as other established indicators (e.g., CAHSEE, CST,
API,CELDT, SAT/ACT reports), and analyzes these data in
relation to the school’s vision. These analyses form the basis of
school and community discussions and planning to improve
processes and programs to benefit all students and guide future
resource allocations. The school cultivates continual input from
all stakeholders in order to enhance the long-range planning.
1. ) IEM in cooperation with the school Directors, and with input
from the parent board, create the long range plan. It is flexible
based on our changing student population and school data.
2.) SB740 ensures that independent study charter schools
continue to spend 80% of our school budget on instructional
spending items.
3.) Our Educational Liaisons, as a part of their job duties,
regularly evaluate available grants to determine if they would be
useful to support our school goals and academic standards.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
2.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove South Sutter
Charter School 2007-08
Actuals through 2010-11
Projected Budget
3.) OGCS Educational School
Liaison Job Description

Regular Accounting and External Audit Procedures

The school has defined regular accounting and external audit procedures.
To what extent the school has defined regular accounting and external audit procedures?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1. The school has a yearly audit and review of their spending,
which is reviewed and approved by state and the sponsoring
district to ensure complete and transparent accountability.
2. IEM also has a system of internal audits to ensure we stay
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1 & 2) School-Wide Appendix:
School Audit
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on track throughout the year.

Budgeting Process — Transparency

The school develops and monitors its annual budgeting process to ensure “transparency.”
Comment on how the school has developed and monitors its annual budgeting process to ensure
“transparency.”
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Innovative Education Management, in coordination with the
directors of the school discuss and form a yearly budget based
on the needs of the school, its vision and purpose. All expenses
are tracked in the database and approved according to set
guidelines. The school's budget is audited annually by an
outside auditor, which audit is approved by the state and school
district. The Finance Committee of the Board of Directors
reviews expenditures, working with the directors to clarify
questions, and the board votes to accept their report.
The charter authorizer is updated monthly with a budget cash
flow statement and all applicable financial reports such as the
1st and 2nd Interim.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
School Audit
2.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Board Meeting Minutes Binder

Adequate Compensation, Staffing, Reserves

The school provides adequate compensation to faculty, administrators, and staff; adequate staffing for the
school’s program; and reasonable accumulation of reserves.
To what extent does the school provide adequate compensation to faculty, administrators, and staff; adequate
staffing for the school’s program; and reasonable accumulation of reserves?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) The school provides the faculty, administrators, and staff
with an adequate compensation. All teachers receive a yearly
increase for years of service and a range of benefits are
provided from which the full and part-time staff may choose.
2.) We abide by the state set student/teacher ratio of 25:1, plus
support our students with a guidance counselor, curriculum
coordinator, assessment coordinator, Advisors, Educational
Liaison and 2 part-time directors to serve our school's programs
adequately.
3.) We comply with the SB740 funding requirements for Charter
Schools.
4.) The school maintains the required 5% reserve.
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1.) Education Specialist pay
scale and benefits explanation.
2.) School Wide Appendix: Job
Descriptions
3.) School Wide Appendix:
SB740 Funding Determination
4.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals
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Marketing Strategies

The school has marketing strategies to support the implementation of the developmental program, including
research and information to help develop future planning.
Evaluate the school’s marketing strategies to support the implementation of the developmental program,
including research and information to help develop future planning.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The school has hired an Educational Liaison to develop a
greater presence in the communities served by the school.
1.) The school website is our main marketing tool
2.) Ed Liaison's main job duty is to raise public awareness
about the school. This includes attending enrollment fairs &
community meetings, speaking about the school at groups,
locating effective sources of print media to advertise with.

1.) See school website at
www.ogcs.org
2.) Educational Liaison Job
Description
2.) Ad from Bay Area Parent
Magazine

Stakeholder Involvement

All stakeholders are involved in future planning, including addressing long-range capital needs.
To what extent are all stakeholders involved in future planning, including addressing long-range capital needs?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

IEM Inc. (the school's contracted management company), the
sponsoring district, and the school directors collaborate on any
major capital project, space planning, lease management or office
equipment that may be needed. Charter authorizer and School
Board members are given full disclosure on capital expenditures for
their review. IEM acts as charter school’s fiscal agent to the fullest
extent of the law.

School-Wide Appendix: OGCS
Charter Document

Informing the Public and Appropriate Authorities

The governing authorities and school leaders inform the public and appropriate governmental authorities about
the financial needs of the organization.
Evaluate the processes for the governing authorities and school leaders informing the public and appropriate
governmental authorities about the financial needs of the organization.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) We post our School SARC on our school website yearly as
required by law.
2.) We report to our board once a year on our school goals and
progress.
3.) IEM, as our management company, meets with our
sponsoring district monthly
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1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School ,
School Accountability Report
Card (SARC)
2.) School Wide Appendix:
Sponsoring District Powerpoint
3.) School Wide Appendix:
OGCS School Charter
Document
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Adequacy of Reserve Funds

The school ensures the adequacy of reserve funds to ensure the financial stability of the school.
How does the school ensure the adequacy of reserve funds to ensure the financial stability of the school?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1) School Wide Appendix: Ocean
Grove Charter School 2007-08
Actuals through 2010-11 Projected
Budget

1.) School maintains the required 5% reserve.

Decisions-Schoolwide Learning Results

The school bases resource allocation decisions in relationship to the expected schoolwide learning results and
the critical academic needs of the students.
To what extent does the school base its resource allocation decisions in relationship to the expected schoolwide
learning results and the critical academic needs of the students.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Strategies, structures, actions, and the allocation of resources
grow out of a systematic focus on learning and continuing
assessment of results. There are strong links between data
analysis and the achievement of academic standards and the
school goals results by all students. Our school's vision is to
serve the unique educational needs of each of our students.
1. This is one of the most outstanding characteristics of our
school. We follow the SB740 requirement to allocate 80% of
our budget to instructional expenses. In addition, we allocate
$2200 per HS student per year to specific instructional
materials to meet each student’s specific learning needs
(textbooks, computer, courses, etc).Teachers are involved
directly in the choice of appropriate educational materials that
will meet the academic standards and school goals.
2. CAHSEE grant funding is allocated to meet the individual
needs of our 11th and 12th grade students who did not pass
CAHSEE in 10th grade.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Three Year Projected Budget.
2.) Funding for CAHSEE
Intensive Instruction and
Services at www.cde.ca.gov

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the long-range financial (and other resources) plan which is regularly reviewed and linked to the
school’s purpose and expected schoolwide learning results

•

defined regular accounting and external audit procedures
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•

evidence that the school provides adequate compensation to faculty, administrators, and staff;
adequate staffing for the school’s program; and reasonable accumulation of reserves

•

the marketing strategies used to support the implementation of the developmental program

•

the research and information used to form the long-range plan

•

the involvement of stakeholders in the future planning

•

governing authorities and school leaders involved in informing the public and appropriate
governmental authorities about the financial needs of the organization

•

the adequacy of the reserve funds to ensure the financial stability of the school

•

the school’s planning process for addressing long-range capital needs (buildings, equipment,
endowment

•

decisions about resource allocations are directly related to the school’s purpose and the expected
schoolwide learning results

•

the budgeting process involves board, administration, faculty, and staff, as appropriate

•

the annual budget, its development and monitoring process, and its “transparency”

•

other evidence identified by the school
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A8. Resources Criterion [Charter Schools only]
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school has developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the financial operations that
meet state laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical standards.
To what extent has the charter school developed policies, procedures, and internal controls for managing the
financial operations that meet state laws, generally accepted practices, and ethical standards?
Written and Adopted Policies/Procedures

The school has written adopted fiscal policies and procedures for internal controls.
Evaluate the fiscal policies and procedures for internal controls.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) The finances of the school are handled by contract with
Innovative Education Management, which has been in the
business of managing charter schools business services for
over 10 years . The SB740 spending requirements are followed
in the budget development process. The annual budget is
established based on state charter law and the analysis of
school needs.
2.) There are many protections against mishandling funds. The
budget and accounting practices done by IEM are monitored by
the school directors and the sponsoring district.
3.) The school receives a yearly audit according to the yearly
audit guide for charter school independent study schools. We
take pride that Ocean Grove Charter School has consistently
had a clean audit every year we have been in existence

1.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter Document
2.) School Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
2007-08 Actuals through 201011 Projected Budget
3.) School Wide Appendix:
OGCS Audit

Annual Financial Audit

The school has an annual independent financial audit that employs generally accepted accounting principles,
including a listing of audit exceptions and deficiencies which the school has resolved to the satisfaction of the
charter-granting agency. There are written policies on the scope and responsibilities related to an independent
financial audit. The school sends the audit reports to the authorizing agency and other government entities as
required by law.
Explain how the school addresses the following: The school has an annual independent financial audit that
employs generally accepted accounting principles, including a listing of audit exceptions and deficiencies which
the school has resolved to the satisfaction of the charter-granting agency. There are written policies on the
scope and responsibilities related to an independent financial audit. The school sends the audit reports to the
authorizing agency and other government entities as required by law.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) The school receives a yearly audit according to the yearly
audit guide for charter school independent study schools.
Ocean Grove Charter School has performed well in all audits.
2.) When we receive the audit report, it is sent to our
sponsoring district for their review.
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Compliance of Personnel

Personnel follow the fiscal policies and procedures.
Evaluate the degree to which personnel follow the fiscal policies and procedures.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

1.) All employees operate within their allotted budgets. This is
tracked by our management company, IEM.
2.) Grant funding is expended according to the requirements of
the grant and are reported as required.

School-Wide Appendix: School
Audit.

Processes for Implementation of Financial Practices

The school has processes and protections for the following: 1) who is authorized to sign contracts, write checks,
and release institutional funds; the monitoring of payroll information; the review of bank reconciliations and
deposits/withdrawals of all school financial accounts; the policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and
other lines of credit.
Explain the effectiveness of the following: The school has processes and protections for the following: 1) who is
authorized to sign contracts, write checks, and release institutional funds; the monitoring of payroll
information; the review of bank reconciliations and deposits/withdrawals of all school financial accounts; the
policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and other lines of credit.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

The procedures in place to implement financial practices are
clearly laid out. The Charter Document and our school MOU's
clearly spell out our fiscal practices. The review and
reconciliation of bank accounts is completed by the IEM, and
reviewed monthly by the school directors.

1.) School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
charter
1.) School Wide Appendix:
Memorandum of
Understanding

Contracts — Accounting

The school has a contracting process for services, equipment, and materials and accounts for all contracts of
$75,000 or more and their purposes.
Explain the effectiveness of the following: The school has a contracting process for services, equipment, and
materials and accounts for all contracts of $75,000 or more and their purposes.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Innovative Education Management manages our school contracts
and they are reported as required in our SB740 reporting.

School Wide Appendix: Ocean
Grove Charter School Charter.

Additional Findings

What have you learned from examining additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category A]

Suggested Areas to Analyze
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Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the written and adopted fiscal policies and procedures for internal controls

•

the school’s annual independent financial audit conducted employing generally accepted
accounting principles, including a listing of audit exceptions and deficiencies which the school
resolved to the satisfaction of the charter-granting agency

•

written policies on the scope and responsibilities related to an independent financial audit

•

the most recent, comprehensive audit by a credible outside CPA using generally accepted
accounting practices and following state/federal laws

•

the compliance of personnel in consistently following the fiscal policies and procedures

•

written policies regarding person(s) who are authorized to sign contracts, write checks, and release
institutional funds

•

the process for monitoring of payroll information

•

the process for reviewing bank reconciliations and deposits/withdrawals of all school financial
accounts

•

the policies and procedures for the use of credit cards and other lines of credit

•

evidence that the school has sent its audit reports to the authorizing agency and other government
entities as required by law

•

evidence that the chartering authorizing agency reviews the annual audit report and responds to any
corrective action plans of the school

•

protections against mishandling of institutional funds

•

the business, accounting, and ethical practices for handling institutional funds

•

the contracting process for services, equipment, and materials

•

an accounting of all contracts of $75,000 or more and their purposes

•

other evidence identified by the school
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WASC Category A. Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership
and Staff, and Resources:
Supporting Evidence, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Include the supporting evidence for findings, if not included with the sample prompts. Determine and prioritize
the strengths and areas of growth needs for Category A.
Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and
Resources: Areas of Strength
• Our affiliation with IEM brings many years of experience and expertise to the
management of our school.
• We have hired a Guidance Counselor to support our students.
• We have hired a Curriculum Director to support our students.
• •The school goals are based on the school's vision of desired student learning results
and are supported by our school budget.
• •The school's leadership team works closely with key members of various shareholder
groups to shape and promote the school's vision. Member of the school's Governing
Board are all parents; each one can monitor and directly participate in school decisionmaking.
• •All teachers are appropriately credentialed and are NCLB certified. Our teachers are
required to select annual goals and then complete 36 hours of professional
development each year based on their chosen professional goals from the California
Teaching Standards.
• •Our professional development for new teachers and initial trainings are well developed.
Our new teachers have much support from the budget, staff, the online ES Resources,
and the required initial training.
• •The vision of the school is carried from the top down. The sponsoring district, IEM (our
management company), the directors, the school board, the Education Specialists, the
parents and support staff all support the vision, and work to make it apparent in the
everyday workings of the school.
• •The school spends money conservatively, and within the requirement of the law, and is
audited yearly with subsequent report to the sponsoring district.
• •All credentialed staff feel they are adequately compensated and supported.
• •The school has a good effective system of communication with all stakeholders.
• The school spends money conservatively.

Category A: Organization: Vision and Purpose, Governance, Leadership and Staff, and
Resources: Areas of Growth Needs

None
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Category B: Standards-Based Student Learning: Curriculum
B1. Curriculum Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

All students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that supports the
achievement of the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results. Through standards-based
learning (what is taught and how it is taught), these are accomplished.
To what extent do all students participate in a rigorous, relevant, and coherent standards-based curriculum that supports
the achievement of the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results? [Through standards-based
learning (i.e., what is taught and how it is taught), the expected schoolwide learning results are accomplished.].
Current Educational Research and Thinking

The school provides examples that document the use of current educational research related to the curricular
areas in order to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students.
Provide examples that document the use of current educational research related to the curricular areas in order
to maintain a viable, meaningful instructional program for students.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

The school makes available, communicates about, trains on,
and gives all students access to rigorous, research-based
academic curriculum that prepares them to think conceptually,
solve problems, and communicate their ideas effectively. All
students have access to curriculum that is aligned with district,
state and national standards and state frameworks, that is
consistent with the academic standards and the expected
schoolwide learning results, and that is meaningful to the
students. A rigorous curriculum that provides opportunities to
apply knowledge across disciplines, to construct new
knowledge, and to apply knowledge and skills in meaningful,
real-world settings is made available to all students.
1. Each student in our school has a personal learning plan that
is developed collaboratively among the Education Specialist,
parent, and student. Each parent has the right of approval for
all instructional materials and opportunities provided. This right
of approval allows parents to make choices that may or may not
include research-based academic curriculum that teaches the
student to think conceptually, solve problems, and
communicate their ideas effectively. Within the school's
provisions and access, the school supports the parents'
educational choices and decisions as they affect their
child(ren)'s personal learning plan.
2. The school maintains as vendors and gives all students
access to California state-adopted research-based curriculum
for grades K-8, and access to those same publishers who
supply research-based curriculum for grades 9-12 that is
California standards-aligned or standards-correlated.
3. All students have school internally-tracked budgets with
Instructional Fund (IF) allocations that are to be used to
implement the student's personal learning plan. That plan can
include the purchase of California state-adopted standardsaligned curriculum for grades K-8, and California standardsaligned or standards-correlated research-based curriculum for
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1. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Choose
the Right Curriculum"
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Curriculum
Ordering"
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Driven Schools, by
Randy Gaschler
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
1. School-Wide Appendix:
IEM Schools Charter
Responsibilities Summary
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
2. Curriculum, Grades 6-12
website links to the California
Department of Education
(CDE) lists of publishers who
supply California state-adopted
standards-aligned curriculum
for grades K-8, with the
understanding that those same
publishers typically supply
curriculum for grades 9-12 that
is California standards-aligned
or standards-correlated.
2. Education Specialist (ES)
Curriculum Handbook links for
California standards-aligned or
standards-correlated
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grades 9-12.
4. The Curriculum Coordinator gives interactive monthly Area
Facilitator (AF) Curriculum Trainings using pre-recorded WebEx
videos that incorporate information about state-adopted and/or
research-based curriculum and best practices. Some of these
recorded trainings have included or are scheduled to include
during 2010 the following: 1.) a training about the math
vendors and their products, free math websites for math
dictionaries/worksheet generators/interactive
manipulatives/math instruction/math vocabulary, 2.) two
trainings on math diagnostic tools to identify and address skill
weaknesses and gaps in grades 4-9, 3.) a training on our
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) math online
vendors and their program features to diagnose, instruct, reteach; 4.) a training on the new Glencoe Literature, California
Edition, 2010 and the features of this program including its
emphasis on reading and understanding everyday documents,
genre writing instruction, and the inclusion of academic
vocabulary instruction. These trainings are being provided as
one means of increasing our students' below proficient
performance levels in math especially in Algebra 1, EnglishLanguage arts, and the California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE), and as a way to increase the number of our
students who graduate with a diploma.
5. The Area Facilitators (AF) lead monthly Curriculum
Trainings with their Education Specialists (ESs). First they give
the Education Specialists (ESs) their Discussion Questions and
Note-Taking Guide to use during the Area Facilitator (AF)
Curriculum Trainings as the videos are shown. Afterwards, the
Area Facilitators (AFs) lead the Education Specialists (ES)
discussion from the Discussion Questions and Note-Taking
Guide.
6. The recorded Area Facilitator (AF) Curriculum Trainings are
posted in the Education Specialist (ES) Video section of the
website for future use by the Area Facilitators (AFs), Advisors,
and Education Specialists (ESs).
7. The Curriculum Coordinator gives interactive monthly Parent
Curriculum Workshops followed by questions and answers that
incorporate information about California state-adopted
standards-aligned, standards-correlated, and/or researchbased curriculum and best practices.
8. Some recorded trainings used during the Parent Curriculum
Workshops are posted to the Curriculum websites K-6 and 6-12
for ongoing use by parents, Education Specialists (ESs), and
Education Specialist (ES) Advisors.
9. The Curriculum Coordinator writes quarterly newsletter
articles and monthly Education Specialist (ES) Agenda items
that include information about the California state-adopted,
standards-aligned and standards-correlated, and/or researchbased curriculum and best practices.
10. The Curriculum Coordinator sends out Education Specialist
(ES) list serve notifications about on-going research-based
vendor workshops and new research-based vendor products.
11. The Curriculum Coordinator sends out Parent List Serve
notifications about research-based vendor workshops and new
products.
12. The school posts curriculum vendor, curriculum
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publishers for grades K-8, and
9-12.
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
2. Purchase Order showing
California standards-aligned or
standards-correlated
curriculum.
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources,
"Instructional Funding
Information"
4. Area Facilitator (AF)
Curriculum Training Persuasive Writing & the
School-Wide Writing
Assignment, AF Attendance
Usage Report September
2009.
4. Schedule of the Area
Facilitator (AF) Curriculum
Trainings 2008-2009.
4. Schedule of the Area
Facilitator (AF) Curriculum
Trainings 2009-2010.
4. Education Specialist (ES)
Videos website showing the
posted Area Facilitator (AF)
Curriculum Training Videos.
4. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Grades 9-12 CST's
2009, for Math and ELA"
4. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Passing CAHSEE
Scores for 10th Grade
Students"
4. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Graduation Rates"
5. Area Facilitator (AF)
Meeting Agenda showing the
Mathematics Training Video on
the agenda.
5. Area Facilitator (AF)
Curriculum Training, October
2009, Mathematics Discussion
Questions and Note-Taking
Guide.
6. Education Specialist (ES)
Videos website showing the
posted Area Facilitator (AF)
Curriculum Training Videos.
7. Schedule of the Parent
Curriculum Workshops 20082009.
7. Parent History Workshop,
WebEx email invitation to
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information, and vendor website links to the Curriculum Grades
K-5 and Grades 6-12 websites and the Education Specialist
Curriculum Handbook website, many of which directly support
current research and best practices for that subject area.
13. All students have access to an individualized learning plan
that incorporates complete curriculum, supplemental
curriculum, activities, classes, technology, and website learning
that can be and frequently implements cross-curricular
discipline integration. The curriculum options, the large number
and variety of educational offerings coupled with one teacher
over all subject areas, an inherent need for time efficiency when
instructing multi-age students in independent study, and the
absence of daily class period time constraints all lend
themselves to a program with many opportunities to incorporate
the research-based strategy of cross-curricular learning.
14. All students have access to a personal learning plan that
uses complete curriculum, supplemental curriculum, activities,
technology, videos and software, and Internet website learning
to include the research-based strategy of incorporating realworld tie-ins with the students' academic learning. The students'
flexible school schedules coupled with the absence of daily
class period time constraints allow students many opportunities
for community-based real-world learning as evidenced in part
by the number and types of school approved vendors, Contract
Programs (CP) classes, Educational Activities (EAs), and
Group Education Activities (GEAs). We frequently see
community-based, real-world learning in Career Exploration,
Community Service, Life Skills, Family Studies, Personal
Finance, and the students' elective courses. Students
experience real-world tie-ins when they use California stateadopted, California standards-aligned, and California
standards-correlated textbooks that incorporate that researchbased strategy.
Special education services are designed to supplement general
education and do not supplant other sources of federal, state,
and local funds apportioned to Ocean Grove Charter School.
The charter is responsible for the identification, evaluation, IEP
Development and provision of special education and related
services to individuals with exceptional needs residing in
hospitals, residential medical facilities, Licensed Children’s
Institutions, Foster family homes, or have become homeless
and reside within the geographic area and who have enrolled in
the charter (Education Code § 56195.7).
All Designated Instructional Services (DIS) (language and
speech, occupational or physical therapy, etc.) are provided as
documented on the student’s IEP. Other supplementary
services or materials, assistive devices, or extended year
services required to address the student’s goals and objectives
(when warranted due to the severity of the handicapping
condition) are provided at no cost to the identified special
education student or the student’s family, and documented as
part of their IEP (Education Code § 56040).
No facilities utilized for purposes of special education present
any physical barrier that would limit an eligible student’s full
participation in the educational or extracurricular programs
offered.
15. All students have access to curriculum that use the
research-based strategy of reading and responding to non71

parents who signed up for the
workshop.
7. Parent WebEx Invitations
for English-Language Arts,
Science, and History for Spring
2009.
7. Parent Curriculum
Workshops for 2009-2010.
7. WebEx Usage Reports
during September 2009
showing parent attendance for
the Persuasive Writing &
School-Wide Writing
Assignment Workshop.
8. Curriculum Grades 6-12
website showing links to the
recorded and posted Parent
Curriculum Workshop videos.
9. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Newsletters binder (e.g.
Spring 2008 Newsletter: Read
Naturally (Read Naturally;
Winter 2009 Newsletter: Math
Websites for Math Vocabulary,
Parent Curriculum Workshops;
National University Virtual High
School for A-G Courses; Fall
2010 Newsletter: Parent
Curriculum Workshop
schedule; Standards Review
vendor information; CAHSEE
Prep information).
9. February 2009 ES Agenda:
Curriculum Department (e.g.
Links to support math
vocabulary).
10. Education Specialist List
Serve (3/12/2009): Area 3
Writing Professional
Development Day.
10. Education Specialist List
Serve: PG-A Saturday
Series/UC Davis Mathematics
Project (4/27/2009).
11: Parent List Serve
(4/28/2009): Math Vocabulary
daily word lists and definitions.
11: Parent List Serve
(4/27/2009) : Sally Ride
Science
11. Parent List Serve
(4/15/2009): ALEKS
eNewsletter.
12. Curriculum Grades 6-12
website, information linked by
subject highlighting popular
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fiction and well as fiction.
16. All students have access to a personal learning plan that
includes the use of technology with their academic learning as
a way to prepare students for the 21st Century. The school
supplies an Internet Service Provider that students can access
through their Instructional Funds (IF). The school provides free
email accounts for each student. The school provides a
computer lease program option for all students that students
can access through their Instructional Funds (IF).
17. All Education Specialists (ESs) have access to learning
style assessments for all students through free websites and
free-to-the-student, school-purchased learning style
assessments. The results of the latter are posted in the
school's WebFiles system and stay with the student. The
results can be referenced by the assigned Education Specialist
when making curriculum selections. In 2009-2010, Education
Specialists (ESs) are participating in two mandatory online
learning styles courses that instruct on learning styles research
and educational strategies. The school is increasingly
identifying multi-sensory, hands-on curriculum for the
kinesthetic and auditory learner on the Curriculum and
Education Specialist websites to better assist appropriate
curriculum selection.
18. All students have access to personal learning plans that
can be tailored to the student's points of need. The student's
personal learning plan takes into account that students learn
best when they are challenged, but not frustrated.
19. All students have access to Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) options or tutoring to help with the student's
research-based academic learning.
20. All students have access to research-based online
learning.
21. All students have access to rigorous research-based
courses at the junior college when not provided by the high
school.
22. All students have access to a free school-purchased,
research-based writing program for grades K-12 called Write
Reflections. This program is used in Florida school systems
and has shown great improvement among the students
researched. The charter school purchased this program, as
one means of increasing the number of 9th - 12th grade
students' below-proficient English-language arts CST scores to
scores that are proficient and above particularly among 11th
grade students and among our socio-economically low
students. It was also purchased as a means of increasing
below-proficient California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
scores in English-language arts to increased numbers of
students receiving passing scores. Increasing California High
School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) English-language arts passing
scores will also have a direct effect on increasing the number of
students graduating with a diploma.
23. The school is increasingly identifying multi-sensory, handson curriculum for the kinesthetic and auditory learner on the
Curriculum Grades K-6 and Grades 6-12 websites and the
Education Specialist Curriculum Handbook and Vendor Info
websites.
24. The school provides a variety of research-based standards
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curriculum and vendors.
12. Curriculum Grades 6-12
website, Mathematics
Complete Curriculum broken
down by Traditional Textbook,
Homeschool Favorites, and
Hands-On to emphasize their
learning style differences.
12. Curriculum website
showing history songs for
cross-curricular and multisensory learning.
12. Curriculum website
showing supplemental history
resources to make history
instruction cross-curricular and
multi-sensory.
12. Education Specialist (ES)
Curriculum Handbook with
links to curriculum by growth
areas and subject.
13. Learning Record showing
the research-based strategy of
integrating cross-curricular
activities (e.g. math during
science; technology during
history; historical fiction novel
as part of history; writing as
part of history; art/music during
history).
13. Learning Record showing
the research-based strategy of
integrating cross-curricular
activities (e.g. math during
science; technology during
history; historical fiction novel
as part of history; writing as
part of history; art/music during
history).
14. Learning Record showing
the research-based strategy of
real-world tie-ins to the
student's academic learning.
14. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
14. School-Wide Appendix:
Contract Programs Course List
14. Learning Record
documenting a student
participating in an Education
Activity (EAs) as part of their
academic learning.
14. Learning Record
documenting a student
participating in an Education
Activity (EAs) as part of their
academic learning.
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review and California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) prep
courses and materials, and online standards review and
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) prep courses.
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14. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009, "Group
Educational Activities"
handout.
14. School-Wide Appendix:
High School Course Titles and
Course Number
14. Education Specialist (ES)
Videos website showing link to
the Holt California
Mathematics training.
14. Purchase Order showing
student who purchased a Holt
California Mathematics stateadopted textbook.
15. Learning Record of
English literature assignments
for fiction and non-fiction.
16. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Computer
Options & Internet Service
Provider"
16. Learning Record
incorporating technology with
the student's academic
learning.
17. Curriculum Home Page
website links for free learning
style assessments and
resources.
17. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List (e.g. Performance
Learning, the vendor for the
learning style Kaleidoscope
Profile assessment for grades
3-12).
17. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009,
"Learning Styles - ES Online
Professional Development
Courses"
17. Curriculum Grades 6-12
website, Mathematics
Complete Curriculum broken
out by learning style and
multisensory emphasis.
17. Learning Record showing
use of multi-sensory online
curriculum.
18. Learning Record showing
a curriculum selection based
on the student's Scantron
results (e.g. California High
School Exit Exam prep math
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intervention Revolution Prep).
18. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter, "II. Educational
Philosophy and Education"
19. Learning Record of
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) or tutoring to
help with the student's
research-based academic
learning.
20. Online Ordering and
Pricing Information handout
(partial list of available online
vendors the school offers to
include National University
Virtual High School; APEX
Learning; ALEKS; Ascend
Education; K 12; Revolution
Prep; PowerSpeak12; Test
Tools).
20. Purchase Orders of
research-based online
courses.
20. Curriculum website links
showing lists of online vendors
for the core subjects (not a
complete list of online vendors
available through the school).
21. Transcript showing college
course.
22. Education Specialist (ES)
Vendor Info website links to
the Write Reflections program.
22. Learning Record showing
use of the Write Reflections
program.
22. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Grades 9-12 ELA
CST's 2009"
22. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Passing CAHSEE
Scores for 10th Grade
Students"
22. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Graduation Rate"
23. a-g Holt Geometry
Ordering and Pricing
Information located within the
Education Specialist protected
website, Vendor Info link.
Shows student edition in
hardcopy and online interactive
version.
23. a-g Glencoe World
History, California Edition,
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Ordering and Pricing
Information located within the
Education Specialist (ES)
protected website, Vendor Info
link. Shows student edition in
hardcopy and online interactive
version.
24. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List (e.g. Study Island;
Revolution Prep; ALEKS;
Ascend Education, People's
Publishing Group, Test Tools,
Barron's CAHSEE Prep)

Academic Standards for Each Area

The school has defined academic standards for each subject area, course, and/or program.
To what extent are there defined academic standards for each subject area, course, and/or program?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

The school has defined academic standards that are consistent
for each subject area, course, and/or program and as defined
by the California Frameworks, and that are consistent with the
expected schoolwide learning results or Growth Area goals.
1. The a-g course syllabi are written using California
standards-correlated textbooks. These correlations are
available from the publisher and define the standards met for
the course by the textbook curriculum.
2. Each course title and number in the electronic system is
linked to one of our charter's Growth Area goals. All California
state standards for each course within a Growth Area goal are
listed in the electronic Learning Record system for teachers to
refer to, select, and record as "standards attempted" for that
course for that month. The electronic system keeps a running
list of the course standards "Yearly Done", and the standards
"Yearly Not Done". There are also print features to these for
the Education Specialist to print a parent handout of the
student's standards progress.
3. At their "Initial Information and Enrollment Meeting", and as
required by the ES Checklist-Parent Information document and
the First Meeting Information Sheet, the Education Specialist
provides the parents with an annual Parent Overview brochure
of the core state standards for their children enrolled in grade
levels, K-8, and a Parent Overview brochure of the standards
for each course taken that school year in grades 9-12.
4. All students participate in the mandatory School-Wide
Writing Assignment for grades 2-11, and any 12th grader who
has not yet passed the California High School Exit Exam
English-Language Arts. The Assignment is optional for K-1
students. Each year a different genre is selected for the
Assignment, and the school provides parent, Area Facilitator,
and Education Specialist training about the genre to include the
writing standards specific to that genre.
5. The school is in the initial stages of developing its own
course Pacing Guides, made available to any parent or student
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1. List of a-g Textbooks.
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the Growth Area goals,
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who requests them. The Pacing Guides break the year
curriculum program into ten Learning Record sections, and
each section lists the standards covered by that section of
curriculum assignments.
6. Links to the California standards for each grade and course
are posted in the Curriculum and Education Specialist
Curriculum Handbook and Vendor Info sections of the website.
7. Links to the California Frameworks are posted on the
Curriculum Home Page, Curriculum Grades K-5 and Grades 612, and the Education Specialist Curriculum Handbook sections
of the website. The Frameworks include the California
standards for each subject or course and are the standards that
we follow for our subjects or courses.
8. Links to the California state-adopted textbook publishers are
posted in the Curriculum Grades K-6 and Grades 6-12, and the
Education Specialist Curriculum Handbook sections of the
website. The California state-adopted textbooks are statemandated to cover the standards for that subject or course.
The publishers now include the standards in the Teacher
Edition and within the Student Edition.
9. Links to the Parent Overview brochures of the core state
standards are posted on the Curriculum Home Page and
Education Specialist Curriculum Handbook websites.
10. The school is in the initial stages of developing Planning
Guides that list the course content by lesson and the standards
covered for each lesson. The column on the right allows a
place to plan the textbook or activities that will be used to
implement those concepts and standards.
11. California standards correlations to publisher's textbooks
are posted on the publishers' websites or are available by
contacting the publisher. The charter school posts a partial list
of textbook correlations to its website in the Education
Specialist Curriculum Handbook section of the website. When
correlations are not available there, the Education Specialist
obtains them from the publishers' website or by contacting the
publisher directly. Many of the mainline textbook publishers
have begun to publish high school curriculum specifically
aligned to California's standards. As a convenience to the
parent and Education Specialist, the school is in the initial
stages of developing its own correlations to popular curriculum
that don't come with vendor developed correlations to the
California state standards. These correlations will enable the
parent and Education Specialist to more quickly identify
standards that need to be address through additional
resources.
12. Standards review products for grades K-1, 2-11, Algebra 1,
and the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) are
available through textbook publishers and California standardsaligned stand-alone publishers and are posted to the
Curriculum and Education Specialist Curriculum websites for
the four core subjects. The school maintains, and all students
who have computers and Internet connections have access to
popular online standards review vendors such as Study Island,
Ascend Education, ALEKS, and Revolution Prep.
13. The Scantron system can be used to generate a study
guide for subject or course standards not yet mastered.
14. Links to the released Standardized Testing and Reporting
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Education Specialist (ES)
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World to 6th grade historysocial science standards.
11. Correlations for Math U
See Pre-Algebra and Algebra
1 as they compare to Holt
California Math correlations.
12. Partial list of standards
review products for grades 211 and the CAHSEE available
through textbook publishers
and California standardsaligned stand-alone publishers
posted to the Curriculum
Grades 6-12 and Education
Specialist (ES) Curriculum
Handbook websites for the four
core subjects.
12. List of subject specific
standards review materials
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(STAR) test questions to the standards are posted on the
Curriculum Grades K-5 and Grades 6-12, and the Education
Specialist Curriculum Handbook websites.
15. As a way to support instruction of the grade level math
standards for grades K-8 and emphasize the importance of
math vocabulary mastery, parents were sent daily math
vocabulary word lists and their definitions over the parent list
serve for the month of April, 2009. Each daily list contained
one word and its definition for each grade K-8. The importance
of math vocabulary mastery was emphasized during the
Mathematics curriculum video shown at the Area Facilitators'
Curriculum Training 2008 and the Education Specialists'
Curriculum Training 2008, and the Parent Curriculum Workshop
in 2009. This video was subsequently posted to the Education
Specialist (ES) video website for future viewing by the
Education Specialists (ESs) and on the Curriculum Grades K-5
and Grades 6-12 websites for future viewing.
16. Complete course curriculum, online course curriculum, and
supplemental curriculum and the complete list of approved
vendors are posted on the school's Curriculum Home Page,
and the Curriculum Grades K-5 and Grades 6-12 websites.
Students may use a combination of these curriculum and
resources to demonstrate that they are making adequate and
appropriate monthly progress toward the student standards.
17. The standards and California Framework best practices are
discussed in part within the Area Facilitator (AF) Curriculum
Trainings, Education Specialist Curriculum Trainings, and
Parent Curriculum Workshops.

posted to the website
(e.g.history).
12. California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE) prep
standards review ordering and
pricing information.
12. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List.
13. Scantron study guide.
14. Curriculum website
showing links to the Released
Standardized Testing and
Reporting (STAR) test
questions.
14. Education Specialist (ES)
Vendor Info website showing
links to the Released
Standardized Testing and
Reporting (STAR) test
questions.
15. Math vocabulary list serve,
April 2009.
15. Education Specialist (ES)
Videos website showing
Mathematics trainings.
16. Curriculum Grades 6-12
websites showing curriculum
website links.
16. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
16. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources,
"Independent Study Policy"
17. Curriculum Grades 6-12
websites showing Parent
Curriculum Workshops.
17. Education Specialist (ES)
Videos website showing
Curriculum and Vendor
Product Trainings.

Congruence

There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards and the expected
schoolwide learning results.
To what extent is there congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards and
the expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

All courses are consistent with the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results and are meaningful to the
students. The school's academic and electronic system gives
congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the
academic standards, and the Expected Schoolwide Learning
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Results (ESLRs) or Growth Area goals.
1. All students are to demonstrate adequate and appropriate
monthly progress toward the student standards. Education
Specialists are to use their professional judgment to determine
that adequate progress toward the student standards is being
made by each student assigned to them.
2. The Expected Schoolwide Learning Results (ESLRs), or
Growth Area goals, are listed in the school's charter. Below
each Growth Area goal are listed the Growth Area's sub-goals.
On the school's Graduation Requirement Menu is the list of
course types and the number of credits within each type the
school has deemed are the minimum needed for a student to
be successful in each Growth Area goal upon high school
graduation. The Life Skills Electives Planning document helps
the ES know which standards are met by each of the required
Life Skills courses. The school identifies on the Course
Information website page which school courses progress the
student towards completion of the standards for each Growth
Area goal.
3. At the time of enrollment and each semester thereafter,
parents are required to sign the Student Agreement
acknowledging that they have read and understand the charter
and the charter school's outcomes, philosophy, program,
policies, and requirements. Their signature confirms their
agreement to the student's courses and attempted credits in
those courses for that semester. Any course the student is
taking in which the Education Specialist (ES) is not a Highly
Qualified Teacher (HQT), that student must be enrolled in a
Highly Qualified Teacher (HQT) Subject Matter Expert (SME)
Contract Programs (CP) course with the Highly Qualified
Teacher Subject Matter Expert (HQT SME) signing the Student
Agreement - Page 3 (SME Only) of the contract. In accordance
with the ES Checklist-Parent Information document, parents are
also required to initial a Charter Responsibilities Summary
which explains the methods of assessment used to show
progress, noteworthy parents' responsibilities, noteworthy
school policies, and the parents' right of approval for all
instructional materials and opportunities provided to his/her
student.
4. The school's electronic system gives congruence between
the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards,
and the Expected Schoolwide Learning Results (ESLRs) or
Growth Area goals. Each school course has the state-adopted
standards listed under the course in the school's electronic
learning record system. At the end of each Learning Record
(LR) assignment period and during the student's learning
record meeting, the Education Specialist (ES) identifies the
concepts and skills attempted or met in each subject or course,
identifies the corresponding standards for those concepts and
skills, evaluates the student's work, makes note of the methods
of assessment, and evaluates the student's progress. Then, in
creating the electronic Learning Record (LR), the Education
Specialist (ES) enters in the text (only the first time) each
course title that the student is taking that semester under its
corresponding Growth Area goal. The Education Specialist
(ES) then types text into the system for each course to include:
1.) the concepts and skills attempted or met for each subject or
course, 2.) the method by which the student was assessed, 3.)
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their evaluation of the student's work, and 4.) records (by
checking off) the corresponding standards for that course that
were attempted or met during that assignment period which can
be seen under the tab, "MONTHLY". At any time, the
Education Specialist (ES) can view and/or print the student's
overall standards met for each course to determine the
student's progress.
5. Grade level subject standards or course-specific standards
are linked to each subject or course the school offers, which are
linked to an Expected Schoolwide Learning Result (ESLR) or
Growth Area goal in the electronic Learning Record (LR)
system. As the Education Specialist (ES) identifies the
standards attempted or met, they are also showing the
student's progress towards the Expected Schoolwide Learning
Result (ESLR) or Growth Area goal. The electronic system
maintains the grade level subject or high school course
accumulation of the standards attempted or met under the tab
"YEARLY DONE". Conversely, the electronic system shows
cumulatively which standards remain unattempted or unmet for
the grade level subject or high school course under the tab
"YEARLY NOT DONE". The Education Specialist (ES) has the
capability to print out those reports to give to the parent as
needed. The Education Specialist (ES), having assessed the
student's progress at the end of each assignment period, may
make strategies or course adjustment suggestions based on
the student's progress (or lack of progress) towards the grade
level subject or course standards, and ultimately towards their
Growth Area goals. The Education Specialist also has the
capability to print out from this system an entire list of the
standards for that grade level subject or course. Students have
met their Growth Area goals when they have attempted or met
the standards associated with that Growth Area goal.
6. Students are to work toward (or exceed) the state academic
standards for each subject or course. It is the educational
philosophy of the school as stated in the school charter, that
"both the confidence and motivation to learn begins by meeting
the student at the current level of academic proficiency and
then adjust the pace and rigor of learning to challenge and
engage his or her full potential", and "all students will achieve
the student standards by graduation, but not all students will
progress at the same rate".
7. The state's high school course graduation requirements
combined with the school's educational philosophy has
determined that successful completion of the courses listed on
the Graduation Requirements Menu for each Growth Area goal
are necessary to cover the standards, concepts, and skills for
students to successfully meet each Growth Area goal.
Students who successfully complete all Growth Area goal
course requirements will have met the requirements for
graduation. In addition to meeting the course requirements for
each Growth Area goal, each student in the state of California
must pass both sections of the California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE) in order to receive a California high school
diploma. Students who complete all Growth Area goal course
requirements, but who do not pass both sections of the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) may request a
Certificate of Completion. The parent, student, and Education
Specialist (ES) all sign the School Certificate Selection
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Agreement Statement when a Certificate of Completion is being
requested instead of a diploma.
8. To help students meet the required high school graduation
Growth Area goals and their post-high school educational goal,
the Guidance Department website lists three Suggested Course
Plan Schedules for High School Completion that meets or
exceeds the Graduation Requirements Menu leading to a
General Studies Endorsement. The Education Specialists also
track each high school student's progress towards their Growth
Area and post high-school goals using the Graduation
Requirements Worksheet, a required form submitted with the
final graduation packet for graduation approval.
Student Work — Engagement in Learning

There is congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards and the expected
schoolwide learning results.
How does the examination of representative samples of student work and snapshots of student engagement in
learning demonstrate the implementation of a standards-based curriculum and the schoolwide student goals
(ESLRs)?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

1. Courses are consistent with the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results and meaningful to the
students. Examination of representative samples of student
work and snapshots of student engagement in learning
demonstrate the implementation of a standards-based
curriculum and the schoolwide student goals (ESLRS):
1. Student work samples are collected monthly at the Learning
Record (LR) meetings. From those monthly samples, the
Education Specialist (ES) selects representative work for the
portfolio samples. One portfolio sample for each high school
course being taken that semester is selected to show the
implementation of the curricula used to convey the course
California standards and demonstrate the student's progress.
Each work sample collected was given a grade and evaluated
as to the amount of time it took the student to complete that
assignment. The learning and standards met from the
assignment was documented in the student's electronic
Learning Record (LR). Because the standards are linked
electronically to each subject or high school course, and each
subject or high school course is linked electronically to a
Growth Area goal, each portfolio assignment sample shows the
student's progress towards a Growth Area goal.
2. Student work is reviewed at least every 20 days at the
student's learning record meeting. The student learning, the
assessment, and an evaluation of the student's progress is
documented in the electronic Learning Record (LR). The
standards are tied to the subject or high school course, which
are tied to a Growth Area goal. As students successfully meet
and complete their subject or course standards, and complete
their required courses, they also meet and complete their
Growth Area goals.
3. Each year, students in 2nd - 11th grade and 12th grade
students who have not yet passed the California High School
Exit Exam (CAHSEE) English-Language Arts (ELA) are
required to complete a school-wide writing assignment for a
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specific genre and submit their writing sample to the school
where it is kept on file. The sample is scored by the Education
Specialists (ESs) using the school-provided rubric. This writing
assignment gives the Education Specialist (ES) and the parent
feedback as to the student's level of writing proficiency for that
genre. Education Specialists (ESs) document the student's
writing practice and sample as part of their English subject
learning or English course learning and document the
standards met by the assignment. The English course with its
"standards met" is linked in the system under the
Reading/Writing Growth Area goal (ESLR).

Accessibility of All Students to Curriculum

A rigorous, relevant and coherent curriculum to all students is accessible to all students. The school examines
the demographics and situation of students throughout the class offerings. The school’s instructional practices
and other activities facilitate access and success for special needs students.
What have you learned about the accessibility of a rigorous, relevant and coherent curriculum to all students?
What did you learn from examining the demographics and situation of students throughout the class offerings?
How do the instructional practices and other activities facilitate access and success for special needs students?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

All students have equal access to a rigorous, relevant and
coherent curriculum throughout the course offerings. The
instructional practices and available activities provide access
for success for special needs students. Increasing numbers of
students enroll in academic courses that prepare them for
college eligibility.
1. All students have equal access to vendors, curriculum and
materials. If a parent desires a curriculum product, and the
vendor is not listed on the Vendor List, there is a process for
the parent to request that the vendor be added. That process
involves an approval process by our Vendor Relations
department who insure that our vendors meet our business and
educational procedures and policies.
2. All students are assigned to an Education Specialist (ES).
All parents choose the contractual level of decision-making
responsibility they and the Education Specialist will have in the
implementation of their child(ren)'s personal learning plan. The
school's philosophy supports the parents' choices.
3. All parents have equal access to an Educational Specialist
(ES) who is to give suggestions and help the parent navigate
through the rigorous, relevant, and coherent curriculum choices
and educational offerings that are appropriate for their child.
4. Each student has a personal learning plan that takes into
account their post-high school educational and/or career goals,
personal interests, learning style, and their educational
strengths and weaknesses. Also considered is the parent's
educational approach and preferred teaching method. The
school purchases and makes available for free to all of its
students, the Bridges Ability Profiler and Choices Planner
programs. The Ability Profiler is an aptitude assessment that is
tied to the Choices Planner career clusters, which are tied to
the colleges, which are tied to scholarships. The program also
features job interview training and instruction for resume
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creation.
As outlined in Education Code Section 47646 (a) Ocean Grove
Charter School ensures that all children with disabilities
enrolled in our charter receives special education and
designated instruction and services in a manner that is
consistent with their Individualized Education Program (IEP)
and in compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act [IDEIA] (20 U.S.C. §1400 et seq.).
Special education services are designed to supplement general
education and do not supplant other sources of federal, state,
and local funds apportioned to Ocean Grove Charter School.
The charter is responsible for the identification, evaluation, IEP
Development and provision of special education and related
services to individuals with exceptional needs residing in
hospitals, residential medical facilities, Licensed Children’s
Institutions, Foster family homes, or have become homeless
and reside within the geographic area and who have enrolled in
the charter (Education Code § 56195.7).
All Designated Instructional Services (DIS) (language and
speech, occupational or physical therapy, etc.) are provided as
documented on the student’s IEP. Other supplementary
services or materials, assistive devices, or extended year
services required to address the student’s goals and objectives
(when warranted due to the severity of the handicapping
condition) are provided at no cost to the identified special
education student or the student’s family, and documented as
part of their IEP (Education Code § 56040).
All instruction is provided by teachers credentialed in their
appropriate specialty. Ocean Grove Charter School will directly
collaborate with local districts, local SELPAs, or sub-contract
with a qualified Non-Public Agency (NPA) to provide special
education services with qualified providers who possess
appropriate special education credential(s) (Education Code §
56300; 56300(d); 56302; 56303; 56304), and (Title 20, Section
1412).
Identified special education students are provided
accommodations and/or modifications to allow them access to
the same core curriculum as their general education
counterparts. Accommodations or services are outlined on
their IEP’s, and provided at no cost to the student. No
differentiated or weighted grading policies or practices are in
place for identified special education students, and they are
expected to advance through the charter school’s approved
Course of Study.
5. In June 2007, the school received its Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC) accreditation which enabled the
school to submit a-g courses for approval by the University of
California. The University of California approved courses and
course descriptions are posted on the Guidance Department
website for our parents and Education Specialists to view.
6. In the 2006-2007 school year, there were 10 students who
took a-g courses. In 2007-2008 there were 15 students, in
2008-2009 there were 30 students, and at the beginning of
2010, there were 18 students. The assumption is that most are
of white ethnicity, since that is the major ethnicity of our student
population.
7. The majority of our students have listed, "attend junior
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college" as their post high school goal. Their high school
education plan and courses incorporate and reflect that goal.
The majority of courses taken in 2008-2009 were "regular"
courses.
8. Going from 2007 to 2010, the number of students in 9th
grade completing Basic Math and Pre-Algebra ranges from
33% in 2007, to 34% in 2008, and 33% in 2009, and 32% in
2010. This number indicates that too many of our students are
coming into high school not prepared to complete higher level
math and have lower math skill gaps.
9. English Language Learners' needs are met through the
school's internal student Instructional Fund (IF) allocation.
Those funds can be used to provide Additional Education
Specialist Services (AESS), tutoring, or Contract Program
courses in addition to curriculum specific to English Language
Learners.
10. The Education Specialists received inservice training on
the school-purchased English Language Learner curriculum in
2007-2008.
11. The school makes available English Language Learner
(ELL) curriculum recommendations in the Curriculum
Handbook, Education Specialist (ES) website. This helps guide
the Education Specialist (ES) to curriculum that has been
identified because it is research-based but is user-friendly for
the parents and students in our school model.

Grade/Type"
8. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Ninth Grade Students
Completing Basic Math and
Pre-Algebra by Number and
Percentage"
9. Purchase order of
curriculum specific to English
Language Learners.
10. English Language Learner
(ELL) PowerPoint handout
from August Education
Specialist (ES) Inservice 2007.
11. English Language Learner
(ELL) curriculum
recommendations, grades 6-12

Integration Among Disciplines

There is integration among disciplines at the school.
To what extent is there integration among disciplines?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

All students have access to rigorous curriculum that provides
opportunities to apply knowledge across disciplines, to
construct new knowledge, and to apply knowledge and skills in
meaningful, real-world settings. Flexibility within the school
model lends itself to integration among disciplines.
1. Our school model lends itself to the integration of disciplines
because the parents are providing daily instruction in all subject
areas unless they choose to delegate some of it, so there are
not staff-related and structural barriers that can hamper
discipline integration. Furthermore, most families and ESs
utilize some form of integrated approach, at least in part
(Montessori, Waldorf, Charlotte Mason, etc.) The parents select
their level of contractual responsibility toward their child's
educational plan when they sign the Student Agreement. When
the parent assumes 100% or most of the responsibilities
identified on the Student Agreement, then shared instruction is
eliminated as a potential barrier to discipline integration.
2. Our school model drives discipline integration because there
is increased pressure for time efficiency when multiple grades
are being taught at the same time. Discipline integration helps
alleviate that time pressure. Our school model also lends itself
to discipline integration because there are no individual class
time constraints. Students have flexible school time to
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incorporate and/or expand upon and follow interests that flow
out from their course of study.
3. Students have available access to internet and computer
related learning because the home computer has a low personto-computer ratio with flexible access. The student school
leased computers in the home also have a low student-tocomputer ratio with flexible access.
4. The school maintained curriculum and business vendors
allow for a vast variety of resources with which to integrate
disciplines.
5. Frequently, students have highly integrated literature, arts,
and writing-rich history courses. They read primary sources,
historical-fiction, biographies, write about history, create artwork
and cook recipes and listen to music related to the time period.
As an example, students integrate writing with history when
they write a biographical report for English about a person they
are studying in World History.
6. Many students have math and writing integrated with their
science courses. Students integrate math with science, when
they record and manipulate the data from examples in their
textbook and experiments. Students integrate writing with
science when they write reports about a science topic, or write
the steps of the scientific method for a science experiment.
7. Technology is integrated as students use the publisher's
maintained websites, publisher CD-ROMs, supplemental
technology resources and curriculum, and free Internet website
links as they relate to their course of study. Students apply
technology across the disciplines when they create videos,
websites, blogs, or podcasts related to those disciplines.
8. Many students integrate writing and art with their high school
English literature studies.
9. The recorded and posted Parent Curriculum Workshops
include information about how disciplines can be integrated to
maximize efficiency, and increase interest, motivation, and
retention.

4. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
5. Learning Record of
discipline integration with
history.
6. Learning Record of
discipline integration with
science.
6. Learning Record of
discipline integration with
science.
7. Learning Record of
discipline integration of
technology with a course. (e.g.
CD-ROM or supplemental
resource, a publisher website
link, or free website links).
8. Learning Record of
discipline integration with
English/Literature.
8. Learning Record of
discipline integration with
English/Literature.
9. Parent Curriculum
Workshops posted on the
Curriculum website.

Curricular Development, Evaluation, and Revisions

The school assesses its curriculum review, evaluation, and review processes for each program area, including
graduation requirements, credits, grading policies, and homework policy regarding the impact of these
processes on providing a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum for all students.
Comment on the curriculum review, evaluation, and review processes for your program area, including
graduation requirements, credits, grading policies, and homework policy. Comment on the impact of these
processes on providing a challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum for all students.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

The school provides access for all students to have a
challenging, coherent, and relevant curriculum. All students
have the option of enrolling in courses that prepare them for
college and participating in school to career and technical
opportunities. Students have access to a variety of curricular
choices that will enable them to meet the graduation
requirements.
1. In addition to the available process by which parents can
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request new vendors, it is the responsibility of the Vendor
Relations Department and the Curriculum Coordinator to work
collaboratively and the responsibility of the Curriculum
Coordinator to work proactively to make available new,
research-based curriculum products and services that are
needed to meet the needs of every student's educational plan
within the guidelines of the school's vendor policies, purchasing
policies, and allocated student Instructional Funds. Curriculum
specifically targeted for English Language Learners are
identified as well as curriculum designed to help students
master the standards covered by the California High School
Exit Exam (CAHSEE). This is done in part as an effort to
increase the number of students who graduate and graduate
with a diploma.
2. The school maintains a very large list of approved vendors
who sell curriculum and services, including Contract Programs
(CP) vendors who provide classes, activities, and tutoring, all of
which can be considered for use when developing the student's
educational plan.
3. A significant component of the student's personal learning
plan is their post-high school goal, indicated on the Graduation
Requirements Agreement. The Education Specialist (ES) is
responsible to see that the student is taking and completing the
required courses necessary to meet that goal, and monitors the
student's "requirements met" on the Graduation Requirements
Worksheet.
4. As an outcome of individualizing all students' educational
plans, the school does not go through a formal curriculum
"adoption" during each adoption cycle for the purpose of
selecting one curriculum. Instead, the Curriculum Coordinator
identifies quality curriculum, appropriate use of that curriculum,
and its learning style emphasis.
5. During each adoption year, the Curriculum Coordinator
attends state-adopted, publisher curriculum presentations
scheduled by the Placer County Office of Education (PCOE), as
part of the county's curriculum Adoption Tool Kit program.
6. The Curriculum Coordinator prepares herself to help answer
curriculum questions through an ongoing review and analysis of
each publisher's curriculum for use in our independent study
school model with "classrooms" of multi-age/grade students.
The products are analyzed as to how well they meet many
different criteria: intervention, English Language Learners,
special needs, learning style, low cost, user-friendliness,
publisher website support, inclusion of research, inclusion of
technology, inclusion of partnering entities such as National
Geographic or Discovery Education, and the needs of
Additional Education Specialist Services (AESS) A, B, or C
Education Specialists (ESs). The Education Specialists (ESs)
contact their Advisors for advice with their curriculum questions.
The Education Specialist (ES) Advisors contact the Curriculum
Coordinator for advice to Education Specialist (ES) curriculum
questions when they need more suggestions because of a
particular student's need. Less often, Education Specialists
(ES) also contact the Curriculum Coordinator directly with their
curriculum questions. In addition to direct contact, curriculum
information is also communicated through the Curriculum and
Education Specialist (ES) websites, Parent Curriculum
Workshops, and Education Specialist (ES) Curriculum
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curriculum posted on
Education Specialist (ES) and
parent websites.
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High School Exit Exam
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3. School-Wide Appendix:
Graduation Requirement
Agreement
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Graduation Requirements
Worksheet
4. Curriculum Grades 6-12
website, Mathematics,
Complete Curriculum
5. Placer County Office of
Education (PCOE) email
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and Instruction (C & I) meeting,
January 2009.
6. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
7. a-g ordering and pricing
information for Glencoe's
World History.
8. Emails requesting that
Tech4Learning; Niles
Biological; TestTools; Ascend
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new vendors (e.g. Ascend
Education).
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Education.
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8. List of a-g textbooks
9. School-Wide Appendix:
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Trainings. Parents also have access to the Vendor List which
can act as a starting point in their curriculum research and
selection.
7. The Curriculum Coordinator posts many of the stateadopted California Department of Education (CDE) curriculum
ordering and pricing information on the Education Specialist
website in a brief, easy-to-understand list that typically includes
only those items that the teachers would be more likely to
order. Each item lists a description of the item, whether the
item is considered to be "required", "recommended", or
"optional", and whether the item was developed for use at
grade level, below grade level, or far below grade level. This
information is helpful to the Education Specialists (ESs) when
prioritizing and determining how to best use the student's
Instructional Funds (IF) to maximize the student's personal
learning plan opportunities.
8. The school's Curriculum Coordinator proactively researches
new curriculum and services, making vendor requests to
Vendor Relations so the vendor's products and services can be
added to the school's list of curriculum options, communicating
specific ordering information to the Education Specialists;
keeping the parent and Education Specialist website curriculum
pages up-to-date; coordinating the communication of the
selected a-g course syllabus textbooks with the Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs). New vendors are also communicated out in a
list each month on the Education Specialist (ES) Agenda by the
Education Services Coordinator, and by the Curriculum
Coordinator through the parent and Education Specialist (ES)
list serves.
9. The school has a vendor request process in place by which
a parent or Education Specialist (ES) can also request a new
product or service vendor be added to the list of approved
vendors. The parent contacts the Education Specialist (ES)
who completes and submits a Vendor Approval Request Form
for Education Specialists (ESs).
10. Every student has access to a highly qualified Education
Specialist (ES) or Subject Matter Expert (SME) in the core
subject areas, visual and performing arts and/or foreign
language, and all University of California a-g courses. Students
with Education Specialists (ESs) who are not highly qualified in
a subject, can enroll in a Contract Programs (CP) class taught
by a Highly Qualified Teacher Subject Matter Expert (HQT
SME). The Education Specialist (ES) and Subject Matter
Expert (SME) together with the parent and student select
curriculum appropriate to the student's personal learning plan.
That plan takes into consideration the student's post-highschool goal, personal and career interests, the student's
learning style, and the student’s academic strengths and
weaknesses.
11. The school has defined the graduation and course
requirements for three typical (suggested) high school plans,
each plan meeting a different post-high school goal. There are
policies that explain the credits needed or method options for
meeting each requirement in the typical plans. The school is
participating only in the Carnegie Units option at this time. The
school offers much flexibility in the types of courses students
can complete (traditional textbook, non-traditional textbook, and
online), and in the pacing schedules that students must follow
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to complete them.
12. Education Specialists (ESs) have viewing access to all
course titles offered by the school. Because students have
individualized education plans and because their course work
can be individualized, Education Specialists (ESs) can request,
and if approved by the director, the director will add the new
course title. Specific course requirement information for the
following subjects is also posted in the protected website under
Education Resources: Visual and Performing Arts, Science,
Foreign Language, and Algebra. The Growth Area Subject
Guide shows what course types support each Growth Area
goal. The Life Skills Elective Planning worksheet ties life skills
courses to the Expected Schoolwide Learning Result (ESLR) or
Growth Area goal they help meet.
13. Students have a choice as to how to complete a course
within a Growth Area goal. They can complete it by Carnegie
Units or if they qualify, by passing the General Educational
Development (GED) test for that subject area. Students and
parents, in collaboration with the Education Specialist are
required to indicate on the Graduation Requirements
Agreement their method of course completion for each Growth
Area goal. The school is currently not offering the School and
Student Demonstration options.
14. A significant component of the student's education plan is
their post-high school goal. Each student is required to indicate
their post high school goal on the Graduation Requirement
Agreement before or upon entering 9th grade. This document
is also signed by the Education Specialist (ES) and parent to
show they also understand and are in agreement with the high
school goal. The Education Specialist (ES) is responsible to
see that the student is completing the required courses
necessary to meet that goal, and monitors the student's
"requirements met" on the Graduation Requirements
Worksheet. The Education Specialist (ES) also informs the
student and parent of courses that can be taken to exceed their
goal.
15. The school offers three levels of course rigor as indicated
by their course title. "Basic" courses have the word "Basic" in
the course title. "Regular" courses simply have the course or
subject title. Courses approved by the University of California
for college entrance have "a-g" in their course title. The
majority of our students take "regular" courses that prepare
them for junior college in keeping with their post-high school
goal.
16. When requested by the parent, Education Specialists (ESs)
can work with parents who wish to design custom courses or
provide a "discovery" method of student learning. The courses
can be planned using the standards for a course, or by
following a textbook table of contents or publisher study guide,
or by other means as explained in the documents, "Process for
Assigning Carnegie Units" and "Potential Units/Assigning
Carnegie Units." This type of course planning must also include
completion of the "Non-Textbook Specific Course and Grades
Criteria" form. Custom courses that are discovery or activitybased need to track their time on task using the Class
Completion Check-Off Sheet, to be used when issuing course
credits.
17. "Homework" is not formalized by any procedures or
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policies within the school because it does not apply to our
independent study model.
18. The Education Specialist (ES) must verify that learning has
occurred commensurate to the credits being given, as credits
for most courses are issued based on performance and not
seat time. Education Specialists are to use their professional
judgment when determining the grading scale and grading
criteria for the students they oversee. All high school students'
courses must receive grades and credits as outlined by, but not
limited to the following documents posted to the Education
Specialist Handbook: "High School Report Card
Submissions," "Potential Units/Assigning Carnegie Units,"
Process for Assigning Carnegie Units," "Verification of
Learning/Credits Earned," "Mid-Semester Transfers." From
these documents, it is noted that the school has adopted the
grade scale of A, B, C, D, NC. Instead of "F," the school issues
NC for "No Credit". The school does not issue "Incompletes,"
but awards the total amount of credits earned, with the grade
earned at that point in the course. The school does not allow
high school course grades to be "Pass-Fail."
19. Students who are assigned to a Highly Qualified Teacher
Subject Matter Expert (HQT SME) are to refer to the Subject
Matter Expert's (SME's) course syllabus. The course syllabus
includes the course description, some suggested curriculum for
regular and a-g courses, the assignment grading scale, the
course grading criteria, and the "end-of-course checklist" listing
the required items that must be submitted to the Subject Matter
Expert (SME) for both "regular" and "a-g" courses. The
Education Specialist (ES) and parent discuss deviations from
the syllabus for "basic" courses at the beginning of the
semester. The Subject Matter Expert (SME) must pre-approve
the "basic" course work and communicate the expectations for
that course work, along with the "end-of-semester checklist" of
required work to be submitted. The syllabus lists the Subject
Matter Expert's (SME's) office hours during which parents,
students, and Education Specialists (ESs) can communicate
interactively with their Subject Matter Expert about course
concepts and course expectations. The Subject Matter Experts
(SMEs) use the same school policies and guidelines as the
Education Specialists when assigning course grades and
issuing credits. Highly Qualified Teacher Subject Matter Experts
(HQT SME) are to use their professional judgment when
determining their course grading scale and grading criteria.
20. School policy allows students a lot of flexibility to their
course pacing. Parents and Education Specialists providing
Additional Education Specialist Services (AESS) A, B, or C,
may choose to give assignment due dates. Or they may
choose to allow students to set their own assignment deadlines
within broader pacing guidelines, giving the student the ability
to take more responsibility over their education, learn to work
independently, and become a life-long learner. This flexibility of
pacing, allows students to learn in the way that works best for
them: sequentially through one whole course at a time to the
next, or complete a lot of assignments in only a few subjects
(closer to block scheduling), or complete assignments regularly
in all subjects (similar to a traditional school scheduling). The
Education Specialist (ES) not contracted for Additional
Education Specialist Services (AESS) works with the parent to
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monitor appropriate pacing and progress of the student's
courses.
21. Because our students have flexibility in pacing, it is not
uncommon for students to not proceed in their course until they
have reached some level of mastery over a concept. When the
pacing has been slowed, the number of credits given for the
semester course is reduced to reflect this slower pacing, as
credits are assigned based on performance.
22. Students who attempt a course but do not complete any
assignments for that course are given No Grades - No Credits
(NC) on their report card, but only if they have 25 credits of
coursework with grades and credits. Conversely, students who
have attendance may not claim No Grades - No Credits (NC)
for all courses. The number of courses receiving "No Grades No Credits" is relatively low to the number of courses receiving
grades.
23. Students must take a minimum of 25 credits a semester to
receive full attendance. Students may take up to 40 credits in a
semester, but are required to receive approval from their
Education Specialist (ES) before attempting more than 40
credits. The Education Specialist (ES) is required to obtain
prior approval from their Education Specialist (ES) Advisor
before giving approval to the student to attempt more than 40
credits.
24. If the high school does not offer a course, students who
qualify can take that course through the junior college. This
enables students the opportunity to take courses in their areas
of special interests and meet the courses required for their
post-high school goal. Taking courses at the junior college also
gives students a window into the rigor level required of college
courses and helps to demystify the college experience. When
students are successful in their junior college courses in high
school, it can act as a motivator by showing them that they can
be successful at college, post high school.
25. To help improve our students' writing skills, the school
provides a school-wide writing assignment each year that
emphasizes a different writing genre. The assignment is
required for all student in grades 2-11 and any 12th grade
student who has not yet passed the California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE) for English-Language Arts (ELA). The school
emphasized narrative writing in 2007, summary writing in 2008,
response to literature in 2009, and persuasive writing in 2010.
The students' writing scores dropped slightly going from
summary writing to response to literature. The scores dropped
significantly in 12th grade going from summary writing to a
response to literature. The lack of increase in scores was
attributed in part to the fact that students went from the easier
genre of summary writing to the harder genre of response to
literature. Because the school respects the parents' decisions
in their students' personal learning plans and curriculum, and
parents are resistant to all things mandatory, the school is still
working on making the mandatory school-wide writing
assignment a positive experience for the parents and students
in hopes that it will increase their participation in pre-writing
assignment practice materials and thus increase student
scores. The parent survey indicates that there is room for
improvement in this area. Students with special needs
participate in this mandatory writing assignment according to
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their Individualized Education Program (IEP) or 504 Plan
modifications or accommodations.

Policies-Rigorous, Relevant, Coherent Curriculum

The school assesses the curriculum and its rigor, relevancy and coherency after examination of policies
regarding course completion, credits, grading policies, homework, etc.
What have you learned about the accessibility of a challenging, relevant and coherent curriculum to all
students? What have you learned from examining the demographics and distribution of students throughout the
class offerings, e.g., master class schedule and class enrollments?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

The charter school provides students with the access,
opportunities, and variety of curricular choices that enables
them to utilize curriculum and corresponding activities that are
rigorous, relevant, and coherent in support of their personal
learning plans.
1. The school offers a variety of instructional options, a vast
range of curricular choices, courses with varying rigor levels,
outside educational activities within the community, career
exploration in the community, and job experience opportunities,
all of which are available when creating the student's personal
learning plan designed to meet the student's educational and
performance needs, post-high school goals, interests, career
interests, and learning style. The policies provide for personal
learning plans that are implemented with rigorous, relevant, and
coherent curriculum. Within these offerings, it is the school's
philosophy to acknowledge and support our parents' choices in
their children’s personal learning plans.
2. The school is currently only participating in the Carnegie
Unit method for course plan completion.
3. The school model allows for a flexible school schedule and
flexible course pacing. Struggling students can perform at
grade level and slow down their course to work through the
more difficult concepts. If they are far below in their
performance level, they may be given course work that allows
them to learn at their lower ability level and work up to their
grade level proficiency. The school model also allows students
that are gifted to be challenged and work ahead of their grade
level. Whether their need is to perform lower or higher, As
stated in the charter, "Ocean Grove Charter School (OGCS)
believes that both the confidence and the motivation to learn
begins by meeting the student at the current level of academic
proficiency and then adjust the pace and rigor of learning to
challenge and engage her or his full potential". Students who
are capable and who meet the junior college enrollment
requirements may take courses at the junior college and
receive concurrent college credit as one other way to be
challenged.
4. All of the school choices allow for educational "buy-in" which
can be motivating for the parent and student, and the school's
flexibility allows students to feel successful about their work as
they move towards high school graduation, the Expected
Schoolwide Learning Results (ESLRs), and their post-high
school goal.
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5. "Homework" is not formalized by any procedures or policies
within the school because it does not apply to our independent
study model.
6. The Education Specialist (ES) gives oversight to the
student's educational plan, the student's pacing, and progress.
The Education Specialist (ES) is to use their professional
judgment in determine the grading criteria and scale to be used
when issuing the grade and credits for the course. The method
of assessment is determined by the Education Specialist (ES)
in collaboration with the parent and student. If the student is
contracted for Additional Education Specialist Services (AESS),
this level of collaboration changes in accordance with the
specifications of the Additional Education Specialist Services
(AESS) contracts.
Articulation and Follow-up Studies

The school articulates regularly with feeder schools and local colleges and universities. The school uses followup studies of graduates and others to learn about the effectiveness of the curricular program.
Share examples of articulation with feeder schools and local colleges and universities, including comments on
the regularity of their occurrence. What has been revealed through the follow-up studies of graduates and
others regarding the effectiveness of the curricular program?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Students have access to a variety of curricular choices that will
enable them to meet the graduation requirements. Increasing
numbers of students enroll in academic courses that prepare
them for college eligibility. All students have the option of
enrolling in theses courses and participating in school to career
and technical opportunities.
1. The graduation rate for Ocean Grove Charter School
(OGCS) was 73.1% in 2009, which is down from previous
years. Mobility is thought to be a factor when students who
leave do not enroll into a current California Public High School.
2. The charter school became accredited by the Western
Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) in June, 2007.
This accreditation allows the University of California (UC) to
review for approval the a-g course descriptions submitted to
them. The University of California (UC) approved the a-g
course descriptions submitted to them for their rigor and
content, and those course descriptions can be viewed on the
Guidance Department website, and in the University of
California (UC) Doorways portal. The a-g approved courses
provide a way for students to meet the entrance requirements
and articulate into the University of California (UC) or California
State University (CSU) campuses.
3. The number of students stating "entering a four-year
university from high school" as their post-high school goal is
significantly fewer. This is reflected in the fewer number of
students taking a-g courses. The school shows it had 10
students enrolled in a-g courses in 2007, 15 students enrolled
in a-g courses in 2008, 30 students enrolled in 2009, and 18
enrolled during fall of 2010. The addition of school approved
online vendors offering University of California (UC) preapproved a-g online courses serve as another avenue for
students to complete their a-g college entrance requirements
and should help continue to increase the number of students
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taking a-g courses going forward. Links to the online vendor's
University of California (UC) Doorways portal are posted on the
school's website for the convenience of parents and Education
Specialists (ESs).
4. While an Alumni survey is sent out annually to charter
school Alumni, but not enough Alumni complete and return it for
the school to obtain any conclusive data. The Alumni survey
returns seem to validate previously stated strengths of the
school, and show that two of the four Alumni that completed the
survey went to college, with one not responding to that
question. Out of the four that responded, one was neutral and
the other three thought that our classes would prepare them for
college.
5. When the charter school does not offer all of the high school
courses that students might need for their college entrance
requirements (e.g. a-g lab sciences) or for a life skill, career, or
special interest, students who qualify are able to meet those
requirements or take those courses through concurrent
enrollment with the local junior colleges.
6. The Guidance Department put on a parent training during
fall semester 2007 entitled "College 101", in which parents and
students could view a powerpoint presentation about college
entrance requirements, and other college related information.
The Area Facilitators (AF) were also given a live training on the
College 101 information. This training was shared at the Area
Facilitator (AF) meeting with the Education Specialists (ES).
The school has hired a full time Guidance Counselor beginning
with the 2009-2010 school year. In the fall of 2009, the
Guidance Counselor began WebEx trainings on the High
School Handbook and other high school and college related
issues.
7. The Guidance Department maintains a website with links for
the parents and students to the High School Student
Handbook, college information, college entrance requirements,
scholarship information, college fairs, college entrance test
schedules and information, the University of California (UC)
Admissions Handbook, the Bridges Ability Profiler and Choices
Planner, Regional Occupation Program (ROP) Centers in the
areas we serve, job information, and other college related
information. Education Specialists (ES) are to help give
counsel and direct the parents and students to this website, and
to the Guidance Counselor.
8. The Guidance Counselor and the Director of Education
Services attend the University of California (UC) Counselor's
Conference every fall to learn about new college entrance
requirements and other new college related information. They
refer to the Guidance Counselor Handbook.
9. The Guidance Department is in contact with the local junior
colleges regarding concurrent enrollment. The charter school
adheres to concurrent and dual enrollment state policies and
laws. To help enforce these policies and laws, the Guidance
Department requires its students to complete a Pre Concurrent
Enrollment Form for IEM Schools before applying to enroll in a
junior college or Regional Occupation Program (ROP).
10. The school provides the parents and students with the
Checklist for Graduation Requirements for UC/CSU University
Prep to use as a tool to help them insure they are meeting the
graduation requirements for a post-high school goal of "4-year
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university."
11. The Guidance Counselor and Education Specialists direct
parents and students to the Bridges Ability Profiler and Choices
Planner to explore, analyze, and evaluate their educational and
career post-high school goals. Information about colleges is
tied to the career clusters. The college information is also tied
to scholarship information within these programs.
12. The school informs its students (upon request) of college
fairs in their area as one way to encourage parents and
students to proactively establish contacts with post-secondary
institutions. Parents are directed to the "College Search" link
within the college fairs link to learn about post-secondary
colleges. The school has hired a full time Guidance Counselor
beginning with the 2009-2010 school year, who is just starting
to proactively establish and maintain linkages with postsecondary institutions. The Guidance Counselor sends out
college fair opportunities through the parent list serve.
Additional Findings

What have you learned from the analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

how current educational research and thinking documents such as the California Frameworks and
other related publications are used to assist schools in work with academic standards and expected
schoolwide learning results

•

the academic standards for each subject area, course and/or program; the intra- and the interrelationships of these

•

the degree of congruence between the actual concepts and skills taught, the academic standards and
the expected schoolwide learning results

•

student work and student engagement in learning demonstrating the implementation of a
curriculum defined by current research

•

master schedule

•

the extent to which there is integration among disciplines

•

process which exist for articulation among and between levels, departments or clusters

•

efforts being made to articulate with K-8 feeders schools and local colleges and universities in
developing a strong foundation

•

demographics and distribution of students throughout the class offerings (to include gender,
ethnicity, primary language and students with special needs) (e.g., class enrollment lists)

•

how the instructional practices and other activities facilitate access and successful educational
outcomes for students who are learning English, economically disadvantaged, underachieving,
gifted and talented, average ability; and students receiving educational services
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•

the procedures used for curriculum development, evaluation and revisions, the curricular
organization of the school, including graduation requirements, credits, grading policies, homework
policy

•

follow-up studies of graduates

•

other evidence identified by the school
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B2. Curriculum Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

All students have equal access to the school’s entire program and assistance with a personal learning plan to
prepare them for the pursuit of their academic, personal and school-to-career goals.
Do all students have equal access to the school’s entire program and assistance with a personal learning plan
to prepare them for the pursuit of their academic, personal and school-to-career goals?
Variety of Programs — Full Range of Choices

All students have opportunities to make appropriate choices and pursue a full range of realistic career and
educational options. The school provides for career exploration, preparation for postsecondary education and
pre-technical training for all students.
What have you learned regarding the extent to which all students have opportunities to make appropriate
choices and pursue a full range of realistic career and educational options? How does the school provide for
career exploration, preparation for postsecondary education and pre-technical training for all students?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Students' personal learning plans are used as a basis for
course selection and exploration of future options. Students'
learning styles, interests, and post-secondary goals are
reflected in their personal learning plans, which guide the
selection of their courses, their program major, and their
supporting co-curricular activities and experiences. The
Education Specialist (ES), working with education support staff,
explains to the student and parent the connections between
current course and program selection and post-secondary
options. The plans also guide and assist in monitoring student
progress in the achievement of the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results. Students and their
parents are encouraged through school provided resources to
explore, analyze, and evaluate educational and career goals.
Students and parents consult with their Education Specialist
(ES) and school education staff to choose both their academic
core courses and their electives based on their post-secondary
plans, performance levels, and interests.
The personal learning plans are developed collaboratively
involving the student, the Education Specialist (ES), parents,
and educational support staff. Students and parents
understand that the learning plans provide a flexible and
responsive tool to enable students to plan, evaluate, and reflect
on their choices as they affect future options. The school has a
system to accommodate student requests for changes in their
programs when their goals, needs, or interests change. The
Education Specialist (ES) makes recommendations for changes
to the student's personal learning plan based on changes in the
student's goals, needs, or interests. The personal learning
plans are revisited each semester, and the student and parent
have regular opportunities for the plan to be revisited and
changed during the semester to reflect a student's current
interests, goals, and needs.
1. The school provides for, and all students have access to
tools, opportunities, and a variety of curricular choices to make
appropriate choices and pursue a wide range of realistic career,
pre-technical and educational options, as well as meet the
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school's graduation requirements.
The student's post-high school goal as indicated on the
Graduation Requirements Agreement acts as one planning
starting point when determining the student's course of study
and course curriculum in keeping with the Graduation
Requirements Menu as a minimum. The Suggested Course
Plan Schedules for High School Completion is another
document that shows various course plan options using
Carnegie Units, each associated with a different post-high
school goal outcome.
On The Suggested Course Plan Schedules document, the
Standard Graduation plan leads to a General Studies
Endorsement upon graduation. It includes regular coursework
and may contain basic, skill building coursework to prepare
students for high school graduation and passage of the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE), and includes
students who have no expressed goals for college after high
school. This course path includes life skills and pre-technical
skills courses and can include career exploration and vocational
skills elective courses. The parent and student also have the
school policy option and flexibility to integrate and combine
skills learning with any core course being taken.
On The Suggested Course Plan Schedules document, the
Community College Prep plan leads to a General Studies
Endorsement upon graduation. It includes regular coursework
and may contain basic, skill building coursework or some a-g
coursework to prepare students for high school graduation and
passage of the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE). It
includes students who have expressed a goal of 2-year college
after high school and does not meet the entrance requirements
of a four-year university. This course path includes life skills
and pre-technical skills courses, and can include career
exploration, and vocational skills elective courses. The parent
and student also have the school policy option and flexibility to
integrate and combine skills learning with any core course
being taken.
On The Suggested Course Plan Schedules document, the
UC/CSU University Prep plan leads to a College or University
Prep Endorsement upon graduation. It includes a-g
coursework that prepares students for high school graduation,
exceeds passage of the California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE), meets the entrance requirements for most four-year
universities, and specifically meets the entrance requirements
for the state of California's two four-year university systems:
University of California (UC) and Sacramento State University
(CSU). This course path includes life skills and pre-technical
skills courses, and can include career exploration, and
vocational skills elective courses. The parent and student also
have the school policy option and flexibility to integrate and
combine skills learning with any core course being taken.
2. All students that qualify have access to concurrent
enrollment at the junior college. This enables students to take
courses not offered by the school (e.g. technical skills courses;
vocational skills courses; a-g lab science courses).
3. The school provides a variety of programs and a wide range
of course offerings for all students to pursue their career
options through:
Real-life, career and pre-technical skills learning integrated
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within existing subject courses. Real-life, career learning
through Life Skills, Elective, and Career Exploration courses
that may incorporate learning from part-time jobs, family home
businesses, family home projects, or volunteering. The school
has in place the policies and process by which students may
obtain work permits to help facilitate real-life learning. The
school maintains a large list of vendors who supply real-life,
career curriculum that can be incorporated into the students'
Career Exploration courses, and/or can be used as tools in
helping the student explore and analyze their post-high school
goals. Students have the school option to create individualized
non-textbook, but standards-based courses tailored around a
student's interests and unique opportunities. The school posts
the Career Technical Education course standards on the parent
curriculum website for use when developing vocational and
technical courses.
Real-life, career learning is available to our students through
Regional Occupational Program (ROP) and Career Technical
Education courses are offered by the county offices and local
high school campuses.
Community-based internship opportunities are available to our
students and can be incorporated into the student's Career
Exploration courses.
4. The school offers two Bridges programs as tools for all
students to make appropriate career choices and to continue to
explore and analyze their post-high school goal. The schoolprovided Bridges Choices Planner site license gives 24/7
access to all students through the school login. The Bridges
Choices Planner assessment determines appropriate career
clusters that students can explore within. Exploration within a
career cluster includes videos and Occupational Outlook
Handbook-type job information about specific careers within the
cluster. Tools within the Choices Planner program include
resume creation templates, job interview practice, colleges
offering career programs, and scholarship information. The
school-provided Bridges Ability Profiler site license gives 24/7
access to all students through the school login. The Bridges
Ability Profiler is a career aptitude test. The results of the
aptitude test are seamlessly linked to the career clusters in the
Choices Planner program. Education Specialists received a
2008-2009 Inservice training about the features of the Bridges
Choices Planner and Ability Profiler.
5. The school also maintains vendors who sell curriculum to
guide students into appropriate career choices. (e.g. Academic
Innovations "Career Choices" curriculum; Goodheart-Wilcox
"Careers in Focus" curriculum; Jist Publishing; North Dakota
Center for Distance Education).
6. The Education Specialist, parent, and student collaboratively
create a personal learning plan for each student that
incorporates the student's academic test results, learning style,
observed and assessed aptitudes, expressed and/or assessed
interests, personal goals, and post-high school educational
goals. Students are academically assessed and their progress
is evaluated each year. Yearly assessment is performed using
Scantron and Standardized Testing And Reporting (STAR)
assessments. Non-redesignated English-Language Learner
(ELL) students are assessed annually with the California
English Language Development Test (CELDT). Other
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assessments may include the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT), fluency placement assessments, and mathematics
curriculum-specific diagnostic tests. The results of many
students’ assessments are entered electronically into the
system and are viewable by the Education Specialist assigned
to that student. In 2009-2010, students are being given schoolpurchased learning styles assessments, and the results are
entered electronically into the system to be viewed by the
Education Specialist (ES) assigned to that student.
7. Students can choose from a variety of course content
deliveries that support their learning style learning success, and
post-high school goal to include: textbooks, online textbooks,
interactive textbooks on CD-ROM with built in readers, online
vendor courses, face-to-face Contract Program (CP) courses,
and Internet website courses.
8. Within flexible parameters, students can choose where and
when learning can take place. The student's time on task for a
subject area is not confined to traditional school classroom
schedules, or to just one physical location. This flexibility give
students opportunities to participate in community-based
special interests, school-provided Contract Program (CP)
business vendor classes, and school-provided communitybased Career Exploration. All of these give the students
opportunities to obtain life skills, pre-technical, and vocational
skills training.
9. All students who have completed the course pre-requisites
may take above-grade-level courses. Students who excel and
are capable, may request to take up to 40 credits in one
semester. The Education Specialist must obtain pre-approval
from the Education Specialist's Advisor. Both of these options
can be motivating for gifted students who need to be
challenged.
10. All students may participate in community-based activities
through Educational Activities (EAs) and Group Educational
Activities (GEAs). These are often used, but are not limited to
being used in support of their Career Exploration and Special
Interest courses.
11. The school is not currently offering a Vocational
Endorsement upon graduation. When offered, this
endorsement is lengthy and takes a lot of energy, work, and
commitment from the student, and should be started at least 2
years prior to the anticipated date of graduation . This
endorsement takes the place of the 60 required elective credits
in the special interest Growth Area goal course requirements.
Schools that require Carnegie Units will not honor these credits
as transfer classes nor will they count as college entrance
requirements. They will only count towards our high school
graduation requirements.
12. The charter school maintains as vendors, prestigious postsecondary institutions who provide elementary through high
school, and online courses (e.g. Stanford's EPGY Education
Program for Gifted Youth; John Hopkins University: Center for
Talented Youth).
13. The school maintains vendors who collectively provide the
full spectrum of curriculum to meet any student's educational
needs, from those performing academically very low to those
performing academically very high.
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14. The Curriculum website identifies various educational
approaches, gives a brief overview of that educational
approach, and lists some resources and/or website links. If
parents choose a specific educational approach, that approach
is considered along with the post high school goal when
curriculum and courses are being decided.
15. The school maintains vendors, both individuals and
businesses who provide tutoring and in-home tutoring to meet
students' specific needs. Tutoring through school-approved
vendors is paid for using the student's Instructional Funds.
English-language learners (ELL), low socio-economic, and
students who have not yet passed the CAHSEE are identifiable
groups who have the option to utilize tutoring as a way to help
with their specific needs in order to achieve their goals.
16. The school offers additional program support through the
Additional Education Specialist Services (AESS) Contracts,
Option A and Option B, and Option C Only. This option is
available to all students who need specific program support to
achieve their goals.
17. Students who took the California High School Exit
(CAHSEE) in 10th grade and did not pass one or both sections
are required to receive California High School Exit (CAHSEE)
intervention either using their Instructional Funds (IF), or using
California High School Exit (CAHSEE) grant money as long as
it is available, and the California High School Exit (CAHSEE)
intervention is being tracked for each student. The school has
received grant money for the California High School Exit
(CAHSEE) intervention up through the end of the 2009 school
year. Because the school is fiscally conservative, there is 2009
California High School Exit (CAHSEE) grant money carry-over
for intervention that will be used during the 2010 school year
until it is gone.
18. As outlined in Education Code Section 47646 (a) Ocean
Grove Charter School ensures that all children with disabilities
enrolled in our charter receives special education and
designated instruction and services in a manner that is
consistent with their Individualized Education Program (IEP)
and in compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act [IDEIA] (20 U.S.C. §1400 et seq.).
19. Special education services are designed to supplement
general education and do not supplant other sources of federal,
state, and local funds apportioned to Ocean Grove Charter
School. The charter is responsible for the identification,
evaluation, Individualized Education Program (IEP)
Development and provision of special education and related
services to individuals with exceptional needs residing in
hospitals, residential medical facilities, Licensed Children’s
Institutions, Foster family homes, or have become homeless
and reside within the geographic area and who have enrolled in
the charter (Education Code § 56195.7).
Before a student is referred to special education, their level of
English proficiency is determined to insure their acquisition of
language skills is not the reason for their poor academic
performance.
20. All Designated Instructional Services (DIS) (language and
speech, occupational or physical therapy, etcetera.) are
provided as documented on the student’s Individualized
Education Program (IEP). Other supplementary services or
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materials, assistive devices, or extended year services required
to address the student’s goals and objectives (when warranted
due to the severity of the handicapping condition) are provided
at no cost to the identified special education student or the
student’s family, and documented as part of their IEP
(Education Code § 56040).
All instruction is provided by teachers credentialed in their
appropriate specialty. Ocean Grove Charter School will directly
collaborate with local districts, local SELPAs, or sub-contract
with a qualified Non-Public Agency (NPA) to provide special
education services with qualified providers who possess
appropriate special education credential(s) (Education Code §
56300; 56300(d); 56302; 56303; 56304), and (Title 20, Section
1412).
21. Identified special education students are provided
accommodations and/or modifications to allow them access to
the same core curriculum as their general education
counterparts. Accommodations or services are outlined on
their IEP’s, and provided at no cost to the student. No
differentiated or weighted grading policies or practices are in
place for identified special education students, and they are
expected to advance through the charter school’s approved
Course of Study.
Student-Parent-Staff Collaboration

Parents, students and staff collaborate in the development and monitoring of a student's personal learning plan,
based upon a student's learning style and career and educational goals.
To what extent do parents, students and staff collaborate in the development and monitoring of a student's
personal learning plan, based upon a student's learning style and career and educational goals?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Students' personal learning plans are used as a basis for course
selection and exploration of future options. Students' learning
styles, interests, and post-secondary goals are reflected in their
personal learning plans, which guide the selection of their
courses, their program major, and their supporting co-curricular
activities and experiences. The Education Specialist (ES),
working with education support staff, explain to the student and
parent the connections between current course and program
selection and post-secondary options. The plans also guide
and assist in monitoring student progress in the achievement of
the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning
results. Students and their parents are encouraged through
school provided resources to explore, analyze, and evaluate
educational and career goals. Students and parents consult
with their Education Specialist (ES) and school education staff
to choose both their academic core courses and their electives
based on their post-secondary plans, performance levels, and
interests.
The personal learning plans are developed collaboratively
involving the student, the Education Specialist (ES), parents,
and educational support staff. Students and parents understand
that the learning plans provide a flexible and responsive tool to
enable students to plan, evaluate, and reflect on their choices
as they affect future options. The school has a system to
accommodate student requests for changes in their programs
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when their goals, needs, or interests change. The Education
Specialist (ES) makes recommendations for changes to the
student's personal learning plan based on changes in the
student's goals, needs, or interests. The personal learning
plans are revisited each semester, and the student and parent
have regular opportunities for the plan to be revisited and
changed during the semester to reflect a student's current
interests, goals, and needs.
1. One of the strengths of our school is its philosophy to respect
and honor our parents' choices in the education of their
child(ren). This philosophy is carried over into the school's
charter and policies which provide for a great deal of
collaboration between the Education Specialist, parent, and
student when developing the student's personal learning plan.
The personal learning plan is revisited each semester, and each
learning record meeting is an opportunity to discuss the
student's progress, interests, and post-high school goals as it
relates to their plan. Students and parents may also proactively
contact their Education Specialist, the Guidance Counselor, and
the Curriculum Coordinator during regular office hours to extend
the planning process. Students and parents consult with their
Education Specialist when choosing both the academic core
courses, electives, and co-curricular activities and experiences
and base their decisions on the student's post-secondary plans,
learning styles, performance levels, interests, and career
interests. The Education Specialist informs the parent and
student of the school resources available to help parents and
students explore, analyze, and evaluate the student's aptitudes
and post-high school options. In each situation, parents,
students, and Education Specialists have access to consult with
and obtain additional decision-making support from the school's
Guidance Counselor and Curriculum Coordinator. Prior to a
school Guidance Counselor, the Education Services Director
fulfilled that role.
In keeping with our school's philosophy, the parent is the
primary determiner of the decision-making in the student's
personal learning plan, unless the parent chooses to delegate
some of that responsibility as documented on the Student
Agreement or through an Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) A, B, or C contract. Parents and the Education
Specialist review the IEM Schools Charter Responsibility
Summary, then both sign this document. Included in the
responsibilities is the charter supported statement that "the
parent has the right of approval for all instructional materials and
opportunities provided." As early as the first interview meeting,
the level of responsibilities are indicated on the Student
Agreement, and the corresponding contracts are signed by the
Education Specialist, parent, and student. The levels of
responsibilities and decision-making are such that:
Parents can assume a primary role in the decision-making of
the student's personal learning plan, with input by the student,
and with the Education Specialist providing them support and
oversight.
Parents can assume a lesser role with the Education Specialist
assuming a greater role in the decision-making of the student's
personal learning plan, with input by the student.
Parents can assume little role in the decision-making of the
student's personal learning plan, with input by the student, and
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with the Education Specialist as the decision-maker in the
student's personal learning plan.
In a regular Student Agreement contract, the Education
Specialist meets with the family a minimum of every 20 days.
The parent accepts responsibility for the student's education,
does the daily instruction, and does the daily grading with
oversight by the Education Specialist. With an Additional
Education Specialist Services (AESS) A contract, the Education
Specialist bears more of that responsibility. With an Additional
Education Specialist Services (AESS) B contract, the Education
Specialist bears a lot of that responsibility. With an Additional
Education Specialist Services (AESS) C contract, the Education
Specialist bears most of that responsibility. Each party's
specific responsibilities are explained on the contracts that all
parties sign.
2. In keeping with these contractual agreements, the Education
Specialist gives oversight to the student's educational plan by
ensuring that the plan provides a means for adequate student
progress in keeping with the student's performance level,
learning style, interests, and post-high school goals. The
Education Specialist also tracks their assigned students'
participation in state mandates to see that they are being
adhered to. The Education Specialist provides and is available
for academic counseling on an ongoing basis during regular
office hours. The Education Specialist (ES) is available for help
in setting up and/or enrolling the student into Education
Activities (EAs) and Group Educational Activities (GEAs),
ordering the student's leased computer, ordering the student's
curriculum, setting up and/or enrolling the student into Contract
Program (CP) classes, locating and facilitating tutoring,
facilitating concurrent enrollment at the local junior college,
facilitating enrollment into online courses, facilitating the
enrollment and communicating the expectations of the school's
a-g courses, and facilitating enrollment into Regional
Occupational Program (ROP) classes, as well as providing
encouragement and motivation. The Education Specialist (ES)
monitors the student's high school progress towards their posthigh school goal using the Graduation Requirements
Worksheet.
3. Parents can request a change of Education Specialist (ES) if
they feel they would be better served by a different Education
Specialist (ES).
4. Each Education Specialist (ES) has oversight by an assigned
Education Specialist (ES) Advisor. Education Specialists go to
their Education Specialist (ES) Advisor when they encounter
questions or situations where they feel they need more support.
The Education Specialist (ES) Advisors draw upon
administrative staff such as the Guidance Counselor,
Curriculum Coordinator, Assessment Coordinator, Education
Services Coordinator, and the two school directors when the
Education Specialist Advisors receive questions that they
cannot answer. Parents and students may go to the Education
Specialist (ES) Advisor if they feel they need additional
Education Specialist (ES) support. The Education Specialist
(ES) Advisor's contact information is included on the General
Information Sheet give to the parent by the Education Specialist
(ES) at their first meeting.
5. The student's personal learning plan is developed
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collaboratively within the limits of the internally tracked, school
allocated funds called Instructional Funds (IF). It is the role of
the Education Specialist to see that the implementation of the
student's personal learning plan adheres to school policies
regarding the expenditure of those funds and does not exceed
those funds. The development and implementation of the
student's personal learning plan may require the Education
Specialist to help the student and parent prioritize the use of
those funds in such a way that the opportunities for achieving
the personal learning plan are maximized.
6. The student's learning style is assessed and the results
considered when the student's personal learning plan is being
developed. Beginning in 2009-2010, students in grades 3-12
are being given a school-purchased learning styles assessment
(Kaleidoscope Profile). The individual student results from this
assessment are recorded and go with the student in the system
for any assigned Education Specialist (ES) to refer to when
creating and reviewing the student's educational plan and
curriculum options. Students in grades K-2 have access to free
website links for learning style assessments located on the
school's Curriculum website.
Other learning style resources such as recommended books,
vendor Learning Style Inventories, and website links to free
learning styles assessments are located on the school's
Curriculum website.
Complete course curriculum is listed within the Curriculum
website for Grades K-5 and 6-12 by their learning style
emphasis: Traditional Textbook, Homeschool Favorites, and
Hands-On. These three categories are defined on the website.
Within those categories, curriculum-specific learning style
information is provided if noteworthy. Noteworthy learning style
information is also listed in the Vendor Info section of the
Education Specialist website, entitled "Textbook Ordering and
Pricing Information."
7. At their enrollment meeting, the Education Specialist (ES)
directs parents and students to the resources made available
through the school website using the Temporary General
Information Sheet. The school website gives access to the
following information categories: About Us, How to Enroll,
Parent Information, Educational Resources, Personnel, and
Innovative Education Management (IEM). In addition, the
document briefly explains essential school program
opportunities and mandates. At their first meeting, the
Education Specialist refers to the First Meeting Information
Sheet. This checklist directs the Education Specialist to give
the student and parent the General Information Sheet printed
out from the school's WebFiles.
8. In the "Our Commitment to You" section in the Temporary
General Information Sheet, and as indicated in the Parent
Resources, students must take an admissions assessment
(Wide Range Achievement Test for Grades K-1; Scantron for
grades 2-12), a yearly administration of this test, and an exit
administration of this test. These assessments are recorded in
the electronic system and go with the student for any assigned
Education Specialist (ES) to access. The Wide Range
Achievement Test (WRAT) results give the student's
performance level in reading, spelling, and mathematics. The
Scantron results give the student's performance level for
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mathematics, reading, and language arts. The Education
Specialist (ES) communicates these assessment results to the
parent, and the performance levels are considered when the
student's personal learning plan is being developed, and each
year after the levels are re-assessed and new results are
presented.
9. The Education Specialist (ES) and school website provide
the parents with information about the many different
educational approaches from which to choose. The Education
Specialist (ES) can help the parent incorporate their educational
approach with the student's personal learning plan by making
activity, class, curriculum, community, and course
recommendations in support of that educational approach and
learning plan.
10. The Education Specialist (ES) directs students to the
school-purchased Bridges site licenses for the Ability Profiler
and Choices Planner. Through these resources students may
take an aptitude assessment that is seamlessly linked to the
career clusters in the Choices Planner. They may take a career
survey that identifies their abilities and interests and matches
them to their strongest career clusters. Within those career
clusters, students may watch a video about and read the
occupational information about specific careers within a career
cluster. The results of the student's surveys and their ongoing
career exploration are one more planning tool that can be used
in the development of the student's post high school goal and
personal learning plan, particularly in the selection of student's
elective, life skills, career exploration, and technical skills
courses.
11. The Education Specialist (ES) directs students to the
Regional Occupational Program (ROP) courses being offered
through offices and school locations in the student's area. The
Education Specialist, parent, and student can utilize these
courses in developing the student's pre-technical and career
skills.
12. Parents have an avenue by which they can request a
vendor they would like to use in their child(ren)'s education. The
parent notifies their Education Specialist who begins the
process by filling out and submitting a Vendor Approval Request
form for the parent.

Monitoring/Changing Student Plans

The school implements processes for monitoring and making appropriate changes in students' personal learning
plans (e.g., classes and programs) and regularly evaluates them.
What processes are utilized for monitoring and making appropriate changes in students' personal learning
plans (e.g., classes and programs)? How effective are these?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Students' personal learning plans are used as a basis for
course selection and exploration of future options. Students'
learning styles, interests, and post-secondary goals are
reflected in their personal learning plans, which guide the
selection of their courses, their program major, and their
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supporting co-curricular activities and experiences. The
Education Specialist (ES), working with education support staff
explain to the student and parent the connections between
current course and program selection and post-secondary
options. The plans also guide and assist in monitoring student
progress in the achievement of the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results. Students and their
parents are encouraged through school provided resources to
explore, analyze, and evaluate educational and career goals.
Students and parents consult with their Education Specialist
(ES) and school education staff to choose both their academic
core courses and their electives based on their post-secondary
plans, performance levels, and interests.
The personal learning plans are developed collaboratively
involving the student, the Education Specialist (ES), parents,
and educational support staff. Students and parents
understand that the learning plans provide a flexible and
responsive tool to enable students to plan, evaluate, and reflect
on their choices as they affect future options. The school has a
system to accommodate student requests for changes in their
programs when their goals, needs, or interests change. The
Education Specialist (ES) makes recommendations for changes
to the student's personal learning plan based on changes in the
student's goals, needs, or interests. The personal learning
plans are revisited each semester, and the student and parent
have regular opportunities for the plan to be revisited and
changed during the semester to reflect a student's current
interests, goals, and needs. Parents, the Education Specialist,
and the student also use results from progress evaluations and
performance assessments to make decisions collaboratively
about program changes to the student's personal learning
plans.
1. As an outcome of the school's philosophy of acknowledging
and respecting parents' choices in their child(ren)'s educational
experiences and personal learning plans, the school endeavors
to maximize choices by providing a wide range of educational
opportunities, and minimize barriers to parents' decisions to
make changes. Each parent has the right of approval for all
instructional materials and opportunities provided. The school's
philosophy to support parents' choices in education is
evidenced in one way by the school's effort to maximize student
Instructional Fund (IF) allocations. This in turn maximizes the
parents' opportunities for their child when their child's personal
learning plan is created and implemented. Students in grades
K-8 have an $1800 Instructional Fund (IF) allocation, and
$2200 in grades 9-12.
2. Curriculum changes to a course made during a course, or
course changes by stopping in one course to change to another
course during the semester can be made. Both are possible at
any time and can be made quickly as we are a performancebased school. In planning the student's personal learning plan,
the parent and student with help from their Education Specialist
can select enrichment activities from among Educational
Activities (EAs), Group Educational Activities (GEAs), and
Contract Programs (CP) classes. The obvious constraint to
changes during the semester or school year once expenditures
have been made, is the limited amount of remaining funds
available in the student's Instructional Fund (IF) allocation. One
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role of the Education Specialist is to help the parent and
student plan well so that the Instructional Funds (IF) maximize
the student's learning plan opportunities and only needful
changes are made.
3. The Student Agreement or Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) contracts require the Education Specialist to
meet with the student and/or parent at least once every 20
days, twice a month, or weekly. One of the strengths of our
school are these frequent ongoing opportunities for
collaboration between the parent, student, and Education
Specialist with regards to the student's personal learning plan.
The Education Specialist meets with the student and/or parent
at the Learning Record meeting to monitor the student's
progress in completing their course assignments, assess the
student's level of understanding and mastery of the
assignments, and identify the standards attempted or met by
the completed assignments. This information is then
documented into an electronic Learning Record. As the
student's progress and mastery are evaluated at the Learning
Record meeting, the outcome of each becomes an opportunity
for the parent, student, and Education Specialist to discuss
changes to improve the student's performance, changes to the
personal learning plan, and the effects of any change to the
student's post-high school goals. During this discussion, a new
career interest or new post-high school goal expressed by the
student could also lead the Education Specialist to suggest, or
the parent to request a change in the course Electives, Career
Exploration, Life Skills, Family Skills, or Technical Skills
courses or a change to the student's suggested high school
course plan based on a new post-high school goal. The
change would be tracked using the Graduation Requirements
Worksheet, and may require completion of a new Graduation
Requirements Agreement.
4. Yearly assessments used to indicate performance level
and/or monitor student progress is done by various
assessments that include, but are not limited to the statemandated assessments:
Scantron's Performance Series assessment is given upon
enrollment, at the beginning of each school year, and upon
school exit. Scantron measures the instructional level of
students in grades 2-12 in Reading, Math, and Language Arts.
The advantage of Scantron’s Performance Series assessment
over traditional assessments is that it measures the actual
growth of each student. Education Specialists can access the
add-on program called Skills Connection Online (SCOL). This
program helps the Education Specialist easily create remedial
activities and assessments for their students which target the
skills that they need along the way with a Home Study Guide.
By working with the Performance Series results, the Skills
Connection Online program can generate a test in seconds for
students that ties back to the unmet standards suggested by
the Performance Series assessment. The Skills Connection
Online is a tool that the teacher can utilize as a pre-and posttest to measure if students have met the learning goals that
were identified for them for the year. The Performance Series
assessment allows the Education Specialist (ES) to quickly
identify learning gaps and have an accurate knowledge of
which skills have been successfully attained and which are not
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yet proficient and need to be focused on. The customized
reports allow each student’s instructional level and academic
gains to be measured and tracked over time. This is especially
important to students that are working below grade level
because this tool enables us to track and show their progress,
even though they are still not performing at the proficient level.
The Wide Range Achievement Test 4 (WRAT4) is given to all
Kindergarten and 1st grade students. Also, there are some
situations in which students of other grades cannot be given the
Scantron assessment. The student will be given the Wide
Range Achievement Test 4 (WRAT4) by their Education
Specialist. This assessment helps the Education Specialist
know where the student’s instructional level is in math, reading,
and spelling. It is not precisely aligned to the California State
Standards, so the test will not identify as specific areas of
weaknesses for re-teaching and remediation as the Scantron
assessment, but it does give the Education Specialist an
instructional level for each of the subjects tested and some
obvious areas of weaknesses.
Standardized Testing And Reporting (STAR) California
Standards Tests (CSTs) and appropriate End-of-Course (EOC)
Tests for grades 9-12 are given annually. The school maintains
a complete list of these assessments on the Assessment
website showing when each is to be taken.
California English Language Development Test (CELDT)
assesses English Language Learners (ELL) initially and every
year thereafter until the student is proficient and Redesignated
Fluent English Proficient (RFEP).
Students' physical fitness is assessed each year in specified
grades through the Physical Fitness Test (PFT).
These assessments combined give the Education Specialist
measurable information as to the performance level of their
students and their skill gaps. These are useful tools to help the
Education Specialist know whether the student's intervention is
at the benchmark, strategic, or intensive intervention level.
These assessments are also a way to measure the
effectiveness of activities, curriculum, and resources used in
the student's personal learning plan.
5. In addition to the yearly mandatory assessments, students
have access to curriculum-specific assessments that identify
and address skill gaps and needs. The school maintains a
large list of approved vendors whose curriculum incorporates
assessments of the students' prior knowledge, skill gaps, or
mastery of the concepts taught.
The Curriculum Coordinator has given product trainings to the
Education Specialists (ESs) on curriculum with targeted skills
assessments and intervention:
The Read Naturally fluency placement packet assessment
which can be used as a guide to determine whether a student
would benefit from direct fluency instruction and at what level.
ALEKS math diagnostic assessment. When students log into
their ALEKS program, the computer gives them an intuitive
math assessment that identifies their skill gaps several grades
below. Then when the student begins their ALEKS math
course, the computer shows the students progress in real time.
As the student progresses, the students report is always
changing to reflect those standards and concepts that the
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student has mastered and which the student still needs to
master.
The Prentice Hall California Skills Intervention Kit which include
a placement diagnostic, and 8 strand diagnostics to target
specific skill concepts lessons. The program has a pre- and
post- summative assessment, and a pre- and post- strand
summative assessments.
Macmillan Mc-Graw-Hill's Strategic Intervention Guide. This
guide has the strategic intervention for grades 1-12. The grade
level diagnostic assessments direct targeted skills intervention.
Holt California Mathematics series. This math series assesses
the student's prior knowledge before each chapter, assesses
during each lesson mostly through the "Check It Outs"
(formative assessments), and at the end of each chapter
through a Chapter Test and an Assessment of the Standards
(summative assessments). At each point of assessment, the
student is directed to skills intervention before going on in the
lesson, chapter, or course.
Harcourt School Publishers California Fast Forward Math is an
Intensive math intervention program for student in 4th - 12th
grades. It has Initial Tests for placement, and Diagnostic Tests
for targeted strand intervention. The program can be used for
Strategic Intervention as well as Benchmark Intervention.
6. The California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) is given to
all 10th grade students. If any student does not pass both
sections of the exam, they are required to receive intervention
and be re-assessed throughout their 11th and 12th grades.
After 12th grade, students have one more opportunity to take
and pass this exam. This intervention is added to the student's
personal learning plan. In the past, grant money has been
provided for California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) Prep
and intervention for the 11th and 12th grade students who have
not yet passed. In 2009-2010, the state of California did not
fund the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) grant, so
no new California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) grant
money is available. In 2009-2010, this intervention must be
paid for out of the student's Instructional Fund (IF) allocation
and the Education Specialist needs to at it to their personal
learning plan and expenditures for that school year. Once both
parts of the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) are
passed, these students may discontinue this intervention.
11th and 12th grade students' California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE) intervention is held accountable by the Assessment
Department and the Curriculum Coordinator.
The school has provided its own product training or scheduled
product trainings for curriculum that instructs and/or provides
intervention for the California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE) standards:
Revolution CAHSEE Prep - This product's online diagnostic
assessment determines the high school student's skill gaps in
the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) standards.
The diagnostic assessment provides the information necessary
to assign targeted intervention for specific skill lesson gaps.
The intervention is a combination of face-to-face instruction and
assigned lessons in the student workbook.
The school scheduled ALEKS product trainings given by
ALEKS for the Education Specialists. The ALEKS - The
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ALEKS math program has math courses for grades 3 through
Calculus, and includes the Math Prep for California High School
Exit Exam course. Because ALEKS is an intuitive online math
program, the computer assesses the student and diagnoses
which concepts the student does not yet know. It then presents
only those concepts to the student so that the student is not
working on concept already mastered. Students can choose
which strands they want to work on, but the computer will close
certain strands until the student has reached mastery of other
strands needed to be successful in the closed strand. Once the
student completes a concept correctly about 4 times in a row,
the computer automatically moves the student on to the next
concept. Every 20 hours, the computer automatically does a
summative assessment, and any concept the student misses,
the computer will take the student back down to that level and
work the student back up until there retention of the concept.
The school has also recommended eTAP, Ascend Education,
and Test Tools as online vendors who supply California High
School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) standards review or prep courses.
The school provides the Education Specialists with a list of the
ordering and pricing information to the more popular California
High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) Prep and California High
School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) standards review materials that
are available through the school's vendors. This list gives
hardcopy and online curriculum options.
7. Curriculum chapter tests, quizzes, Foldables, online selfquizzes, unit tests, and chapter reviews, oral discussion,
alternative assessments, student projects, and observations are
all available to assess the student's progress on how well they
are working towards and meeting the grade level standards. If
the student is not making adequate progress toward the
course's grade level standards, or it is felt that the curriculum is
not meeting a specific skill need, the personal learning plan can
be revised. New curriculum, classes, tutoring, and increased
Education Specialist involvement through Additional Education
Specialist Services (AESS) can be purchased, and/or new
strategies can be implemented. Changes to the personal
learning plan take into consideration the level of contracted
parent responsibilities, access to a computer, access to
transportation, the Individualized Education Program (IEP),
available Instructional Funds (IF), and the student's learning
style, interests, career interests, and post-high school goals.
8. If the student decides to change their career or post-high
school goal during the school year, the course work can be
changed to accommodate the new goals within the constraints
of the student's internally tracked, Instructional Fund (IF)
allocation. The Education Specialists have a Google Docs
curriculum tracking system that allows them to post curriculum
that has become available and transfer that curriculum
electronically from one student/family to another student/family
to maximize the student's Instructional Funds (IF) and personal
learning plan opportunities.
9. The school mandates that all students in grades 2-11
complete the School-Wide Writing Assignment each year. Any
12th grader who has not yet passed the California High School
Exit Exam (CAHSEE) English-Language Arts is also required to
participate. Each year the school focuses on a different genre.
It provides the parents and students with the assignments and
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prompts for that year's genre, practice assignments and
prompts, writing checklists, the rubric, writing instruction
specific to that genre, and writing website links specific to that
year's genre, as well as general writing website links. The
Education Specialists are trained in the purpose, administration
and scoring of the School Wide Writing Assignment. In 20092010, the school offered its first parent trainings on the SchoolWide Writing Assignment. After doing 6 live trainings, the
school recorded and posted the WebEx School-Wide Writing
Assignment training to the Curriculum K-5 and 6-12 websites
for parents to view there. The school received positive emails
saying how helpful this training was. In January, Education
Specialists score the students' writing samples and in February
give feedback to the parents and students about their writing
assignment sample. The school hopes to improve our
students' writing skills through this program.
10. The school maintains vendors who supply standards
review materials. Some standards review materials simply give
standards review practice and identify the missed standards,
while other standards review products include re-teaching of
the missed standards. This is one more tool that the Education
Specialists have to monitor the student's progress toward their
grade level standards. Most standards review materials are
hardcopy, and some are online. One of the more popular
online standards review vendors is Study Island. The program
is very affordable and includes California Content Standards
review in all subjects including the California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE). Both the Education Specialist Curriculum
website and the parent Curriculum websites have standards
review material suggestions posted. The list is not exhaustive,
but it includes the popular vendors' products.
11. Another way the Education Specialist monitors and
recommends changes to the student's personal learning plan is
to change the rigor level within a course based on the student's
performance level. For example, a student who is reading two
or more grades below grade level may still be able to access
grade level content using simplified materials (e.g. Glencoe's
World History: Modern Times, California Edition, Reading
Essentials; AGS World History). When students complete a
course using lowered reading level materials, the student's
course is designated "Basic" in the course title. As the
student's performance level is re-assessed, the student may be
moved to a "Regular" level course, or from a "Regular" level
course to an a-g course. The rigor level of the student's
courses may vary from subject to subject because they reflect
the student's performance level in that subject. As performance
levels change, the rigor level of the course may change. Under
a typical Student Agreement contract, the parent, Education
Specialist, and student work collaboratively on these curriculum
and course decisions.
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Post High School Transitions

The school implements strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to post high school options and regularly
evaluates their effectiveness.
How effective are strategies and programs to facilitate transitions to post high school options?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

All academic and career-technical programs are meaningful,
and open to all students. As students prepare to graduate from
high school, their personal learning plan is created and
monitored to prepare them to transition to their post high school
goal. The school lacks much data in this area, so
extrapolations are made about the students' future success
based on current students' data.
1. The personal learning plan is developed collaboratively by
the Education Specialist, parent, and student when the student
enters high school. It is revisited each semester and each
Learning Record (LR) meeting acts as an opportunity to make
changes to the personal learning plan in response to changes
in the student's educational goals, career interests, and
performance levels. Parents and students are informed by the
Education Specialist (ES) of the impact on the post-high school
goal resulting from changes being made to the personal
learning plan, and the effects of changes made to the post-high
school goal on the student's personal learning plan.
2. In addition to any direct collaboration, the Education
Specialist (ES), Curriculum Coordinator, and Guidance
Counselor direct the student and parent to high school
information in the Parent Resources, High School Handbook,
the Bridges Ability Profiler and Choices Planner websites,
Regional Occupational Program (ROP) courses, and the school
Guidance Department website to help them continue to explore
and refine the student's post-high school goal. The Education
Specialist works to maximize the resources, opportunities, and
experiences of the student so that the student can transition
successfully into their post-high school goal.
3. Throughout high school the Education Specialist monitors
the student's personal learning plan using the Graduation
Requirements Worksheet to see that the student's educational
courses and/or pre-career and pre-technical skills course plan
is being fulfilled according to the student's career and
educational post-high school goal.
4. A sub-population of our high school students are
concurrently enrolled in community college classes while
enrolled in the charter school. This enables those students to
experience college level work as well as earn college credits
while still in high school. Students concurrently enrolled in
community college courses already have a start on their college
courses before graduating from high school. In looking through
the transcripts, high school students who concurrently take
college courses, typically complete them with a grade of a "B"
or "A". Therefore, these concurrently enrolled students are
already demonstrating that they have the skills to be successful
at the community college level. So because alumni survey
results are minimal, one could extrapolate and say that the
charter school students who are successful in their concurrently
enrolled community college courses are likely pursuing their
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post-high school goal of "2-year college" and transitioning into
the community colleges.
5. When students give an answer, the majority of our 12th
grade students indicate on their Graduation Requirements
Agreement that their post-high school goal is "two-year
college". The majority of high school courses taken are
"regular" courses which act as a minimum in keeping with this
goal. In 2009, the majority of our seniors with us at the end of
12th grade graduated from high school with a diploma. The
assumption is that if the student graduates with a diploma, then
it is likely they are pursuing their post-high school goal of "2year college."
6. Students who have a career or technical skill as their posthigh school goal can design their personal learning plan to
include Regional Occupational Program (ROP) courses, or
individually designed Career Exploration courses that include
an apprenticeship or internship in their chosen field, or include
courses that use career exploration curriculum (e.g. "Hospitality
Services," by Goodheart-Wilcox). All students have the option
to combine their Career Exploration courses with their
exploration in the Bridges Choices Planner and Bridges Ability
Profiler through the school-purchased site licenses. By the time
students graduate, they have had access to locate information
about their chosen career and even watch an on-the-job video
about that career. This information helps these students know
some of the aptitude skills required for that career and the posthigh school education needed to find employment in that
career.
7. Often, students who have a post-high school career or
technical skills goal, take Career Exploration courses that can
include on-the-job skills training that later enables them to apply
for a job, interview, and obtain a job in their chosen field while
still in high school. Again, the extrapolation is that if they are
exploring and/or already working in their post-high school goal
career field in a limited capacity while in high school, that they
will continue on and be successful in their post-high school
goal.
8. Students who desire to enroll in one of the state's four-year
university systems after high school, follow a rigorous
educational path of a-g coursework and are often enrolled
concurrently in community college courses. By looking through
our high school transcripts, but lacking hard data, these
students are frequently already successful in their community
college courses, receiving mostly grades of a "B" or an "A".
This would indicate that these students have the skills to be
successful at the college level, even before graduating from
high school. It would also seem to indicate that they would be
successful at the four-year college level and would be
transitioning into either the community college with the intent to
transfer to a 4-year university, or transitioning directly into a 4year university.
9. In looking at our students' academic performance in math,
we see that 90% of high school students scored basic or below
on the STAR CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009, 100% of our
economically disadvantaged students scored basic or below on
STAR CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009.
In looking at our students' academic performance in EnglishLanguage Arts, we see that 37% of 9th graders, 27% of 10th
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graders, and 57% of 11th graders scored basic and below in
English-language arts in 2009, 71% of economically
disadvantaged students scored basic and below in EnglishLanguage Arts in 2009, and our students mean scores was
about 2.7 on a scale of 1-4 on the School-Wide Writing
Assignment in 2009.
In looking at our students' academic performance on the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE), we see that in
2009, a little over 80% of our students passed the California
High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) English-Language Arts
and/or the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
Mathematics in 10th grade. We also see in our End-of-12th
Grade CAHSEE Snapshot, that 83% of all 12th graders with us
at the end of 12th grade had passed both sections of the
CAHSEE.
In looking at our students' graduation rate, 73.1% of our
students graduated in 2009.
All of these findings combined would suggest that
improvements to existing programs and strategies or new
programs and strategies need to be added to improve our
students' abilities to be successful and transition into their posthigh school goals.
Additional Findings

What have you learned from the analysis of any additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

a description of the variety of programs available to all students

•

the extent to which all students have opportunities to make appropriate choices and pursue a full
range of realistic career and educational options

•

the extent to which parents, students and staff collaborate in the development and monitoring of a
student’s personal learning plan, based upon students’ learning styles and career and educational
goals

•

the extent to which the student population and surrounding community influences curriculum
offerings and choice and how the curriculum builds on the cultural and linguistic characteristics of
the students and community

•

the extent to which the school program provides for career exploration, preparation for
postsecondary education and pre-technical training for all students

•

processes for monitoring students and their plans

•

processes for making changes in classes, programs

•

strategies for smooth transitions to post high school options (e.g., plans and programs in place
which facilitate these transitions)

•

follow-up studies of a wide variety of graduates and/or exit surveys

•

other evidence identified by the school
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B3. Curriculum Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

Upon completion of the high school program, students have met all the requirements of graduation.
To what extent are students able to meet all the requirements of graduation upon completion of the high school
program?
Real World Applications — Curriculum

All students have access to real world applications of their educational interests in relationship to a rigorous,
standards-based curriculum.
To what extent do all students have access to real world applications of their educational interests in
relationship to a rigorous, standards-based curriculum?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

The school provides real-world course applications,
opportunities, and access whereby students who desire upon
graduation can be prepared to choose from a variety of options
that include college and/or post-high school technical
preparation or employment. All students have access to real
world applications of their educational interests in relationship
to a rigorous, standards-based curriculum through opportunities
in their daily learning environment and through the community.
1. Our students participate in Educational Activities (EAs) and
school organized Group Educational Activities (GEAs) that give
them real-world applications which support their educational
interests in relationship to their standards-based curriculum.
Parents provide their own transportation to Educational
Activities (EAs) for children within the family. There is a
process for parents to provide transportation for children of
other families. The school provides Group Educational
Activities (GEAs) in addition to those set up by the families.
Policies are in place for parents to use Instructional Fund (IF)
allocations to help defray the costs of these EA and GEA
activities.
2. All students have much access to community-based learning
to obtain real-world applications of their educational interests
because (1) public use of vendor facilities is frequently its
lowest during daytime regular school hours, (2) vendor and
school provided community-based activities can be chosen to
fulfill a part of the student's personal learning plan, and (3)
flexibility in a student's school schedule allows for flexible
participation in community-based activities.
3. Community-based learning requires that the student be
provided transportation support by the parent. Students who
lack transportation obtain their real-world applications to their
educational interests through their curriculum programs and
opportunities within their learning environment.
4. Courses at Regional Occupational Program (ROP) centers
and various campus locations provide access to real-world
applications in a student's areas of educational interests.
Courses at Regional Occupational Program (ROP) holds
students to high academic standards.
5. All students have flexible daily school schedules which allow
for flexible real-world career exploration in the workplace that
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gets incorporated into their Career Exploration course learning.
The school assists students who apply for a work permit.
6. Students are able to incorporate real-world learning
opportunities into their Career Exploration course through
family projects and/or home businesses.
7. Students have access to participate in the school provided
MyVote Mock Presidential Primaries and MyVote Mock
Presidential Election put on by the State of California Elections
Department.
8. Students have access to state-adopted standards-aligned
textbooks which include opportunities for real-world applications
to an educational interest.
9. The school provided licenses for Discovery Education to the
families in our school who have access to a computer. This will
enable students to have real-world videos to tie in to each of
their subjects.
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Meeting Graduation Requirements

The school implements academic support programs to ensure students are meeting all requirements, including
the CAHSEE.
How effective are academic support programs to ensure students are meeting all requirements, including the
CAHSEE?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Students understand what is expected to graduate. The staff
monitors progress of students towards these requirements,
ensuring student understanding of these expectations. Some
support is provided to ensure that students are meeting all
requirements. Students are given the option of taking college
preparatory classes, career-vocational programs, or general
education programs, which allows them to select from available
electives in addition to classes required for graduation. The
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school/community encourages all students to consider postsecondary education and professional career options. With the
recent addition of a full-time Guidance Counselor, the school is
on the front end of collaborating with post-secondary institutions
to encourage students of varying backgrounds to gain
academic success in order to pursue higher education and
professional career opportunities. The school maintains some
linkages with post-secondary institutions aimed at students
performing at the high end of the academic spectrum. To learn
about post-graduate student success the school relies on
informal reporting from parents and past students.
1. The student's personal learning plan is developed
collaboratively based on the student's post-high school goal as
stated on the Graduation Requirements Agreement, the
student's career and personal interests, and takes into account
the student's academic performance levels. Upon completion of
the high school program, most students who are with us at the
end of 12th grade, meet the graduation requirements and pass
both sections of the California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE). The staff works regularly to monitor progress of
students toward these requirements, ensuring student
understanding of these expectations. The school provides
academic support programs that ensure most students are
meeting all requirements.
2. If the goal of the student's personal learning plan is to
culminate in a General Studies Endorsement diploma, then the
Education Specialist will refer to the Graduation Requirements
Menu for a list of the student's required courses.
3. If the goal of the student's personal learning plan is to
culminate in a College/University Prep Endorsement with
diploma, then the Education Specialist (ES) will refer to the IEM
Charter Schools Suggested Course Plan Schedules for High
School Completion, and follow the requirements of the
Graduation Requirements Menu, A-G Courses and UC/CSU
Admission Requirements, and the Checklist for Ocean Grove
Graduation Requirements for UC/CSU University Prep. The
student's "requirements met" are documented on the
College/University Prep Endorsement form that is submitted
with the graduation packet pending approval. Students,
parents, and Education Specialists have access to the school's
Guidance department website information about the state's
four-year University of California (UC) and California State
University (CSU) entrance requirements. Parents, Education
Specialists (ESs), and students also have access to the
school's Guidance Counselor.
4. Students, parents, and Education Specialists review the
transcript and complete the Graduation Requirements
Worksheet and the College/University Prep Endorsement form
for each student as often as necessary or at least twice yearly.
As the coursework is completed, it is entered next to the
graduation requirement it fulfills. The Graduation Requirements
Worksheet and the College/University Prep Endorsement form
showing requirements still unmet are used as tools to track and
make course plan adjustments.
5. Following No Child Left Behind (NCLB) law, students may
take courses under the supervision of a Highly Qualified
Teacher Subject Matter Expert (HQT SME) if their assigned
Education Specialist (ES) is not highly qualified.
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6. For the school years 2006 to 2009, the number of students
who passed the Mathematics California High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE) in 10th grade has fluctuated between 50% and 81%,
with 2009 being the school's highest passing percentage. For
the school years 2006 to 2009, the number of students who
passed the English-Language Arts California High School Exit
Exam (CAHSEE) in 10th grade has fluctuated between 76%
and 84%, with 2009 being the school's highest passing
percentage.
Looking at the socio-economic changes from 2006 to 2009,
there are not significant changes in the number of "free and
reduced" lunches, and there is an increase in the Hispanic
population. When the school first began, the teachers who
applied to work for the school tended to be more from the San
Jose and San Francisco-Bay Area peninsula. Through the
years, teachers from outer parts of the counties serviced by the
charter have applied and been hired. Hiring teachers from new
areas of the counties has contributed to increased enrollment
because it enabled the school to enroll students from these new
socio-economic regions of the counties.
Paperwork for planning high school courses, graduation
paperwork, and California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
test results provided to the parent and Education Specialist are
all resources that reinforce the need for the student to pass the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) in order to receive
a high school diploma.
7. Parents are notified about the California High School Exit
Exam by letter prior to 10th grade. The school gives students
many opportunities to take and pass the California High School
Exit Exam beginning in 10th grade. 11th and 12th grade
students who do not pass the California High School Exit Exam
on their initial attempt in 10th grade are provided with course
work specifically designed to identify California High School Exit
Exam standards and skills that need intervention, and provide
additional instruction in those areas. Instruction may include
additional curriculum--textbook and online, Additional Education
Specialist Services (AESS), and/or the addition of tutoring. The
Education Specialist assigned to any 11th or 12th grade
student that has not yet passed the California High School Exit
Exam Mathematics or English-Language Arts must report to
staff, what California High School Exit Exam intervention they
are providing their student. CAHSEE Intervention was provided
with CAHSEE grant money through the 2008 school year. The
Curriculum Coordinator follows up with Education Specialists
(ESs) to obtain the Intervention being used. The school follows
the education code and provides a form that allows parents to
file a "California High School Exit Exam Intensive Instruction Option to Decline Future Notifications". Conversely, the school
also provides a California High School Exit Exam Complaint
form, should parents feel they are not receiving the intensive
intervention they feel they should.
8. We have a high rate of mobility in our school. About 67% of
the students who came into the school in 2006 were no longer
enrolled in the school at the end of 2010. On average, we lose
the highest number of our returning students after their first and
second year in the program.
9. Through Individualized Education Program (IEP) services,
school resources, and specialized curriculum, the school
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provides access for special needs students to be successful.
Our special needs students can attempt a General Education
Diploma which requires the student passing both parts of the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE), or can choose to
obtain a Certificate of Completion using the School Certificate
Selection Agreement Statement form. The school has seen
some increase in the number of special education students
served. The number of students has gone from 4% in 2006 to
5% in 2009.
10. The school administers a mandatory, yearly school-wide
writing assignment. Each year one genre is focused on.
Directions for the ES and parents, the assignments for each
grade K-12, practice assignments for grades K-12, and
additional resources that include the standards for that genre
are provided by the school. All students in grades 2-11, and
any 12th grade student who has not yet passed the California
High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) must participate in the
writing assignment. In 2007, the genre was narrative writing, in
2008 it was summary writing, and in 2009, it was response to
literature. Response to literature is the harder of the writing
genres and may account for the decline in a mean score of 3 in
2008 to a mean score of 2.7 in 2009. It is felt that the latter is a
harder genre and accounts for the slight drop in scores, and
that the school-provided training and support may have
prevented the scores from being lower.
11. The school provided an Education Specialist Inservice in
which the Education Specialists were trained on selected
English-Language Learner curriculum: Avenues (HamptonBrown), Visions and other English-Language Learner products
(Cengage/Heinle), and Read Naturally. Pricing for these
products was made available to the Education Specialists on
their website.
12. Ocean Grove Charter School has very few EnglishLanguage Learners. Almost 100% of the few EnglishLanguage Learner (ELL) students in grades 9-12 scored in the
Basic and below categories for both the Mathematics and
English-Language Arts California Standards Tests (CSTs) in
2009.
13. The number of students taking Algebra 1 in all grades 9th 12th has increased some going from 2006 to 2010, probably in
keeping with increased enrollment, with the greatest increase
being in 9th grade going from 2008 to 2009. The percentage of
9th grade students completing basic math and pre-algebra for
the years 2007 through 2010 has remained about the same at
32%-34%.
14. 9th - 11th Grade STAR California Standards Test (CST)
results are in the Basic and below categories for EnglishLanguage Arts. 9th - 12th Grade STAR California Standards
Test (CST) results are mostly in the Below Basic and Far Below
Basic for Math. Our Scantron Math test results showed that in
2009, 77 out of 115 students scored at grade level or above.
Our Scantron English-Language Arts results showed that in
2009 109 out of 115 students scored above grade level in
Reading Proficiency.
15. The Education Specialist works closely with their Education
Specialist (ES) Advisor and the Guidance Department
regarding graduation requirement questions and issues. The
Advisor helps the Education Specialist interpret the student's
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transcript to determine course needs. Questions that can't be
answered by the Advisor go to the Guidance Department.
16. Out of the 24, 12th grade completion rates in 2009, 17
received diplomas, 2 dropped out, 2 continued at another
school, and 2 continued another year.
17. In looking at our students' academic performance in math,
we see that 90% of high school students scored basic or below
on the STAR CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009, and 100% of our
economically disadvantaged students scored basic or below on
STAR CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009.
In looking at our students' academic performance in Englishlanguage arts, we see that 37% of 9th graders, 27% of 10th
graders, and 57% of 11th graders scored basic and below in
English-language arts in 2009, 71% of economically
disadvantaged students scored basic and below in EnglishLanguage Arts in 2009, and our students had a mean score of
2.7 on a scale of 1-4 on the School-Wide Writing Assignment in
2009.
In looking at our students' academic performance on the
California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE), we see that in
2009, 80% of students passed CAHSEE English-language arts
and CAHSEE Mathematics in 10th grade.
In looking at our students' graduation rate, 73.1% of our
students graduate. All of these findings combined would
suggest that improvements to existing programs and strategies
or new programs and strategies need to be added to improve
our students' abilities to be successful and transition into their
post-high school goals.
Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category B]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the extent to which all students have access to a rigorous, standards-based curriculum as well as
opportunities to explore real world applications of their educational interests

•

academic support program to ensure students are meeting all requirements

•

process for regular review of student data that provides information on students meeting the
graduation requirements, including CAHSEE

•

the extent to which the school’s educational program maintains the flexibility to accommodate
changes in student interests and areas of career exploration

•

other evidence identified by the school
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WASC Category B. Standards-Based Student Learning: Curriculum:
Supporting Evidence, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Include the supporting evidence for findings, if not included with the sample prompts. Determine and prioritize
the strengths and areas of growth needs for Category B.
Category B: Standards-based-Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Strength
• 1. The program has a high level of collaboration among the parent, student, and ES.
The parent selects from among the choices in contracts to define the level of
collaboration among the parent, student, and ES. Parents like this program because
they have input and choice in their children's educational plan, curriculum, and
activities.
• 2. Students have access to a a wide range of options from which to develop an
individualized learning plan that is research standards-based, uses best practices, has
real-world application, addresses the student's learning style, educational goals,
interests, career interests, and takes into consideration their level of parental support,
access to a computer, access to transportation, IEP, and the parent's educational
philosophy.
• 3. The school provides a vast variety of educational method options that include stateadopted textbooks, online learning, supplemental curriculum through a large list of
school maintained vendors, Contract Programs classes, field trips (EA's and GEA's),
tutoring, ROP classes, AESS, a school-provided Internet Service Provider (dial-up), a
computer lease program, and free email.
• 4. The school provides a vast amount of flexibility in the pace at which a student
completes their coursework, and the students are allowed to start at their performance
level and work up to their grade level standards, both of which are motivating for at-risk
students.
• 5. There is great ease and flexibility in changing a student's educational plan. The plan
itself can be changed at any time, and the curriculum, activities, and resources used to
implement the plan can be changed at any time. The school, more than most other
similar charter schools. allocates a greater amount of Instructional Funds (IF), giving
students more opportunities in support of their personal learning plan choices and
needs.
• 6. The teachers receive monthly training on processes, curriculum, best practices, and
strategies.
• 7. The parents have opportunities to receive monthly trainings on curriculum, best
practices, and strategies.
• 8. Flexibility in daily school scheduling allows for more delight-directed learning and
real-world activities through Educational Activities (EAs), Group Educational Activities
(GEAs), Regional Occupational Program (ROP) classes, college classes, and work
experience/career exploration courses.
• 9. Student progress is monitored on a regular basis and adjustments are made
according to how well coursework and currriculum meets the student's needs and
learning style. The personal learning plans are revisited each semester and
opportunities to revisit the plans present themselves at each Learning Record (LR)
meeting.
• 10. The school provides access to the resources and opportunities for a student to meet
their academic needs and be prepared with technical or career skills, but the
preparation for these technical or career skills is not as formalized.
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Category B: Standards-based-Student Learning: Curriculum: Areas of Growth Needs
• 1) The school needs to develop multiple measures of data that can be analyzed to show
the number of students entering college, technical-preparation programs, and careerrelated jobs and the success of their students after graduation.
• 2) Few students select going to a four year university as their post high school
academic goal. The school needs to look for ways to help parents and students want to
aspire to a higher post-high school academic goal.
• 3) The school needs to increase the number of students who pass the CAHSEE,
including all ethnicity subgroups and those that are economically disadvantaged,
through additional school support, vendors, and staff who work regularly to monitor
progress.
• 4) The school needs to increase the number of students that are proficient in
mathematics, including all ethnicity subgroups and those that are economically
disadvantaged.
• 5) The school needs to increase the number of students that are proficient in their
English-Language Arts including writing skills, to include all ethnicity subgroups and
those that are economically disadvantaged.
• 6) The school needs to increase the number of students who remain with the school and
who graduate with a diploma, to include all ethnicity subgroups and those that are
economically disadvantaged.
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Category C: Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction
C1. Instruction Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

To achieve the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results, all students are involved in
challenging learning experiences.
To what extent are all students involved in challenging learning experiences to achieve the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Results of Student Observations and Examining Work

The school’s observations of student working and the examining of student work provide information on the
degree to which all students are involved in learning to assist them in achieving the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results. The school, particularly, has evaluated the degree of involvement in the
learning of students with diverse backgrounds and abilities and modified approaches based on findings.
To what extent did the observations of student working and the examining of student work provide information
on the degree to which all students are involved in learning to assist them in achieving the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results? Particularly, comment on the degree of involvement in the
learning of students with diverse backgrounds and abilities.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Ocean Grove Education Specialists (ESs) use a variety of
innovative methods that are supported by research to provide
challenging learning experiences for all students. The focus of
Ocean Grove teachers is to help all students meet or exceed
academic standards and achieve the expected schoolwide
learning results through challenging learning experiences that
utilize a variety of information sources on a regular basis. All
ESs have access to resources which are used to define
curricular content that address state standards, instructional
activities, and the establishment of a community of learners
within the school. A variety of instructional approaches are
used that require active involvement of the learner and help
students develop an array of techniques to organize, access,
and apply knowledge. Students in Ocean Grove Charter School
have regular access to a variety of information resources and
participate in a variety of instructional activities as they work
toward State Standards and the expected school wide learning
results. ESs redesign and modify courses on an ongoing basis
to ensure that the instructional program is challenging,
satisfying, rigorous, and aligned with academic standards and
the expected schoolwide learning results.
1.Ocean Grove ESs meet students either in a family unit or
individually, thus student’s assignments may be adapted to
assist the student to make progress toward mastery of the state
standards and meeting schoolwide learning results while
focusing on the student as an individual.
2.Every ES learns their students’ and strengths and
weaknesses in Language Arts and math then works with each
student and parent(s) to design an individual learning plan to
assist the student in gaining mastery of state standards and
meeting schoolwide learning results.
3.When a student is not successfully working towards a goal,
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1. Independent Study Policy
1. Learning Styles Inventory
1. Website links to free
learning styles assessment
1. Interest Ability Map
1. Bridges Ability Profiler and
Choices Planner web pages
showing program
1. School-Wide Addendum:
School Charter, “II.
Measurable Student Outcomes
showing Growth Area Goals”
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter, Section I, Educational
Philosophy”
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Parent Resources,
“Educational Philosophies”
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Parent Resources: Teaching
Styles and Methods”
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Non-Textbook Specific Course
and Grades Criteria
1. Report Card identifying
Community College courses
1. Learning Record identifying
different levels of curriculum
used for same student
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the ES may seek alternative means for assisting the student to
make progress toward mastery of the state standards and
meeting schoolwide learning results.
4.Ocean Grove serves a very small number of students with
diverse background and students who speak a primary
language other than English. Our ESs work with our parents
and students to seek alternative means to assist the student to
make progress toward mastery of the state standards and to
meet schoolwide learning results while focusing on the student
as an individual.
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1. Learning Record showing
discipline integration
incorporating student interests
1. Purchase Order identifying
ordering of online curriculum
1. Handbook identifying
different levels of course of
study options
1. School-Wide Addendum:
High School Course Titles and
Number
1. Learning Record showing
student studying fiction and
non-fiction
1. Agenda identifying
curriculum options
1. Parent Website; Math
“complete Curriculum” broken
out by learning styles and
multisensory features.
1. Video Streaming, access to
variety of educational
resources
1. Student Survey
2. Agenda; training regarding
Scantron assessment
requirements
2. Scantron printout
2. Scantron Language Arts
lesson
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
charter, Section I: Plan for
Students who are
Academically Low Achieving
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
charter, Section I: Plan for
Students who are
Academically High Achieving
3. Service PO showing tutoring
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
Option A and Option B
4. Ocean Grove School Profile
4. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter “Section I: Plan for
English Learners”
4. Service PO showing tutoring
4. School-Wide Addendum:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
Option A and Option B
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4. Copy of service PO
4. School-Wide Addendum:
High School Course Titles and
Number
4. Handbook identifying
different levels of course of
study options
4. English Language Learners
(ELL) curriculum
recommendations, grades 6-12
4. Purchase Order English
Learner curriculum order using
student Instructional Funds
Student Understanding of Performance Levels

The students know beforehand the standards/expected performance levels for each area of study.
To what extent do students know beforehand the standards/expected performance levels for each area of study?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Students at Ocean Grove Charter School are exposed to a
variety of information sources including locally developed
standards and state curriculum frameworks. To help all
students meet or exceed California academic standards and
achieve the expected schoolwide learning results, our students
have access to a variety of national references which are
utilized on a regular basis as resources to define curricular
content and instructional activities.
1.In an effort to help all students meet or exceed academic
standards and achieve the expected schoolwide learning
results, each teacher provides their student’s parents with a
copy of the appropriate California State Standards at the
beginning of the school year, or when the student first enrolls in
the school.
2.When students first enroll and every year thereafter, students
take an online Scantron test in the early part of the school year
proctored by the ES; this assessment helps point students and
parents toward state standards that both have been met and
those that still need to be targeted in the area of Reading,
Language Arts, and Math. All our students have access to
additional Scantron resources that our teachers use to help with
instruction and application of standards where a student may
need additional assistance in mastering the state standards.
3.ESs identify expected schoolwide learning results when
initially meeting with students.
4.ESs counsel their high school students related to the
expected outcomes and assignments during their monthly or
their weekly meetings.
5.ESs provide a copy of the School-wide Writing Assignment
Rubric along with the “assignment” to our 9th – 11th grade
students, and to our 12th grade students who have not passed
the Exit Exam.
6.Syllabi are available for all core courses to our ESs to assist
them in developing and/or expanding coursework aligned with
state standards and expected schoolwide learning results.
7.Ocean Grove makes available a variety of resources to assist
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1. School Website--parent
information
1. First Meeting Checklist –
Parent information
1. First Meeting Information
Sheet
1. ES Handbook –section
identifying the requirements to
give of state standards
2. ES Resources: Assessment,
Scantron
2. Scantron printout of results
2. Scantron; additional
resources/instruction in
Language Arts
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Student Agreement
3. School-Wide Addendum:
“Educational Philosophy and
Program”
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Graduation Requirements
Menu
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Graduation Requirements
Options
3. School-Wide Addendum:
Graduation Requirements
Handbook
3. School-Wide Addendum:
High School Course Titles and
Number
4. Copy of student
assignments given to student
4. Learning Record Policy and
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our teacher develop and provide coursework aligned with state
standards and expected schoolwide learning results.
8.Test prep materials are available to our students to assist
them in identifying State Standards expectations in Language
Arts and math, as well as providing additional instruction is
areas the student may need additional assistance.

Procedure
4. School-Wide Addendum:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
Option A and Option B
4. Learning Record identifying
assessment
5. Writing assignment rubric
5. Writing assignment with
instruction
5. Writing assignment checklist
6. Syllabus for math
6. Syllabus for English
7. School-wide Addendum: AG Courses and UC/CSU
Admissions Requirements
7. Agenda for Monthly
Meeting: identifying training
related to state approved texts
7. Handbook: printout of
WebEx training for curriculum
7. Agenda for Monthly
Meeting: curriculum
information
7. Agenda for Monthly
Meeting: networking and peer
tips
8. Agenda identifying variety
of test prep materials:
CAHSEE exam,
8. Website identifying STAR:
released questions and/or with
booklets, or study guide
information,
8. Purchase Order: identifying
8. ALEKS: vendor information
8. Recommended California
High School Exit Exam
(CAHSEE) curriculum on
Education Specialist websites

Differentiation of Instruction

The school’s instructional staff members differentiate instruction and evaluate its impact on student learning.
To what extent is differentiation of instruction occurring and what is the impact on student learning?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

The Charter for Ocean Grove Charter School was written with
an individualized learning model. As a result, our education
specialists routinely redesign and modify courses for individual
students to ensure that each course of study is challenging,
satisfying, rigorous, and aligned with academic standards and
the expected schoolwide learning results. Differentiation of
instruction at Ocean Grove begins with the student in mind.
1. As our students receive instruction that teaches to the
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1. Scantron test results
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
charter, Section I: Plan for
Students who are
Academically Low Achieving
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Ocean Grove Charter School
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standards, it is done in a manner that begins where the student
is currently, then address how best to enable that student to
reach the state standards and the expected schoolwide
learning results.
2.All students have their own individual learning plan which is
supported by the curriculum choices that best suits their
learning style.
3.All Students are given the opportunity to explore and
experience different ways of learning to meet the state
standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
4.All students may work at their ability level and beyond, which
is not necessarily at their grade level. Consequently, few
students struggle with material too advanced for them, nor do
they waste time repeating work for standards they have already
mastered.
5.All students have the flexibility to take a course until they
have mastered the content without being tied to restrictive time
constraints.
6.Students complete a Learning and Working Styles Inventory
which enables them to learn more about themselves and how
they take in information.
7.At the beginning of each school year, or when a student first
enrolls in the school, our students take a Scantron test, which
identifies the student’s background knowledge. Proctored by
the Education Specialist who will work with the student, this
assessment gives our education specialists and the parent a
greater insight into the strengths and weaknesses of our
students. When combined with other resources such as the
Learning Styles Inventory, the ES is able to choose or adapt the
student’s course of study to meet that unique student’s needs.
This information helps families choose curriculum tailored to
how the student best receives information.
8.Through our extensive list of vendors and instructors,
students have access to a wide variety of
curriculum/educational resources to match their student's
preferred learning style and the student’s individual learning
plan.
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Charter, Section I: Plan for
Students who are
Academically High Achieving
1. Mission Statement
1. Student work
2. Independent Study Policy
2. Student Agreement
2. School-Wide Addendum:
Parent Resources,
“Educational Philosophies”
2. Student work
3. Handbook identifying
different levels of course of
study options (college prep,
general, and basic)
3. Transcript showing different
levels of learning
3. Learning Record
3. Student work
3. Report Card: identifying
Community college course
3. Report Card: identifying
ROP course
3. Report Card: identifying
online course
3. Small group instruction
course: list of courses
3. Purchase Order: identifying
tutoring
3. School-Wide Addendum:
AESS A & B
3. “Educational Philosophy”
3. Handbook: Working without
text and begin with standards,
using inquiry method
4. Learning Records: 7-8 grade
students taking HS courses
(math and English)
4. Policy in Handbook
5. Policy in Handbook
5. Report Card: showing less
than 5 credits for courses.
5. Report Card: showing 10
credits in subject
6. Learning Styles Inventory
7. ES- created Learning Style
summary of information to
work with her students and
share with parents to assist
them as well
7. Scantron test results printout
7. Scantron information in
handbook
7. Scantron instructional
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worksheet
8. School-Wide Addendum:
Approved Vendor List
8. School-Wide Addendum:
Instructor List
8. School-Wide Addendum:
High School Course Titles and
Number
8. Handbook: ROP
8. Student Work
8. Learning Record
8. Handbook: Counselor page
and list of resources
Student Perceptions

The students understand the expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learning
results. Through interviews and dialogue with students that represent the school populations, the school learns
about the students’ perceptions of their learning experiences.
Through interviews and dialogue with students that represent the school population, comment on a) their level
of understanding of the expected level of performance based on the standards and the schoolwide learning
results and b) their perceptions of their learning experiences.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Although Ocean Grove Education Specialists are required to
meet with their students monthly, there are situations where
they might meet every-other week, or weekly to provide
additional educational services. Those services might include
one or a combination of the following: giving direct instruction,
discussing what the student has read, discussing how the
current learning process is working for the student at that time,
or discussing future goals and different ways to reach that goal.
During those meeting times our teachers will also discuss the
learning that has occurred and assess student learning. While
the requirement can be supported in the job description, there
is limited concrete evidence to support what occurs other than
from the student’s response to a survey.
1. Because of our learning model, our Education Specialists are
able to observe student work and make adjustments to the
student’s course of study for a student who is struggling or a
student who has exceeded our expectations. According to the
student survey, 90% of the students stated that, “Our ES helps
us determine the appropriate standards (skills) we need to
master (succeed) each month for our individual course of
study.”
2.We also found that 93% of the students who responded to the
survey stated that “The assessment (feedback) from my ES at
each Learning Period meeting allows flexibility to change
courses immediately for my maximum educational growth and
mastery (allows for success if deficiencies in any standard is
determined).”
3 The Education Specialist has access to students' prior
year’s Standardized Testing and Reporting (STAR) test results
and has the opportunity to go over them with the parent and
student, so they can see how the student is performing
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1. OGCS Chapter One:
Student Survey
2. OGCS Chapter One:
Student Survey
3. See School database
4. See School database
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compared to students in their grade level throughout the state.
4 The Education Specialist has access to students' prior
year’s Scantron test results and has the opportunity to go over
them with the parent and student, so they can see how the
student is making progress towards the CA state standards
compared to last year and review the student's individual
progress over the course of their enrollment at South Sutter
Charter School. Education Specialists are required to proctor
the Scantron test at the beginning of each year, which, through
a snapshot of the student's individual progress within the
school, provides a platform to spring from when tailoring the
student's individual learning plan based on their grade-level
performance.
Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

observation of students working and student work that illustrates the extent to which all students
are involved in learning to assist them in achieving the academic standards and expected
schoolwide learning results (examples of students working includes: oral presentations, individual
and group work, discussions, investigations and experiments, performances; examples of student
work include: essays, reports, project products, journals, portfolios, open-ended responses, tests)

•

the extent to which students know beforehand the standard/expected performance levels for each
area of study

•

the extent to which differentiation of instruction is occurring and its impact on student learning

•

student interviews which illustrate the extent to which students recognize the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results and the expected level of performance

•

the degree of involvement in the learning of students with diverse backgrounds and abilities

•

other evidence identified by the school
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C2. Instruction Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

All teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences beyond the textbook
and the classroom that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills, and help them succeed
at high levels.
To what extent do all teachers use a variety of strategies and resources, including technology and experiences
beyond the textbook and the classroom, that actively engage students, emphasize higher order thinking skills,
and help them succeed at high levels?
Current Knowledge

Teachers are current in the instructional content taught and research-based instructional methodology.
Provide a range of examples that demonstrate teachers are current in the instructional content taught and
research-based instructional methodology.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Ocean Grove Education Specialists use a variety of innovative
methods that are supported by research. Professional
development activities are frequently used to provide
challenging learning experiences for all students. Our ESs
function as coaches and facilitators of learning. As content area
experts, our ESs routinely redesign and modify courses to
ensure that the instructional program is challenging, satisfying,
rigorous, and aligned with academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results. Our ESs use a variety of
instructional approaches that require active involvement of the
learner and help students develop an array of techniques to
organize, access, and apply knowledge, as well as help
students connect to existing knowledge, construct meaning,
elaborate beyond content, and monitor their own learning. The
focus of our ESs is to help all students meet or exceed
academic standards and achieve the expected schoolwide
learning results through challenging learning experiences that
utilize a variety of information sources on a regular basis. Our
teachers work with parents and students to choose educational
resources and instructional activities which align with state
standards and our school’s expected learning results. All ESs
encourage students and offer opportunities for students to
apply their knowledge across disciplines and in situations
outside the classroom, as well as participate in activities that
integrate academic and career-technical content.
1 Education Specialists work as coaches to facilitate learning
for all students within numerous educational philosophies and
learning styles. As stated in our charter, we provide
individualized learning opportunities that incorporate parental
participation, choice and involvement in curricula offered in
personalized learning environments and small learning
communities. Education Specialists administer Kaleidoscope
learning styles profiles to each of their students to help
determine what learning style best fits their student's
personality. With this information, the Education Specialist can
cater and modify curriculum and educational needs to best
serve the student.
2. Education Specialists are required to write yearly
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1. Mission Statement
1. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Job Description
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Driven Schools, by
Randy Gaschler
1. School-Wide Appendix:
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1. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
1. Curriculum Handbook
1. Curriculum: Departments &
Vendor Information with state
adopted curriculum; it is
research based
1. Parent Website; Math
“complete Curriculum” broken
out by learning styles and
multisensory features.
1. Video Streaming, access to
variety of educational
resources
1. School-Wide Addendum:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
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1. Service PO for tutoring,
1. School-Wide Appendix:
High School Course Titles and
Number
1. Handbook identifying
different levels of course of
study options
2. Teacher NCLB from
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Professional Growth Goals that are based on California
Standards for the Teaching Profession. This requirement
ensures that Education Specialists are staying current in their
knowledge and training. Education Specialists are required to
participate in 36 hours of Professional Growth that includes inhouse school-wide trainings, 13 hours of which relate to their
specific goals for the year. Ocean Grove Charter School's
administration provides live and recorded WebEx professional
growth opportunities throughout the school year, including
training on the latest innovations in instructional content and in
research-based instructional methodology.
3. Education Specialists use a variety of strategies and
resources, including technology and experiences beyond the
textbook and the classroom, that actively engage students. Our
vendor list has a vast number of approved vendors that
specialize in a variety of educational approaches, many of
which are cutting-edge. These include online courses, lesson
providers for dance, music, drama, languages, etc.
Bridges.com, an online course available to all Ocean Grove
Charter School students, is provided by the school free of
charge to help students determine their career interests after
high school.
4.Our Education Specialists encourage and challenge our
students to use technology in a variety of situations and for a
variety of purposes as they make progress towards the state
standards and expected learning results.
5. Ocean Grove Charter School's Online Curriculum
Handbook, which is constantly updated, contains information on
educational philosophies, learning styles, free educational
websites, curriculum ideas for new students, educational
activity ideas, State Standards information for teachers and
parents, information on providing individualized learning
opportunities that incorporate parental participation, choice and
involvement in curricula offered in personalized learning
environments and small learning communities, featured
curriculum by growth areas, and educational approaches.
There is also a Special Needs area which includes information
for traditional home schooling, at-risk students, packaged
curriculum, and vocational/technical information. Ocean Grove
Charter School also has a dedicated Curriculum Coordinator
available to help with specific curriculum needs. Ocean Grove
Charter School's Online Curriculum Handbook also has
recorded WebEx trainings on core curriculum topics available
24/7 for Education Specialists to access.
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database
2. NCLB teacher plan
2. WASC/CDE
Student/Community Profile
Guide; page 8: “Percentage of
highly qualified teachers”
2. WASC/CDE
Student/Community Profile
Guide; page 8: “Specialized
Training/intern programs”
3. Learning Styles information
created by teacher to share
with parents
3. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009
3. Monthly Agenda training
4. Report Card, identifying
ROP
4. List of GEA,
4. PO for student EA
4. Student learning record
showing project based learning
4. Student sample &learning
record showing student
working individually
4. Student sample from small
group instruction class
4. PO for tutor
4. Student sample showing
inquiry learning
4. School-Wide Appendix:
High School Course Titles and
Number
4. Report Card showing
community college
4. Student sample & learning
record showing crosscurricular learning
4 Learning record showing
student work
4. Small group instruction
course identifying writing
course
4. Student sample; teacher
observation of literature
discussion of small group
instruction course
5. Email communication from
student
5. List of approved online
courses
5. Purchase Order: computer
5. Student sample showing
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technology
Teachers as Coaches

Teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning for all students.
To what extent do teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning for all students?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Our ESs function as coaches and facilitators of learning.
1.Because our ESs work closely with parents and students, we
build relationships that enable our teachers to motivate
individual students in self-discovery and the inquiry process.
2.When our ESs meet with our students, it is our teachers’
responsibility to be critical listeners and observers as well as
ask questions, offer suggestions, and challenge our students to
reflect and grow in their mastery of academic standards and our
expected schoowide learning results.
3.The type and amount of coaching our ESs do depends on the
parent’s choice. Where the teacher assumes Additional ES
Services (AESS), our ESs routinely redesign and modify
courses to ensure that the instructional program is challenging,
satisfying, rigorous, and aligned with academic standards and
the expected schoolwide learning results for that student. It is
not to say that coaching does not occur outside Additional ES
Services (AESS), but it is not as significant as when the parent
takes a more active instructional role in their children’s learning.
Coaching is extremely significant when working with any of our
sub-group population.
4. One of the major tasks ESs perform as coaches is to ask
questions and provide information to assist our students and
parents make knowledgeable decisions. This occurs when
parents are new to this environment and we guide parents in
choosing curriculum based upon the parent’s educational
philosophy, and the student’s learning style and preferences.
This also occurs when the curriculum being used is not working
for a student, or when parents and/or students need to make a
methodology change. A major part of our ESs role as coach is
to support parents in giving ideas, encourage, explain
methodology, and help find additional resources or
parent/student support.
5.The role of coach is the strength of many of our ESs because
in that role, we are providing the bridge between the child and
multiple learning opportunities that assist students in meeting
the standards and expected schoolwide learning results.
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1. Student Survey
1. School-Wide Appendix: ES
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demonstrating ES comments
2. Handbook: Learning Record
3. School-Wide Appendix:
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3. School-Wide Appendix:
Student Agreement
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Examination of Student Work

Representative samples of student work demonstrate: a) structured learning so that students organize, access
and apply knowledge they already have acquired; b) that students have the tools to gather and create knowledge
and have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire, gather, discover and invent knowledge on their
own and communicate this.
Representative samples of student work demonstrate that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve
in group and individual activities, project, discussions and debates and inquiries related to investigation.
Representative samples of student work demonstrate that students use technology to assist them in achieving the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
Representative samples of student work demonstrate student use of materials and resources beyond the
textbook, such as utilization and availability of library/multimedia resources and services; availability of and
opportunities to access data based, original source documents and computer information networks; and
experiences, activities and resources which link students to the real world.
To what extent do the representative samples of student work demonstrate: a) structured learning so that
students organize, access and apply knowledge they already have acquired? b) that students have the tools to
gather and create knowledge and have opportunities to use these tools to research, inquire, gather, discover
and invent knowledge on their own and communicate this?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Our students are completing assignments and participating in
actives which are challenging, satisfying, rigorous, and aligned
with academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning
results. Student work also demonstrated that our students are
exposed to a variety of learning approaches which included
technology and require active involvement on the part of the
learner.
1.Our students are offered and provided a variety of
opportunities to access and apply knowledge using a variety of
modalities in and for a variety of situations within and without
the traditional learning framework.
2.All our students use a variety of tools, which includes
technology, that enable them to learn, research, inquire, gather,
discover and invent knowledge.
3.All our students have access to an extensive list of resources
which enable them to use a variety of learning approaches and
to learn which is best for them.
4.All our students may participate in and work to develop
courses based on the student’s interest
5.Our students have used a variety of manipulatives which
assists them in learning beyond the textbook.
6.Student samples show that Ocean Grove provides
opportunities for all students to individualize their learning and
learn in their own way as they successfully make progress
toward standards and schoolwide learning results.
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1. Purchase Order for digital
arts/graphics course
1. Purchase Order for
Interpersonal Skills Workshop
1. Purchase Order for
Confident Speakers Workshop
1. School-wide Appendix:
Vendor List
1. Student sample and learning
record using Odysseyware
1. Student sample and learning
record using supplemental
1. Student sample and learning
record using a-g curriculum
1. Student sample and learning
record using ALEKS
2. Student sample and learning
record using online course
2. Student sample and learning
record using ALEKS
2. PO computer order
2. One ESs list of families who
have computers
2. Purchase Order Microscope
3. Report Card showing
Community College course
3. Learning Record showing
Community Service
3. Learning Record showing
computer course
3. Student sample and
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learning record showing
unique course of study
3. Service POs local service
vendors, tutors
3. Small Group Instruction
writing class
4. Learning record; ES
created an integrated plan for
satisfying computer
programming, Visual Arts
(standards), and part of his
English 9 requirements
4. Student sample
4. Student sample
5. POs math materials
5. POs science materials
5. PO showing investigative
materials
5. Learning record of one
student showing different
curriculum/modalities used
5. School-wide Appendix: NonTextbook Specific Course and
Grades Criteria
6. Student sample and learning
record

To what extent do the representative samples of student work demonstrate that students are able to think,
reason, and problem solve in group and individual activities, project, discussions and debates and inquiries
related to investigation?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Instructional approaches are used that help students connect to
existing knowledge, construct meaning, elaborate beyond
content, and monitor their own learning during group and
individual activities, projects and inquiries.
1.Our students have completed in-depth projects to supplement
their lessons; projects have been completed individually and in
groups.
2.Our Students demonstrate skills acquired and show projects,
experiments, and give oral reports and presentations during
monthly, bimonthly, or weekly meetings.
3.Parents and students have the opportunity to choose the best
learning environments for their children and for themselves.
While most students choose to work independently, some
choose to work in a family group, while other students choose
to work in different educational settings.
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1. Student sample and learning
record
1. Learning record identifying
student initiated projected
2. School-wide Appendix:
Learning Record policy
2. Learning record
documenting student
presentation at meeting
2. Learning record
documenting student sharing
of work at meeting
2. Student sample showing
project
3. Typed observation of
student led literature
discussion
3. Service POs for local
service from vendors, tutors
3. Small Group Instruction
class: Literature
3. Report Card identifying
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online course
3. Report Card identify
community college
3. Learning Record identifying
cooperative learning situation
3. School-wide Appendix:
WASC Student Interview
Questionnaire
3. Report card: identifying ROP
course
3. Student work sample

To what extent do the representative samples of student work demonstrate that students use technology to assist
them in achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Technology is integrated into the curriculum and instruction of
academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results.
It is available to all students and is used in a variety ways to
provide instructional support.
1.Through technology all our students have access to the
world; they have many opportunities for learning through and
with technology.
2.Ocean Grove provides students with the means to use
technology to assist in achieving academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results.
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1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating
technology use
1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating
technology and use
1. Learning record
demonstrating technology
1. Email demonstrating her
communication with teacher
1. Bridges Ability Profiler and
Choices Planner web pages
showing program
1. Interest Ability Map
1. Purchase Order: computer
1. Purchase Order: software
1. Purchase Order: online
course
1. Discovery Education
Streaming
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating
technology requirement
2. School-wide Appendix:
Graduation Requirements
Worksheet
2. School-wide Appendix:
Approved Vendor List
2. School-wide Appendix:
Instructor List
2. Handbook: Online vendors
2. School-wide Appendix: High
School Course Titles and
Number
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To what extent do the representative samples of student work demonstrate student use of materials and
resources beyond the textbook, such as utilization and availability of library/multimedia resources and services;
availability of and opportunities to access data based, original source documents and computer information
networks; and experiences, activities and resources which link students to the real world?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

The use of the library and other community resources is an
integral part of learning that is often used by parents, teachers
and students. Extensive and up-to-date library services and
resources are available and are integrated and articulated with
the curriculum/instruction, academic standards and expected
schoolwide learning results.
1.Because our students are not limited to the classroom
environment for learning, our students have access to a wealth
of multimedia learning opportunities and resources. Our
students have accessed the following: lab kits, online courses,
educational clips, video streaming, computer technology,
research based on field studies, internet library and local
library, school list of educational weblinks, school website,
variety of educational sites, community organizations and
services. Many learning record meetings are at public libraries
and teachers have observed students generally leave with an
armload of library books.
2.Our students often go into the community to get real world
learning experiences.
3.Students use state adopted curriculum; curriculum real world
tie-ins.
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1.Student sample and learning
record demonstrate student
learning beyond textbook
1. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009, "SSCS
GEA’s –
August 2010"
1. Student picture and learning
record showing music/digital
editing
1. Learning record: student
volunteering at library
1. School-wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Online
curriculum for primary source
documents."
1. Student Agreement,
identifying meeting at library
1.Discovery Education Video
Streaming
1. Purchase Order: community
vendor
2. School-wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Computer
Information"
2. Learning Record: student
learned from neighbor how to
use a website program
2. Student sample and
Learning record identifying
student using resources in the
community
2. Learning Record: student
volunteering in her community
to help young woman with
special needs art class
2. Student sample and learning
record showing his love for
history to participate in Civil
War reenactment
2. Student sample showing
online career questions
2. Criteria for Materials That
Can Be Purchased with
Instructional Funding
2. Student sample and learning
record showing student
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performance
3. Purchase Order: State
adopted curriculum
3. State Adopted curriculum
3. Learning Record
demonstrating real world tieins
Real World Experiences

Opportunities for shadowing, apprenticeship, community projects and other real world experiences and
applications are available to all students.
To what extent are opportunities for shadowing, apprenticeship, community projects and other real world
experiences and applications available to all students?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Our students are encouraged and given opportunities to apply
their knowledge across disciplines and in courses, programs
and activities that integrate academic and career-technical
content.
1.Real world learning situations are available to all our
students, as learning opportunities are not restricted to a
classroom. Our students have greater flexibility to go directly to
a physical location to get real world experiences and to learn
first-hand.
2.The school does not make arrangements for shadowing,
apprenticeships or community projects, however, when a
student or parent is interested in those opportunities, they work
with a resource in their community and work with their teacher
to establish learning expectations and standards.
3.Students at Ocean Grove Charter School are required to
complete 15 units of life skills electives to graduate. The
standards in these classes require students to learn about realworld experiences.
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1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
1. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
2. Learning Record showing
concurrent enrollment in
community college
2. Report card showing ROP
course
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
2. Report Card identifying
community service
2. School-wide Appendix:
Graduation Requirements
Menu, stating that students
need 15 credits of
life skills electives to graduate.
2. Transcript showing life Skills
2. Course list showing life skills
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options
2. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating life skills
3. Student sample and learning
record demonstrating real
world experience
3. School-wide Appendix: Life
Skills Electives Planning
Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category C]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the degree to which various learning approaches and learning styles of students are addressed
through the instructional approaches

•

the extent to which teachers work as coaches to facilitate learning for all students

•

student work that provides evidence that students are, over time, becoming more adept at gathering
information and presenting it in written, oral and multimedia formats

student work that demonstrates the extent to which learning is structured so that students organize,
access and apply knowledge they already have through such activities as:
– relating the new information or learning tasks to personal experiences and knowledge
– using concrete examples and experiences and finding analogies, metaphors and similes that
deepen their understanding of the topic
– utilizing opportunities to critique and evaluate new information in relation to what they have
experienced and know
• student work that provides evidence that students are able to think, reason, and problem solve in
group and individual activities, project, discussions and debates and inquiries related to
investigation

•

•

student work which shows the extent to which technology is used to assist students in achieving the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning result

•

student work which illustrates the extent to which current teaching practices provide all students
with tools to gather and create knowledge and with opportunities to use those tools to research,
inquire, gather, discover and invent knowledge on their own, and communicate

student work that reflects the materials and resources beyond the textbook available to students,
such as
– utilization and availability of library/multimedia resources and services
– availability of and opportunities to access data bases, original source documents and computer
information networks
– experiences, activities and resources which link students to the real world
• the extent to which opportunities for shadowing, apprenticeship, community projects and other real
world experiences and applications are available to all students

•

•

other evidence identified by the school
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WASC Category C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Supporting
Evidence, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Include the supporting evidence for findings, if not included with the sample prompts. Determine and prioritize
the strengths and areas of growth needs for Category C.
Category C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Strength
• Ocean Grove Charter School’s students complete their work in ways that are adapted
and adjusted individually and at any time so that they are on par with (or above) gradelevel standards.
• Educational Specialists and parents modify courses on an ongoing basis to ensure that
the instructional program is challenging, satisfying, rigorous, and aligned with academic
standards and the expected school wide learning results.
• Students who struggle are afforded one-on-one instruction with the parent, Educational
Specialist, and or Special Ed RSP teachers (if applicable), and they are able to work at
their own pace at the work level that is challenging for them.
• All Ocean Grove Charter School’s instruction is differentiated by nature as the parent
and Educational Specialist are teaching with student variance in mind.
• Students have access to a wide range of teaching styles and educational philosophies
as Ocean Grove Charter School honors parent choice and allows families to instruct in
the ways that benefit students best.
• Students have access to a wide range of curriculum and educational options through
Ocean Grove Charter School’s extensive vendor list.
• Students have access to a wide range of opportunities to learn “beyond the classroom”
with programs like Regional Occupational Programs, online classes, and community
college classes.
• All students have access to highly qualified teachers in every core subject area.
• Technology is available for all students and heavily used by Educational Specialists,
parents, and students through online courses and school-provided computers and ISP
providers.

Category C. Standards-based Student Learning: Instruction: Areas of Growth Needs
• Many students are encouraged and given opportunities to apply their knowledge in
classes and in situations outside of school, like career exploration classes and ROP
programs, but they do not take advantage of these opportunities. We would like to look
at ways we can encourage more of our students to take advantage of these additional
opportunities.
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Category D: Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability
D1 & D2. Assessment and Accountability Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school uses a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze and report
student performance data to the parents and other shareholders of the community.
Teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies to evaluate student learning. Students and teachers use these
findings to modify the teaching/learning process for the enhancement of the educational progress of every
student.
To what extent does the school use a professionally acceptable assessment process to collect, disaggregate,
analyze and report student performance data to the parents and other shareholders of the community? D2a. To
what extent do teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies to evaluate student learning? D2b. To what
extent do students and teachers use these findings to modify the teaching/learning process for the enhancement
of the educational progress of every student?
Professionally Acceptable Assessment Process

The school uses effective assessment processes to collect, disaggregate, analyze and report student performance
data to the parents and other shareholders of the community.
Comment on the effectiveness of the assessment process to collect, disaggregate, analyze and report student
performance data to the parents and other shareholders of the community.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

The school community regards assessment as providing
important feedback information and has regular formal
assessment procedures in place that focus on systematic
improvement in student performance. After optimizing the
process of disseminating information, it is disaggregated to
shareholders in a timely manner. Student participation in
standardized assessments has improved.
1.Students take the Scantron test at the beginning of each
school year and as needed, to provide the student, the ES, the
parents, and the school with benchmark standards-aligned
performance data. The data provides specific learning
objectives for individual students, as well as overall
performance data regarding the school’s overall performance.
2.OGCS uses a wide range of assessments, including
Scantron, the CAHSEE, STAR, ES monthly meetings,
portfolios, informal assessments & observations, the school
wide writing test, A-G tests, chapter tests and quizzes, End of
Course tests and other assessments as needed. Test data is
disseminated on a continuous basis, and is posted on the
school website (SARC - updated yearly). Scores from these
assessment tools are mailed and/or shared with parents at their
monthly meetings whenever possible, and ESs document
learning in monthly learning records, identifying the specific
state academic standards achieved. Schoolwide assessment
results are also published in the school newsletters and in
letters mailed out to parents. Student results are available in
our school database for our certificated staff to refer to as
needed. Our ESs have the most recent data results for each of
their students following support staff input of assessment data.
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1. Scantron performance
levels results
1. Scantron Suggested
Learning Objectives
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Portfolio Box
2. Informal assessments, A-G
tests, publishers chapter or
unit tests, quizzes
2. End of 12th Grade
CAHSEE Snapshot
2. Newsletter article to parents
about STAR scores
2. School-Wide Appendix:
School Accountability Report
Card
3. ALEKS Student Results
4. School wide writing
assignment & school wide
writing work sample.
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3. OGCS administrators and teachers monitor student
performance and results using the admin portals of our online
research based curriculum.
4. The annual School Wide Writing Assignment is given to
assess writing capability, and English language skills in
general. A scored rubric is provided to parents and students.
Scores are tracked from year to year in the school database so
that progress can be compared.
Basis for Determination of Performance Levels

The school has determined the basis upon which students’ grades and their growth and performance levels are
determined and uses that information to strengthen high achievement of all students.
Upon what basis are students’ grades, their growth and performance levels determined and how is that
information used?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

The school uses a wide array of assessment techniques to
determine performance levels, growth and student grades. ESs
and administrators use this information to develop goals for
curricular development, modifying assignments to best meet
the student’s needs, professional development goals, and as
the subject for observations, discussions, and collegial
feedback.
1. Student's grades for all core courses are determined by the
student’s progress towards the course syllabus criterion,
measured by the grading schedule.
2. Review of all high school core subject work is done by a
Highly Qualified Teacher in that subject. Teachers analyze
student work to determine achievement of the academic
standards and expected school wide learning results. Student
growth and performance is assessed each learning record
period through tests, student interview, portfolios, student work,
and projects for their progress towards the course syllabus.
State academic standards are checked off in the school
database for each monthly learning record. Remaining
academic standards are used in planning assignments.
3. Progress towards the state academic standards is
additionally assessed by our online SCANTRON assessment at
any time during the school year to determine student growth.
4. ESs choose Professional Development goals annually in
areas that will benefit the performance levels of the students
that they serve. Additionally, the school trains ESs in the latest
research-based curriculum, chosen to meet the school goals
and academic standards, shown by the schoolwide data as a
critical school need.
5. During the monthly teacher training meetings, time is allotted
for collegial feedback.
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1. High School Syllabus with
example of assessment
1. Work sample, quizzes, end
of chapter test.
1. Graded work sample
2. Learning Record with
standards addressed listed
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Scantron info
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Professional Growth Report
5. School-Wide Appendix: IEM
October ES Agenda 2009/10
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Appropriate Assessment Strategies

Teachers use appropriate assessment strategies to measure student progress toward acquiring a specific body of
knowledge or skills such as essays, portfolios, individual or group projects, tests, etc.
To what extent do teachers use appropriate assessment strategies to measure student progress toward acquiring
a specific body of knowledge or skills? Examples of these strategies include essays, portfolios, individual or
group projects, tests, etc.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

All ESs make efforts to use assessment data in their curricular
and instructional program in order to enhance students learning
processes. The school regularly collects work samples from
students to monitor progress and formal, standards-aligned
assessments are available and used throughout the school
year. ESs must complete a portfolio each semester for each
student to keep as evidence for their learning.
1. According to our school charter, our students will be
assessed by: Monthly review of work, annual portfolios, parent,
student, and Education Specialist observation, norm- and
criterion- referenced tests, student demonstrations, student
grades, and the professional consideration of each student’s
individual abilities, interests, and talents.
2. All of our ESs meet every 20 days (or more frequently) to
perform assessments referenced in #1. This information is
documented in the student's learning record placed in our
school database. The academic standards are also marked for
that learning period.
3. ESs use the Scantron assessment to track the state
standards/objectives that have been achieved by each student,
as well as which standards need to be met. ESs can then
create study guides and tests to help them meet the needed
standards.
4. ESs also use their own assessments, including textbook
publishers' tests and quizzes (both in written and online),
student discussion of material, teacher made questions and the
student's daily work to measure progress at their monthly
meetings. A-G exams (as used for our students taking a-g
courses) are standardized, and are proctored by the ES at their
monthly meetings.
5. ESs give the annual School-Wide Writing Assessment to
each student and grade the work by using the standardized
rubric. Results are scored in the database and available to ESs
from year to year to note student progress.

1. School-Wide Appendix:
SSCS Charter
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Portfolio Box
2. Learning Record with work
sample
3. Scantron objectives, tests,
study guide
4. Publisher's tests and
quizzes, students daily work,
A-G exam
5. School-Wide Writing
Assessment

Demonstration of Student Achievement

A range of examples of student work and other assessments demonstrate student achievement of the academic
standards and the expected schoolwide learning results, including those with special needs.
Provide a range of examples of how student work and other assessments demonstrate student achievement of
the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results, including those with special needs.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Students and parents are encouraged to consider the student's
assessment results in relation to their personal learning plans.
Education Specialists integrate assessment tasks into
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1. Student work samples from
high level to special needs
students for a-h:
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instruction in order to stimulate thinking and learning, fostering
the student's ability to analyze, organize, plan, interpret,
explain, synthesize, evaluate, and communicate important
experiences or ideas.
1. ESs analyze monthly student progress in written monthly
learning records, in which they detail those areas in which the
student has demonstrated competence in academic standards,
and also those areas in which they need more improvement.

a. Analysis assignment
b. Organizational skills
assignment
c. Planning assignment
d. Interpreting assignment
e. Explanation assignment
f. Synthesis assignment
g. Evaluation assignment

h. Experience assignment.
Curriculum Embedded Assessments

The school regularly examines standards-based curriculum embedded assessments in English Language and
math, including performance examination of students whose primary language is not English, and uses that
information to modify the teaching/learning process.
Provide examples of standards-based curriculum embedded assessments in English Language and math,
including performance examination of students whose primary language is not English.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

1. ELA curriculum embedded assessment samples.
2. Math curriculum embedded assessment samples.
3. EL curriculum embedded assessment samples.

1. ELA curriculum embedded
assessment samples.
2. Math curriculum embedded
assessment samples.
3. EL curriculum embedded
assessment samples.

Student Feedback

Student feedback is an important part of monitoring student progress over time based on the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results.
To what extent is student feedback an important part of monitoring student progress over time based on the
academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Students regularly communicate with their ESs. Standards are
incorporated into assignments. Student feedback and
individualized attention is a strong aspect of Ocean Grove
Charter School.
1. According to our school Charter, ES's must meet monthly
with students to discuss assignments and progress towards
academic standards, review work, collect work samples, assess
students' progress, and give/receive feedback.
2. Students are annually asked to evaluate their educational
experience with a survey. According to the student survey,
most students believe the program "fit my learning style and
interests well".
3. Each ES gives their student a "Learning Style" assessment
to see where their interest lies to find the best curriculum to
meet their academic standards.
4. Students are encouraged to consider their assessment
results in relation to their personal learning plans( an example
of this is the Interest and Abilities Map). Students and ESs
together use these findings to choose curriculum to meet their
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1. School-Wide Appendix:
School Charter
1. Student work sample
2. Student Survey Results
3. Learning Style Assessment
3. Learning Style Resources
4. Interest and Abilities Map
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needs and interests.
Modification of the Teaching/Learning Process

Assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used as the basis to make decisions and changes in the curricular
and instructional approaches.
Evaluate the effectiveness of how assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used as the basis to make
decisions and changes in the curricular and instructional approaches.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Assessment data is collected on a weekly or monthly basis and
can be used by the ES as a basis to make decisions.
Modifications to the curriculum and instructional materials can
be made at any time as the weeks/months student work and
assessment results are evaluated.
1. Assessment data is collected, analyzed, and used monthly
by our ESs at their meetings with their students and at that
time, ESs can immediately make decisions and changes in
curricular and instructional approaches for the next learning
period.
2. Analyzing student data and modifying a teaching approach
is vital in every successful student/teacher relationship. When
the tools used to analyze student performance demonstrate
that a student is struggling in one area or another, ES's have
freedom to modify curriculum and instructional approaches
quickly to respond to student need according to their own
individualized learning plan. These modifications in curriculum
often show their effectiveness the next time the student uses
the analysis tools and scores much better after a curriculum
modification.
3. Our ESs are trained monthly by our assessment and
curriculum departments with tools to use to make immediate
modifications as needed.
4. In our annual student survey, 93% of students responded
that "The assessment (feedback) from my ES at each Learning
Period meeting allows flexibility to change courses immediately
for my maximum educational growth and mastery (allows for
success if deficiencies in any standard is determined)."
5. Our ESs meet monthly, where time is allotted for them to
discuss different curriculum, instructional approaches and how
it has worked for their students.
6. Ocean Grove administration looks at assessment data to
analyze the effectiveness of our many programs. School goals
are set annually for each of the school educational departments
based on our assessment data.

1. School-Wide Appendix:
Learning Record Policy and
Procedure
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Learning Record
3. School-Wide Appendix: IEM
ES Meeting Agenda
4. Student Survey Results
5. School-Wide Appendix: IEM
ES Meeting Agenda
6. WASC Chapter 5

Monitoring of Student Growth

The school has an effective system to monitor all students’ progress toward meeting the academic standards and
expected schoolwide learning results.
Provide representative examples of how progress of all students toward meeting the academic standards and
expected schoolwide learning results is monitored.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Formal and informal data on student achievement, including
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1. Learning Record sample
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with "Yearly Done" and "Yearly
Not Done" standards showing
2. Scantron Suggested
Learning Objectives
3. ALEKS Reporting with
standards
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Portfolio Box
5. Graded student writing
assignment
6. Chapter One: School
Profile
7. Chapter One: School
Profile

assessment of student performance relative to state academic
standards, are gathered every 20 school days. Work samples
and satisfactory progress towards standards can be met in a
variety of ways. Ocean Grove is very strong in this area.
1. ES's monitor the students mastery of the academic
standards at the monthly learning record meeting (every 20
days or less) using methods ranging from teacher observation
to formal assessment. Once an academic standard has been
met, the ES marks it in the students learning record on our
school database system. These can be printed out monthly for
parents to see.
2. Scantron results are used to measure what California state
standards have been attained and what the student needs to
work on. These can be printed out for
parents/students/teachers.
3. The ALEKS tool (often used by our students that have not
passed the CAHSEE in math) shows ES's exactly how the
students match up to the mathematics academic standards.
4. Portfolios are assembled by our ESs using monthly collected
samples of student work.
5. Our yearly schoolwide writing assignments are scored using
a rubric based on the CDE writing assessments, recorded in
the school database, and feedback is given to students.
6. STAR assessment results are used to monitor progress
toward meeting academic standards and school goals. Our
OGCS STAR results show that 37% of High School 9th graders
scored basic and below in English Language Arts, 27% of High
School 10th graders scored basic of below in English Language
Arts, 57% or High School 11th graders scored basic and below
in English Language Arts, 71% of economically disadvantaged
students scored basic and below in English Language Arts,
100% of EL students scored basic and below in English
Language Arts.
7. On our Scantron assessment, 0% of 9th grade students
scored below grade level in ELA, 0% of 10th grade students
scored below grade level in ELA, 15% of 11th grade students
scored below grade level in ELA.
Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the nature and types of student assessment

•

how growth is determined and how that information is used

•

the basis upon which students’ grades and performance levels are determined
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•

examples of standards-based curriculum assessments in English language arts and mathematics
embedded in the curriculum, including examination of the performance of students whose primary
language is not English

•

how assessment results are used as the basis for re-evaluation of the curricular objectives and
instructional approaches

•

student work demonstrating the degree to which assessment allows students to apply knowledge
and skills to complete real-life performance-based tasks

•

the extent to which assessment is used to improve instruction for students

•

examples of progress of all students toward accomplishing the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results is monitored

•

notes from meetings during which discussions of student progress occur, including lists of
participants

•

analysis of student work to determine achievement of the academic standards and expected
schoolwide learning results, including those students with special needs

•

other evidence identified by the school
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D3 & D4. Assessment and Accountability Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school with the support of the district and community has an assessment and monitoring system to
determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards and the expected schoolwide
learning results.
The assessment of student achievement in relation to the academic standards and the expected schoolwide
learning results drives the school’s program, its regular evaluation and improvement, and the allocation and
usage of resources.
To what extent does the school with the support of the district and community have an assessment and
monitoring system to determine student progress toward achievement of the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results?
To what extent does the assessment of student achievement in relation to the academic standards and the
expected schoolwide learning results drive the school's program, its regular evaluation and improvement and
usage of resources?
Assessment and Monitoring Process

The following shareholders are involved in the assessment and monitoring process of student progress: district,
board, staff, students and parents.
To what extent are the following shareholders involved in the assessment and monitoring process of student
progress: district, board, staff, students and parents?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

The charter school establishes and creates a system to
continually assess student progress through a comprehensive
assessment program. The school reports its data analysis and
planning efforts to a wide variety of shareholder groups, our
sponsoring district, our school board, staff, students, and
parents. Additional information is available for any shareholder
seeking more information.
1. Our ESs receive communication from the school
administration at their monthly ES meetings and through school
listserves.
2. OGCS students and parents receive information about
school assessments from various venues, including school
listserve emails, school newsletters, and letters to the parents
from the school directors and at their monthly meetings with
their ESs.
3. Assessment results are reported to and monitored by the
OGCS School Board as they are received.
4. Our sponsoring district superintendent and school board
monitors our student progress. We report at the SLVUSD
Board meeting on a regular basis and respond to their
questions as they arise.
5. OGCS SARC report is annually updated and posted on our
school website.
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1.School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009,
"Assessment Overview- ES
Training 2009-2010"1.
Learning Record
2. List-serve sample
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Newsletter Binder
2. Chapter One: School
Profile, "Parent Survey
Results"
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Board Meeting Minutes Binder
4.School-Wide Appendix:
MOU
5. School-Wide Appendix:
School Accountability Report
Card
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Reporting Student Progress

There are effective processes to keep district, board and parents informed about student progress toward
achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results.
How effective are the processes to keep district, board and parents informed about student progress toward
achieving the academic standards and the expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

The school provides timely and appropriate reports of its
assessment and planning efforts to all its various shareholder
groups and parents ranging from specific to general
information. Overall information is disseminated quickly and
available to the appropriate shareholders.
1) The directors make regular reports to the board regarding
student performance.
2) The process to keep parents informed about student
progress is very effective. This involves a parent listserve, triannual newsletters, and updates from the families ES.
3) The school provides timely and appropriate reports of its
assessment and planning efforts to all its various shareholder
groups and parents. The district and board in return provide
support to the school in response to the assessment results.
4) ES's monthly review student progress toward academic
standards and expected schoolwide learning results with the
families.

1) PowerPoint presentation to
district from school director
1) The District and Board have
direct access to our
assessment results through
Dataquest
2) Parent Newsletter
2) Parent/ES Listserves
3) Assessment data available
to staff through Dataquest
3) Formal letter to families
regarding test results
3) Chapter One: school profile
4) Learning records
4) School-Wide Appendix:
portfolio box

Modifications Based on Assessment Results

The school uses assessment results to make changes in the school program, professional development activities
and resource allocations, demonstrating a results-driven continuous process.
Provide examples of how assessment results have caused changes in the school program, professional
development activities and resource allocations, demonstrating a results-driven continuous process.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

The District and Board provide support to the school in
response to the assessment results. The school assesses its
progress in meeting the academic standards and the expected
schoolwide learning results by analyzing student performance
on its own internal assessments, on standardized tests, and on
state measures. Assessment results have caused significant
changes in the school program and have caused a shift in the
attitudes of staff in strongly encouraging students to perform
well.
1) In prior years STAR scores decreased resulting in a schoolwide effort to encourage parents to prepare students, get them
to testing sites, and do their best. Special emphasis is placed
on improving scores in Algebra 1 and English Language Arts.
2) The school assesses its progress in meeting the academic
standards and the expected schoolwide learning results by
analyzing student performance. As a result, a CAHSEE grant
was applied for and received to purchase materials and
services to assist those who have not yet passed the CAHSEE.
3) Professional growth hours and trainings have targeted areas
of weakness among students so that ES's can be more fully
prepared to help students succeed.
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1) STAR pretest activities
1) OG proficiency chart
1) Hiring of accountability
coordinators
1) STAR rewards
2) listserve with information on
approved vendors for CAHSEE
grant money
2) PO with CAHSEE
intervention materials
3) Webex training for parents
and ES's
3) Professional growth
requirement for ES's
3) Area Facilitator monthly
meeting agenda
3) School-Wide Appendix:
Professional Growth Hours
Chart
4) List of parent Webex
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4) As a parent choice school, parent trainings have been
implemented to give parents more tools when working with their
students.
5) Many of the high school students that start with Ocean Grove
move on. Many come to the school in 11th or 12th grade after
failing at another school so Ocean Grove has implemented
immediate use of CAHSEE intervention materials to quickly
help the students in their areas of weakness.

trainings
4) Learning styles profile
4) Parent copy of state
standards
5) Chapter One: school profile,
"CAHSEE scores"

Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category D]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the extent to which district and board are involved in the review process

•

the extent to which school staff is involved in the review process

•

the extent to which students and parents are involved in the ongoing review process about student
performance

•

the means by which student progress toward achieving the academic standards and the expected
schoolwide learning results is reported to the community (e.g., forums, newsletters)

•

the extent to which parents and district and school board members are kept informed about the
assessment results

•

examples of responses from community members

•

examples of how assessment results have caused recent change in the school’s program

•

examples of how professional development activities and topics have been determined by
schoolwide assessment results

•

examples of how all shareholder groups have been involved in a results-driven continuous
planning process

•

examples of how the site, district and board decisions on allocation of resources are influenced by
schoolwide assessment results

•

other evidence identified by the school
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WASC Category D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and
Accountability: Supporting Evidence, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Include the supporting evidence for findings, if not included with the sample prompts. Determine and prioritize
the strengths and areas of growth needs for Category D.
Category D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability:
Areas of Strength
• One of the biggest strengths of Ocean Grove Charter School is to individualize learning
plans based on the assessment of each individual student.
• Ocean Grove has the flexibility to change curriculum and learning approaches
immediately upon evaluating monthly student progress.
• Our school offers a variety of longitudinal and horizontal assessments, formal and
informal, to capture the whole child and their achievements.
• Data about student achievement is collected monthly to document student growth, and
is recorded in our school database for access by all stakeholders as needed.
• The school communicates about assessment data results with all stakeholders in a
variety of manners.
• The SARC is available on our school website for any stakeholder to review.

Category D. Standards-based Student Learning: Assessment and Accountability:
Areas of Growth Needs
• We need to identify a way to increase Algebra 1 math scores for High School students.
• Increase emphasis on preparing students for standardized assessments in
English/Language Arts to help more students reach proficiency.
•

Improvement in our CAHSEE and STAR scores would improve our overall High
School graduation rate .
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Category E: School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic
Growth
E1. School Culture and Student Support Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school leadership employs a wide range of strategies to encourage parental and community involvement,
especially with the teaching/learning process
Regular Parent Involvement

The school implements strategies and processes for the regular involvement of parents and the community,
including being active partners in the teaching/learning process. The school involves non-English speaking
parents.
Evaluate the strategies and processes for the regular involvement of parents and the community, including
being active partners in the teaching/learning process. Comment on the effectiveness of involving non-English
speaking parents.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Ocean Grove Charter School has a comprehensive system for
communicating with parents and community members and
regards them as partners in planning, making decisions,
developing expected schoolwide learning results for students,
solving problems and providing opportunities for students to
apply learning both at home and in the community. Parents are
actively offered a variety of options for contributing to the
school’s and students’ academic success. Parents participate
as decision makers in school leadership teams, such as School
Board. Classes are available to assist the parents in their
support of their child’s development and learning. They are
informed about community resources and services and are
actively involved in ongoing two-way communication between
the home and school.
1. Parental involvement in our students’ educational process is
the cornerstone of Ocean Grove Charter School. The structure
of our school was specifically designed to give parents the
freedom to choose educational resources and community
programs that will best support their student’s individual
educational needs. Ocean Grove Charter School actively
supports the involvement of qualified community organizations
by using state funding to help pay for classes and learning
materials.
2. Continuous communication is maintained through monthly
face-to-face meetings with an Education Specialist, newsletters,
list-serve (Yahoo Groups), mailings, park days, and surveys.
3. Community resources are actively utilized by students on a
routine basis. Parents are often the initiators of cooperative
groups and community based activities. For example, students
regularly attend school organized GEA’s (General Educational
Activities) with their parents, as well as independent field trips in
and around the community, and incorporate learning during
these trips which ultimately supports their course learning
objectives. Through participation in Group Education Activities
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
PARENT DRIVEN SCHOOLS
by Randy Gaschler (founder of
Innovative Education
Management)
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
1. Service and Materials
Purchase Order
2. List-serve (Yahoo Groups)
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Newsletters Binder
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Monthly ES agenda
3. Photographs of students
participating in Ocean Grove's
Spelling Bee
3. General Educational
Activity (GEA) sign up list
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Notice to Parents and
Guardians: California High
School Exit Exam (CAHSEE)
2009-10
4. School-Wide Appendix:
IEM Schools Charter
Responsibility Summary
4. WASC group members
identifying parent participations
4. List of OGCS Board of
Directors posted on the school
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(GEAs), instructor and vendor classes, networking time during
STAR and CAHSEE testing sessions and other opportunities,
students and families have many opportunities to network,
share ideas, and organize support groups and general learning
activities.
4. School leadership encourages ESs to support and involve
parents in curriculum decisions, instruction, and many other
functions typically carried out by professionals. The parent,
student and ES meet every 20 days (or more frequently) to
plan learning activities, discuss any changes in curriculum
choices, and assess student progress. Parent ideas are
supported and encouraged by the ES during these meetings.
The meetings serve as the basis to further customize an
individualized learning plan for the student. In addition,
parents have participated in the WASC process by offering their
perspective on the school's educational system, based on their
unique teaching perspective. Parents are also encouraged to
serve on the governing Board of the school, join the graduation
committee, and play a supporting role during STAR testing. On
nearly a daily basis, parents receive emails from school
administrators through a school-wide email list-serve that keeps
parents informed on upcoming GEAs, classes, local community
events.
5. Parental involvement is not seen as problematic; rather, it is
the parents - both English speaking and non-English speaking who choose to take a greater part in their child's education.
Through family translators, ESs and their non-English speaking
families are able to maintain active dialogue regarding their
child’s educational progress. Statistically, non-English-speaking
parents tend to be less actively involved in their children’s
education than their English-speaking counterparts; however,
parents at Ocean Grove Charter School feel much more
comfortable in communicating with their ES in the comfort of
their home. Even when EL specialists are not used, family
members are often available to assist in overcoming language
barriers. As a result, parents are invariably more involved than
if their child was enrolled in a traditional public school.
Recently, our student demographic has broadened to serve
more English Language Learners. Our school will likely benefit
from the establishment of leadership organizations, such as
English Learners Advisory Council and the hiring of specially
trained EL teachers.

website
5. Letter to Hispanic Parents
(STAR Test information)

Use of Community Resources

The school uses community resources to support students, such as professional services, business partnerships,
and speakers.
How effective is the school use of community resources to support students, such as professional services,
business partnerships, and speakers?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Ocean Grove Charter School actively offers parents a variety of
community resources and services to contribute to the students'
academic success. Students and their families are informed
about community resources and services, and are actively
involved in on-going, two-way communication between the
home and school. ESs are empowered to utilize community
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This has been documented in:
1. School-wide Appendix:
Vendor List
1. Service purchase order
1. Online service vendor
purchase order - ALEKS.com
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resources to enable their students to achieve the academic
standards and school goals. The community partnership
agencies offer resources and real-world connections through
such opportunities as student internships, mentoring, tutoring,
job shadowing, and project-based learning.
1. Students enrolled in Ocean Grove Charter School are
spread out over a large geographical area, encompassing five
counties. Much of the educational support and learning
resources provided to our students are obtained at the local
level. There are a multitude of approved vendors which provide
a broad range of student support services within the
communities served by our school. Although students living in
more urban areas have somewhat more local opportunities for
professional services, business partnerships, and speakers,
students residing in rural communities have taken a strong
initiative to seek all available resources, often facilitated through
the internet.
2. The school organizes a variety of group activities in the
community every year at low or no cost to the families, such as
visits to local state parks. Additionally, students are able to visit
local art, history or technological museums as well as Visual/
Performing Arts events. The families served by our school are
acutely aware of community resources and the potential of
those resources to support their child’s learning.
3. School administrators routinely send email notifications to
parents regarding updates about community events, activities
and classes that are offered in the surrounding communities.
Information regarding community events and learning activities
is efficiently shared with all families. Through the use of
discretionary Instructional Funds, the school can provide a
student with a computer and with internet service to expand the
educational offerings available to them.
4. For Ocean Grove students, the world is viewed as their
classroom. ESs document and encourage a wide variety of
learning experiences that occur throughout the student’s day -not just those connected to textbooks. In keeping with our
“parent choice” educational philosophy, those families who are
interested in co-curricular activities readily participate; those
that choose not to participate deny those available
opportunities. Students are formally and informally evaluated on
their level of involvement in curricular/co-curricular activities
and student use of support services. In an ongoing process,
ESs work with parents to plan appropriate activities to support
the student’s learning and growth.
5. Parents and ESs have worked cooperatively to involve
members of the community as guest speakers, such as during
our annual graduation ceremony.
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Algebra 1
2. General Education Activity
(GEA) - King Tut Exhibit
3. Yahoo email listserve for
parents
4. School-Wide Appendix:
PARENT DRIVEN SCHOOLS
by Randy Gaschler (founder of
Innovative Education
Management)
4. Filemaker Database: List of
Courses and group
Educational Activities (GEAs)
5. 2009 Graduation Program
(Guest Speaker)
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Parent/Community and Student Achievement

The school ensures that the parents and school community understand student achievement of the academic
standards/expected schoolwide learning results through the curricular/co-curricular program.
How does the school ensure that the parents and school community understand student achievement of the
academic standards/expected schoolwide learning results through the curricular/co-curricular program?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

The school has a comprehensive system for communicating
with parents and regards them as partners in their student's
achievement of the academic standards/ school goals through
the curricular/ co-curricular program. The school provides
ongoing communication about student achievement of the
academic standards/school goals results with parents and the
school community. We regularly inform parents and the school
community about upcoming programs, activities, policies,
procedures, and deadlines through newsletters, parent listserve (Yahoo groups), hand delivered information and mailings.
1. Parents work with ESs to choose the curriculum that best fits
their child’s learning style so that the student can master their
academic standards. As a matter of policy, the school requires
that all parents be given a copy of the academic standards
relevant to their student’s grade level at the beginning of each
school year or upon enrollment.
2. On a monthly basis, ESs identify those standards met and
document those in the student’s Learning Record in our school
database.
3. With the use of our school-wide database, ESs can readily
identify the standards that have not been met, print those
standards, and share that information with families during their
monthly meetings.
4. Parents may request a copy of their student’s progress
toward addressing the academic standards at any time. ES are
involved in on-going discussions with parents about academic
standard exposure and mastery.
5. SCANTRON assessment, administered upon enrollment and
every Fall for returning students, can be used to assess
student's mastery of their standards at any time during the
school year. Results are shared/printed with the parents.

This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
OGCS First Meeting
Information Sheet
1. Learning Style Profile
2. Learning record showing
math standards met
3. Learning record showing
math standards that still need
to be addressed
4. View of ES Standards
monitoring tool from ES
Webfiles.
4. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Job Information (ES
Handbook)
5. Scantron test results.

Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

descriptions of the links with parents and community

•

how local resources provided by parents and community are identified and utilized

•

strategies for involving non-English speaking parents
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•

strategies and processes for supporting parents as active partners in the teaching/learning process

•

how parents and community members are involved in the school’s decision-making process

•

other evidence identified by the school
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E2. School Culture and Student Support Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

The school is a) a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning and b) has a culture that is characterized
by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on continuous school improvement.
a) To what extent is the school a safe, clean, and orderly place that nurtures learning? b) To what extent is the
culture of the school characterized by trust, professionalism, high expectations for all students, and a focus on
continuous school improvement?
Safe, Clean, and Orderly Environment

The school has existing policies, regulations and uses its resources to ensure a safe, clean and orderly place that
nurtures learning.
Comment on your analysis of a) the existing policies and use of resources to ensure a safe, clean and orderly
place that nurtures learning and b) all aspects of the school with respect to safety regulations.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

The school environment is safe, secure, clean and orderly.
1. All school STAR and CAHSEE testing occurs at approved
sites. The STAR Site Coordinators and Ed Liaisons visit the
sites prior to sending our students there to ensure it is a safe,
clean, orderly environment. During these activities, students are
constantly supervised by school administrative staff, ESs and
other fingerprinted individuals.
2. Service vendors undergo an approval process which
includes evaluation of their business environment. Any vendor's
employees who will have supervisory or disciplinary control
over a minor must have DOJ clearance.
3. Ocean Grove Charter School does not purchase unsafe
materials nor allow unsafe activities.
4. Some parents actually enroll their student in Ocean Grove
Charter School because of concerns for safety in the regular
classroom environment.
5. If the Education Specialist perceives that a child is neglected
or abused, he/she is required by law to report it to Child
Protection Services immediately.
6. The school has a written policy describing student behavior
in group settings. Ocean Grove Charter School employees are
prohibited from any type of conduct that threatens security and
the safety of those in the school community. Students
committing acts listed in CA Education Code 48900 will be
suspended. There are clear written expectations for students
attending CAHSEE and STAR testing sessions.
7. Families must assure the school that they will not use schoolpurchased computers and internet service for inappropriate nor
unsafe activities. Families must sign a school acceptable use
agreement in order to have a computer/ internet service place
in their home for educational usage.
8. Our school office is in a room at our sponsoring district site.
They assume responsibility for the safety and cleanliness of this
site.
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009,
"Assessment Overview -- ES
training 2009-2010"
1. Student Behavior policy at
test sites
1. STAR Site Coordinator
Training Packet
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor Approval Request
Form
2. Vendor Agreement for IEM
Client Schools
3. School restricted courses /
activities
4. Chapter One: School
Profile, Demographic Data
4. National Center for
Educational Statistics article:
Homeschooling in the United
States: 2003
5. California Ed Code: Section
32282
6. Suspension and Expulsion
Policy
6. Truancy Notice
6. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, Student
Admissions and Enrollment
6. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter Renewal, "IV Human
Resources"; "V Student
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Admissions", "Attendance, and
Suspension/ Expulsion
Policies"; "VI Financial
Planning", "Reporting, and
Accountability"
7. Ocean Grove Charter
School Internet/Computer
Acceptable Use contract
8. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter Renewal, "VI.
Financial Planning, Reporting,
and Accountability"
8. School-Wide Appendix:
Memorandum of
Understanding
High Expectations/Concern for Students

The school demonstrates caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an environment that honors
individual differences and is conducive to learning.
To what extent does the school demonstrate caring, concern, and high expectations for students in an
environment that honors individual differences and is conducive to learning?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

OGCS staff believes that all students can learn. They enhance
student learning by promoting a climate of caring and nurturing.
Teachers and administrators work together to identify and solve
problems related to teaching and student learning. Staff receive
both support and encouragement as they increase their
effectiveness in helping students reach the academic standards
and the expected schoolwide learning results. We excel in
honoring individual student differences, as each learning
experience is customized. We also demonstrate caring
concern for students as individuals and share a common sense
of purpose in improving student learning.
1. Our school, by definition, is one that honors individual
differences. Parents can choose to educate their children using
any one of a variety of learning styles. ESs are instructed to
work collaboratively with parents/students to promote high
expectations. Regardless of the style of learning chosen, it is
very clear that learning must take place at a level that is
challenging yet accessible, and that maximizes progress toward
the state academic standards.
2. The school is open to exploring the addition of new vendors,
curriculum choices, and educational services to providing
increasing, more individualized support for student needs and
to promote high expectations. We offer a variety of curriculum
choices, classes, college preparatory courses from internet
based vendors, ROP, and access to community college
courses to foster our students’ learning abilities and styles.
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This has been documented in:
1. Educational Mission and
Philosophy - Learning records
1. Educational philosophy
activity for parents
1. List of available training
videos for ESs and parents
2. School-Wide Appendix: AG Courses and UC/CSU
Admission Requirement
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
2. Pre-concurrent enrollment
form
2. School-Wide Appendix:
High School Student
Handbook
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Atmosphere of Trust, Respect and Professionalism

The school has an atmosphere of trust, respect and professionalism.
To what degree is there evidence of an atmosphere of trust, respect and professionalism?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Collegiality is observable among all staff. Current educational
practices are regularly reviewed and discussed. All members of
the staff are encouraged to try new approaches and are
supported in their efforts to improve student learning. Respect
and concern for others can be observed among our ESs. All
shareholders share an energy and enthusiasm and are
dedicated to improving student learning through accomplishing
the school’s vision and Single Plan for Achievement.
1. Ocean Grove Charter School is built on respecting parental
choice and allowing for differences in learning/ teaching styles
and opinions. Parents and Education Specialists must work
together to provide a quality education for their students.
2. All staff have an opportunity to build professional,
corroborative, supportive relationships with parents, students,
Subject Matter Experts, other Education Specialists, their
advisor, and school administrators. Our ESs are trusted to be
the representatives of the school to parents, students and
outside community.
3. The Employee Handbook has a written articulation of
professional behaviors required of school personnel.

This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
2. Subject Matter Expert (SME)
- Student Agreement
2. ES Communication Protocol
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Educational
Oversight and Support"
2. School-Wide Appendix:
OGCS/ SSCS NCLB Highly
Qualified Teachers Plan
2. OGCS 2010 ES Meetings
2. OGCS Parent Surveys
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Employee Handbook
3. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Agenda (ES
Communication/Professionalism)

Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the existing policies and use of resources to ensure a safe, clean and orderly place that nurtures
learning

•

the analysis of all aspects of the school with respect to safety regulations

•

the degree to which caring and high expectations for all students is demonstrated on a daily basis

•

the degree to which specific strategies demonstrate an atmosphere of trust, respect and
professionalism

•

ways that citizenship and ethical values and behaviors are demonstrated by students

•

the procedures and the extent to which current educational research and thinking is shared,
discussed, implemented and reflected upon by the staff at the school site

•

other evidence identified by the school
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E3 & 4. School Culture and Student Support Criterion
Indicators with Sample Prompts

All students receive appropriate support along with an individualized learning plan to help ensure academic
success.
Students have access to a system of personal support services, activities and opportunities at the school and
within the community.
E3. To what extent so all students receive appropriate support along with an individualized learning plan to
help ensure academic success?
E4. To what extent do students have access to a system of personal support services, activities and opportunities
at the school and within the community?
Adequate Personalized Support

The school has available adequate services, including referral services, to support students in such areas as
health, career and personal counseling, and academic assistance.
To what extent does the school have available adequate services, including referral services, to support
students in such areas as health, career and personal counseling, and academic assistance? How direct are the
connections between academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results and the allocation of
resources to student support services, such as counseling/advisory services, articulation services, and
psychological and health services or referral services?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Student support is proactive. Student learning and active
inquiry are paramount, and students are encouraged and
comfortable in seeking support that is vigorously publicized to
parents and students.
The school’s approach to guidance and counseling or
advisories is primarily academic, focusing on student
achievement, performance, and behavior. However, the
guidance and counseling staff (or designated personnel) work
with, and advocate for, students at risk, providing referrals or
information about school and community social, psychological,
and health services when appropriate.
1. The relationship ESs develop with the families/students is
unique in that it is far more holistic than a traditional classroom
setting. Though academic and career counseling is a central
responsibility of the ESs, these professionals can facilitate the
referral of students to a variety of support services through our
school's extensive vendor list and other community programs.
2. Our High School Guidance Counselor works to support the
ever increasing needs of our rapidly growing high school
demographic. All students and families have access to our
school Guidance Counselor for individual support and advice as
needed. Professional development sessions have been held
on career counseling and the college admission process. A
High School Handbook was recently written to describe the
wide variety of educational choices offered to high school
students in our school. The Handbook is given to all students
in grades 9-12 so that they can better plan for high school
courses, college admissions, and career goals. Our Guidance
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Job Description
1. School-Wide Appendix:
vendor list
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
High School Student
Handbook
2. ES WebEx Training:
Questions/Answers on the
High School Handbook
2. Guidance Counselor Job
Description
3. Guidance webpage from
school website: Warning Signs
of Depression
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources, "Special
Education"
4. SST regulations and
procedural process
4. Ocean Grove Charter
School, Special Education
Department WASC Summary,
as of August 1, 2009.
5. Letter given to all OGCS
high school students
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counselor and school administrators respond promptly to
students who need more support and intervention.
3. Because most ESs are experienced and professional, they
are able to recognize troubled situations, and obtain
appropriate resources when needed. ESs have been trained to
consult with their Advisor when issues of personal counseling
arise with a student. The school has an extensive network of
vendors from which parents can choose depending upon the
individual needs of their child. Vendor lists are available
through the school website and through the ES Handbook, and
on our school Web-files database. Ocean Grove Charter
School offers a tremendous level of academic counseling,
which primarily occurs in the individual monthly meetings with
each student.
4. The school has a special education department and utilizes
the SST process to support students’ needs as needed.
Students with IEPs are provided services by special education
teachers.
5. We offer curriculum and resources for career exploration and
planning -- including requiring that Education Specialist tell
students/ families about the Bridges program that has been
purchased by the school and is available for usage by every
Ocean Grove Charter School high school student.

describing the Bridges.com
login procedure
5. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
High School Handbook
5. School-Wide Appendix: IEM
October ES Agenda 2009/10
5. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Newsletter Binder
5. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List

Direct Connections

The school has direct connections between academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results and
the allocation of resources to student support services, such as counseling/advisory services, articulation
services, and psychological and health services or referral services.
How direct are the connections between academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results and the
allocation of resources to student support services, such as counseling/advisory services, articulation services,
and psychological and health services or referral services?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Many opportunities are available, through the academic
program, extracurricular activities, and/or counseling and health
services, through which students can feel connected to the
school and supported by it. Activities and services are focused
on providing support for students to be successful in an
academically rigorous curriculum.
1. A great deal of effort has been made to find and make
curriculum and community resources available to students so
that they can better master the required academic standards.
California state standards are given to the student/ parent at the
start of each academic year and used as the framework in
building a comprehensive curriculum program. The recent
inclusion of approved a-g courses has advanced our schools
commitment in providing a high level of academic standards to
our students.
2. Ocean Grove Charter School has an experienced Special
Education Department that is involved with students through
Student Study Team meetings, IEP meetings, and 504 plans.
Special Education services are provided to qualifying students
through a clearly defined referral process.
3. 11th and 12th grade students who do not pass one or both
portions of the CAHSEE receive mandatory intervention and
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
OGCS First Meeting
Information Sheet
1. School-Wide Appendix: AG Courses and UC/CSU
Admissions Requirements
2. California Education Code Section 47646 (a)
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Employee Handbook
2. Ocean Grove Charter
School Special Education
Department WASC Summary,
as of August 1, 2009:
3. School-Wide Appendix:
OGCS CAHSEE Intervention
3. Mandatory CAHSEE
Intervention - list of students
needing to pass CAHSEE and
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additional support (books, online, tutoring, etc.) from grant
funding sources.
4. Our school Guidance Counselor provides increased access
to student support services as required.
5. Our school budget shows our financial support by the funding
of a Guidance Counselor, special education, and our various
outside service vendors.

current intervention strategies
4. School-Wide Appendix:
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009, "Ocean
Grove Charter School High
School Student Handbook";
"August 25,2009 All OGCS ES
Group Meeting Agenda"
4. Webex: "Questions and
Answers on the HIgh School
Handbook"
4. OGCS ES Listserve
4. Job Description - Guidance
Counselor
5. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Budget

Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development

Strategies are used by the school leadership and staff to develop personalized approaches to learning and
alternative instructional options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based curriculum.
Examples of strategies include: level of teacher involvement with all students, a curriculum that promotes
inclusion, processes for regular review of student and schoolwide profiles, and processes and procedures for
interventions that address retention and redirection.
Evaluate the types of strategies used by the school leadership and staff to develop personalized approaches to
learning and alternative instructional options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standardsbased curriculum. Examples of strategies include: level of teacher involvement with all students, a curriculum
that promotes inclusion, processes for regular review of student and schoolwide profiles, and processes and
procedures for interventions that address retention and redirection.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

School site has financial support and professional development
opportunities to meet the academic support based on student
needs.
Existing resources and support activities are focused on helping
all students to achieve the standards-based curriculum and the
expected schoolwide learning results. Various forms of
technology (e.g., computers and other media) help to provide
access to the curriculum and support for all students. Extensive
and up-to-date library services and resources are available and
are integrated and articulated with the curriculum/instruction,
academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results.
1. Ocean Grove Charter School students who need support in
meeting the rigorous demands of curriculum have a network of
student support services including individual and small group
tutoring, and a wide variety of curriculum options. ESs know
their students well enough as individuals to personalize
instruction. We provide access to personalized, standardsbased learning and alternative instructional options for every
student.
2. Education Specialists have a direct, personal connection with
each of their students on a regular basis. The student gets the
Education Specialist’s undivided attention every month. At a
minimum, Education Specialists meet personally with their
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources,
"Educational Oversight and
Support"; "Curriculum and
Educational Resources";
"Contract Programs (CPs),
Educational Activities (EAs),
and Group Educational
Activities (GEAs)"; "Parent
Support"; "High School
Guidance"
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Contract Program (CP)
Courses
1. School-Wide Appendix:
School Charter
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
2. Ocean Grove Charter
School - Charter Summary
given to parents
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families once every 20 days, however, they meet more often if
necessary (once per week in many cases, particularly with
high-risk and high-school aged students). The instructional
options allow the best choice for reaching each student on an
individual basis. Each student is given a tailored education to
meet his/her needs and interests, which can be modified at any
time.
3. The Student's academic progress is evaluated at the very
least once monthly (though a parent can call with a problem at
any time), and educational strategies, materials, curriculum,
services, and resource options can be modified/ adapted on an
on-going basis. Generous school funding is directed toward the
individualized learning plan for each Ocean Grove Charter
School student.
4. Ocean Grove Charter School provides personalized
approaches to learning for each child in cooperation with
parents. Most students have ready access to their teacher by
phone or email outside of their regular face-to-face meetings
and with their Subject Matter Experts as well. Because of the
level of individual attention, interventions are easily
implemented. The monthly meetings provide the opportunity for
routine monitoring and assessment of the students progress.
Because of the one-on-one nature of these meetings,
Education Specialists are able to assess when a student needs
extra help in any particular area.
5. The Ocean Grove Charter School provides increasing
amount and quality learning support for English Learners and
CAHSEE. All EL students have tutoring services available. We
have mandatory intervention for our 11th and 12th grade
students who have not yet passed the ELA &/or Math portions
of the CAHSEE.
6. Ocean Grove Charter School has been very consistent in
training ESs to provide support for all of our students and to
encourage our students to reach their full potential. At least
once a year the training includes Schoolwide profile data.
7. Students can be given a variety of assessments as needed –
Scantron, WRAT4, learning styles surveys, text related tests,
oral and written exams, etc. ESs are trained to use these
assessments to select appropriate curriculum and redirect
students on an ongoing basis as needed throughout the school
year.
8. The school has an extensive outside business vendor list to
allow for many different types of instruction based on learning
styles and individual needs of the students.
9. Subject Matter Experts in each core subject area offer advice
and educational counsel on the rigors of that subject.
10. Parents and Education Specialists are provided training
about various curriculum options, teaching strategies, and high
school guidance counseling issues on a regular basis.
Trainings are provided by our curriculum coordinator, guidance
counselor, ES Advisors and various vendors.
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2. School-Wide Appendix:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
Option A and Option B (form)
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Additional Education Specialist
Services (AESS) Contract –
Option C Only (form)
3. Instructional Funding
Calculations for Entering
Students
3. Purchase Order: interactive
online Algebra 1 tutorial at
ALEKS.com
4. School-Wide Appendix:
School Charter
4. Subject Matter Expert
(SME) - course syllabus
5. Mandatory CAHSEE
Intervention - list of students
needing to pass CAHSEE and
current intervention strategies
used by ESs
6. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
August Education Specialist
Inservice Packet 2009
7. Scantron: online diagnostic
test results for Reading,
Language Arts and Math
8. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
9. Subject Matter Expert
(SME) - Student Agreement
10. 2009-2010 Parent
Curriculum Workshops (hosted
by Shelley Ross, Curriculum
Coordinator)
10. WebEx guidance training
sessions for ESs on the topic
of ROP - taught by Guidance
Counselor
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Support Services and Learning

The school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related activities have a direct relationship
to student involvement in learning, e.g., within and outside the classroom, for all students, including the EL,
GATE, special education and other programs.
To what extent does the school leadership and staff ensure that the support services and related activities have
a direct relationship to student involvement in learning, e.g., within and outside the classroom? Particularly,
evaluate this with respect to the EL, GATE, special education and other programs.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Students who need support in meeting the rigorous demands of
the curriculum have an extensive network of student support
services to draw from, including individual and small group
tutoring if necessary, which parallel both the content and
concepts of the academic standards. The support services and
programs draw from an extensive representation of
shareholders in and out of school, including parents, business,
and community members. All English learners are offered a
rigorous curriculum to support their classes. Services for
students with special needs are carefully tailored by the IEP to
encourage students to attain the highest possible academic
levels.
1. Special Education services are provided and given to
individuals with an IEP. As outlined in Education Code Section
47646 (a) Ocean Grove Charter School ensures that all
children with disabilities enrolled in our charter receives special
education and designated instruction and services in a manner
that is consistent with their Individualized Education Program
(IEP) and in compliance with the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Improvement Act. [IDEA] (20 U.S.C. §1400 et seq.)
Information about the student study team is available through
the ES Handbook. Children with extreme special needs cannot
be accommodated by the school and are not enrolled.
2. The school provides a wide variety of support services for all
students as they work on their individualized learning plan
through ES-Parent meetings, AESS (Additional Educational
Specialist Services) contact, and a broad list of product and
service vendors. These include language tutoring services and
Advanced Placement materials and classes. Information about
support services is available on the school website and through
ES-parent meetings.
3. We assess English Learner students’ needs and provide
materials and resources to support them. We have many
unique curricular options for English Learners. Individual
tutoring is also offered for our EL students.
4. The needs of our high functioning students are inherently
addressed through the flexibility of our program, which can
adjust content and pacing. In addition to enhancing the
curriculum with special projects and additional depth, students
can also participate in offerings tailored especially for gifted
children, such as EPGY (Stanford University), the Davidson
Foundation, and enrichment at local community colleges. The
school offers a-g courses and support for AP tests.
5. Because our students are dispersed over a wide
geographical area, traditional academic enrichment programs,
such as MESA, AVID, and GATE, have not been feasible within
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This has been documented in:
1. California Education Code
47646
1. ES Handbook - Special
Education
2. School-wide Appendix:
Additional ES Services (AESS)
Contract – Option A and
Option B
3. CELDT training for ESs
3. Ocean Grove Charter
School, Special Education
Department WASC Summary
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Parent Resources 2009-2010,
"General School Information";
"Educational Oversight and
Support"; "Curriculum and
Educational Resources";
"Contract Programs (CPs),
Educational Activities (EAs),
and Group Educational
Activities (GEAs)"; "High
School Guidance"
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter Renewal, "I
Educational Philosophy and
Program".
4. List of Purchase Orders for
Education Program for Gifted
Youth (Stanford University)
4. Pre-Concurrent Enrollment
form -- permission to attend
community college classes
4. List of approved a-g
courses
5. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter Renewal, "I.
Educational Philosophy and
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our educational model.

Program", "V. Student
Admissions, Attendance, and
Suspension/Expulsion
Policies"
5. About Us (from school
website)

Equal Access to Curriculum and Support

All students have access to a challenging, relevant and coherent curriculum to all students. Schools regularly
examine the demographics and distribution of students throughout the class offerings (e.g., master class
schedule and class enrollments) and the types of alternative schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes
(e.g., summer, class periods beyond the traditional school day).
What have you learned about the accessibility of a challenging, relevant and coherent curriculum to all
students? What have you learned from examining the demographics and distribution of students throughout the
class offerings (e.g., master class schedule and class enrollments)? What type of alternative schedules are
available for repeat or accelerated classes (e.g., summer, class periods beyond the traditional school day)?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Ocean Grove Charter School is an independent study school,
and as such, is able to provide all students with accessibility to
challenging, relevant, and coherent curriculum. Whatever their
ability level, all students receive continual encouragement to
meet the standards based curriculum. ESs know their students
well enough as individuals to personalize instruction. They use
a wide variety of approaches and teaching strategies that
ensure that all students have opportunities both to be
academically challenged and succeed in meeting all academic
standards and school goals.
1.At OGCS, every student’s individualized learning plan is the
norm for us. Students are able to select times/ pacing /
subjects for studying which are optimal to each of their
individual learning needs. Parents and ESs can tailor
curriculum to best fit a student’s needs. Students are able to
work at their own instructional level.
2. An abundance of challenging, relevant, and coherent
curriculum is available for all students. It is the job of the
Education Specialist and parent to ensure that these are being
offered to the student and students are appropriately
challenged. The vendor list is extensive with curriculum choices
for all learning types. Parents often choose our school so that
their child can have access to a challenging, relevant and
coherent curriculum.
3. Core area courses, tutoring, enrichment activities and
educational activities offered by approved school vendors are
available to all students.
4. All students can attend online courses, as computers are
available through Ocean Grove Charter School.
5. Qualified students can be concurrently enrollment at a
community college or take advantage of local ROP offerings.
6. High level curriculum options are available to all students
who meet the enrollment qualifications; for example, the
following are available: UC-approved/ a-g courses, online/
accelerated classes through universities such as Stanford,
college and AP course materials, etc.
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This has been documented in:
1. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Job Information (ES
Handbook)
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Charter
1. Area Facilitator Trainings
for ESs leading small group
discussions of curriculum with
other ESs
2. School-Wide Appendix:
Approved Vendor List
2. School Website:
www.ogcs.org
2. ES Handbook: ES
Video/Training Link Page
3. School-Wide Appendix:
Approved Vendor List
3. Instructional Funding
Calculations for Entering
Students
4. Internet/Computer
Acceptable Use contract
5. School-Wide Appendix:
High School Student
Handbook
5. Pre-Concurrent Enrollment
form -- permission to attend
community college classes
5. WebEx guidance training
sessions for ESs on the topic
of ROP - taught by Guidance
Counselor
6. List of approved a-g
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7. Summer school is available for our students when offered by
the state.

courses
6. List of Purchase Orders for
Education Program for Gifted
Youth (Stanford University)
6. School-Wide Appendix:
Vendor List
7. Student Agreement:
Summer School

Co-Curricular Activities

School leadership and staff link curricular and co-curricular activities to the academic standards and expected
schoolwide learning results.
To what extent does the school leadership and staff link curricular and co-curricular activities to the academic
standards and expected schoolwide learning results?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

The leadership and staff of Ocean Grove Charter School link all
educational activities to California state content standards.
1. Ocean Grove Charter School students are assessed
regularly for progress towards our school goals and academic
standards. Students take mandatory assessments such as
SCANTRON and STAR, to track progress.
2. Education Specialists are required by school leadership to
discuss the state academic standards with parents at their
meetings.
3. Education Specialists are encouraged to choose curricula
aligned to state standards. In many cases, California versions
of the curricula are used by the student. When non-aligned
material is utilized, it is understood by the ES and the student
that it must nevertheless support the California state standards.
4. Education Specialists monitor students' educational progress
towards the state academic standards on a monthly basis. This
is documented in our school database and progress reports
can be printed out at any time for teacher, student, or parent
usage.
5. Group Educational Activities and classes, as well as
activities students/ families do on their own, are all linked to the
academic standards. We offer several school-organized field
trips each month that can be used to by families to supplement
student learning in subjects that address State Academic
Standards.

This has been documented in:
1. Ocean Grove Charter
School Winter Newsletter 2009
- STAR test data
1. Scantron: online diagnostic
test results for Reading,
Language Arts and Math
1. Ocean Grove Charter
School - Profile Report
2. School-Wide Appendix: ES
Job Information (ES
Handbook)
3. ES Protected website - list
of CA edition textbooks for
core curricular areas
4. School-Wide Appendix:
Learning Record Policy and
Procedure
5. General Educational
Activity (GEA): King Tut
Exhibit at the Fine Arts
Museum of San Francisco

Student Involvement in Curricular/Co-Curricular Activities

The school has an effective process for regularly evaluating the level of student involvement in curricular/cocurricular activities and student use of support services.
Comment on the effectiveness of the school process for regularly evaluating the level of student involvement in
curricular/co-curricular activities and student use of support services.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Ocean Grove Charter School regularly evaluates and
documents students' involvement in curricular/ co-curricular
activities and student use of support services. The diverse
student populations participate in a wide-variety of school164

This has been documented in:
1. School-wide Appendix:
Learning Record Policy and
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sponsored activities designed to maximize opportunities for
success.
1. Ocean Grove Charter School is very effective in evaluating
the level of student involvement in curricular activities, through
the ES asking several questions at the learning record
meetings to find out what the student learned in their activities
and then documenting that in the official learning records
(Webfiles). The school’s effectiveness at evaluating this
information is extremely high.
2. School-wide surveys are sent out for parents and students at
least one time per year to solicit their input on these activities.

Procedure
1. ES Handbook: Criteria for
Materials That Can Be
Purchased with Instructional
Funds
2. School survey mailed to all
parents

Student Perceptions

The school is aware of the student view of student support services through such approaches as interviewing
and dialoguing with student representatives of the school population.
Comment on the student view of student support services after interviewing and dialoguing with student
representatives of the school population.
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

1. All students in grades 9-12 for the 2008/2009 academic year
were asked to complete a survey regarding their opinions on
the level of support services offered at our school. Based on
the results of 177 surveys, 85% of students feel that their
choice of curriculum fits their learning style and interests well.
Also, 43% of students report that they are regularly involved in
General Educational Activities (GEAs) or Contract Program
courses. Student support services that were most often utilized
by students, included the following: Additional Educational
Specialist Services (AESS), personal tutors, Contract
Programs, ROP courses, General Education Activities,
supplemental educational materials, computer resources,
online courses, a-g courses, and concurrent enrollment courses
at community colleges. It is also apparent that some urban
areas served by Ocean Grove Charter School have more
support services than do rural areas.
2. The positive survey responses from students and parents
suggest the families are happy with the level of support they
receive from the school. Their primary suggestion was for the
school to increase instructional funding available to the families
so that they obtain more instructional services from approved
vendors.

This has been documented in:
1. 2009 WASC Student
Interview Questionnaire
1. 2009 WASC Student
Interview Questionnaire
Summary (177 student
responses)
1. School-Wide Appendix:
Ocean Grove Charter School
Profile Report
1. Instructional Fund Chart
2. Alumni survey (2009)
2. Parent survey of the school
(2009)

Additional Findings

What have you learned from analysis of additional evidence regarding this criterion?
Evidence [note evidence here or at the

Findings

end of Category E]

Suggested Areas to Analyze

Suggested areas to analyze in determining the degree to which the criterion is being met:
•

the support mechanisms which the school has established to include counselors and ensure access
to and success within an integrated, standards-based curriculum for all students
165
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•

instructional resources available through library/media services and facilities

•

strategies which promote a more personalized approach to learning

•

alternative instructional options which allow access to and progress in the rigorous standards-based
curriculum

•

the purpose and effectiveness of the school’s EL program and its relationship to the rigorous,
standards-based curriculum

•

a description of how all students with special needs are allowed access to a rigorous standardsbased curriculum (GATE, EL, special education)

•

the extent to which the master schedule reflects the school’s support for all students having access
to the rigorous standards-based curriculum

•

demographics and distribution of students through classes (includes gender, ethnicity, primary
language, students with special needs)

•

evidence of availability of classes to all students, e.g., time and period schedules and the rationale
for placement of courses on the schedule; the number and kinds of course offerings; alternative
schedules available for repeat or accelerated classes (summer, class periods beyond the traditional
school day)

•

do all students have equal access to a system of personal support services, activities and
opportunities at the school and within the community?

strategies which ensure that all students are successful and connected to the school
– level of teacher involvement with students in the classroom
– existence of a curriculum which promotes inclusion
– level of teacher involvement with students outside the regular classroom activity (e.g., club
sponsorship as, teacher participation in extracurricular and co-curricular activities, advisorships)
– homeroom and student advocacy programs
– systems which connect students of different backgrounds to the school community and each
other such as music, fine arts, clubs, forums, formal school activities
– connections of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities to the school’s academic standards
and expected schoolwide learning results
– processes for regular review of student and schoolwide profiles
– processes and procedures for interventions that address retention, redirection, retrieval
• interviews with students and staff to learn the effectiveness of these strategies

•

•

the extent to which the services, activities and opportunities for assisting students in reaching their
goals are coordinated, integrated and networked to provide comprehensive support

direct connections between academic standards and expected schoolwide learning results and
allocation of resources to student support services available to students, such as
– counseling/advisory services
– articulation services (into high school, level to level, and post high school)
– psychological and health services or referral services
• other evidence identified by the school
•
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WASC Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and
Academic Growth:
Supporting Evidence, Strengths, and Growth Needs
Include the supporting evidence for findings, if not included with the sample prompts. Determine and prioritize
the strengths and areas of growth needs for Category E.
Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Strength
• Ocean Grove Charter School has a high amount of parental involvement, as it is a
requirement or our school.
• Ocean Grove Charter School provides access to a wide variety of community resources
and learning activities to provide educational support for our students as they work
toward mastery of the academic standards and school goals.
• Ocean Grove Charter School excels in honoring individual student differences with a
personalized education program for each student.
• The use of Vendors allows the use of some of the best community talent available in
each student’s local area.
• Our Special Ed vendor brings many years of experience to identifying and serving our
students' individual needs.

Category E. School Culture and Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth: Areas of
Growth Needs
• None noted
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Chapter V: Schoolwide Action Plan
A.
B.
C.

Revise the single Schoolwide action plan, i.e., Single Plan for Student Achievement.
State any additional specific strategies to be used by staff within each subject area/support program to
support sections of the schoolwide action plan.
Describe the school’s follow-up process, ensuring an ongoing improvement process.

Formal action plans from each Home Group are not necessary; the critical emphasis is the consensus and commitment
from all shareholders to implementing the various sections of the schoolwide action plan.

Ocean Grove Charter School 2010 Action
Plan
Growth Goal 1:

Increase our High School students’ proficiency in Algebra 1
(School Growth Area #5 – Mathematics- Student applies

mathematical principles and operations to solve problems.)
Rationale:

Growth Target:

90% of High School students scored basic or below on the STAR
CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009
33% of our students in 2009 came to High School not prepared
to take Algebra 1, but took remedial math courses instead
100% of our economically disadvantaged students score basic or
below on STAR CST EOC for Algebra 1 in 2009
SCANTRON math results seem to indicate that our students
have higher math ability than they are demonstrating on
STAR and CASHEE as in our 9th grade
SCANTRON math results for 2009, 84% scored at or above
grade level in math.

54.8% of High School students will score proficient or above
on 2010 Algebra 1 STAR EOC

Monitor Progress Tools:

California Standards Test
Math CST results
SCANTRON results
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Growth Goal 1: Increase our High School students’ proficiency in Algebra 1 (School Growth
Area #5 Mathematics- Student applies mathematical principles and operations to solve

problems.)
Specific
Steps

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

SCANTRON
test all High
School
students early
in the Fall to
determine
their
suggested
learning
objectives

-Educational
Specialist

Identify
standards
based
curriculum to
best meet the
specific needs
of our
students

Curriculum
Coordinator

Education
Specialist
print off for
students’
targeted
study guides
from
SCANTRON –
based on their
weak areas
monthly
Train
Education
Specialists

-School
Director

Monitoring

Resources

Timeline

Reporting

Progress
Administer
SCANTRON
and print and
evaluate each
student
profile

-SCANTRON
-PG Training
for
Educational
Specialists

Ongoing each
Fall (or when
students
enroll in the
school)

-Newsletter
articles to
staff and
parents
-School
listserve
-Report to
Board
annually

Information is Staff training
added to our
on selected
school website curriculum

Ongoing

Education
Specialist

Education
Specialists
evaluate work
and progress
monthly

SCANTRON

Ongoing

Curriculum
Coordinator

Education
Specialists’
Advisors

-WebEx
Education
Specialist

September
each year
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ESs and parents
& students

-SARC
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training
-Title 2
funding
Train parents

Curriculum
Coordinator

Education
Specialist

WebEx parent October each
training
year

Develop
Correlations and
supplemental
activities to post
to school
curriculum
website for
parent requested
non-standards

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Education
Specialists

Curriculum to
be evaluated

Ongoing

-Curriculum
Committee
-Education
Specialists

- Information
is added to
our school
website

-Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

-CDE Website
info

-Assessment
Department

-Assessment
Director

-School website

Within 30 days
of receipt of
assessment
scores

aligned math
curriculum

Review CST
results for Math
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Ocean Grove Charter School 2010 Action
Plan
Growth Goal 2: Increase STAR English Language Arts Proficiency
(School Growth Area #1: Student reads and writes effectively)
Rationale:

Growth Target:

37% of High School 9th graders scored basic and below in English
Language Arts in 2009
27% of High School 10th graders scored basic of below in English
Language Arts in 2009
57% or High School 11th graders scored basic and below in English
Language Arts in 2009
71% of economically disadvantaged scored basic and below in
English Language Arts in 2009
100% of 9th grade students SCANTRON score is at or above
grade level in ELA in 2009
100% of 10th grade students SCANTRON score is at or above
grade level in ELA in 2009
85% of 11th grade students SCANTRON score is at or above grade
level in ELA in 2009
Our High School students averaged a score of 2.7 on a scale of 14 on the School-wide Writing Assignment in 2009

70% of high School students will score proficient or above on
2010 Algebra 1 STAR EOC

Monitor Progress Tools:

California Standards Test
ELA Results
SCANTRON result
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Growth Goal 2: Increase STAR English Language Arts Proficiency (School Growth Area #1:

Student reads and writes effectively)
Specific
Steps
SCANTRON test
all High School
students early in
the Fall to
determine their
suggested
learning
objectives

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved
-Educational
Specialist
-School Director

Monitoring

Resources

Timeline

Reporting

Progress
Administer
SCANTRON and
print and
evaluate each
student profile

-SCANTRON
-PG Training for
Educational
Specialists

Ongoing each
Fall (or when
students enroll
in the school)

-Newsletter
articles to staff
and parents
-School
listserve
- Report to
Board annually
--CST reports
to ESs and
parents &
students
-SARC

Identify
standards based
curriculum to
best meet the
specific needs of
our students

Curriculum
Coordinator

Information is
added to our
school website

Staff training on
selected
curriculum

Ongoing

Education
Specialist print
off for students’
targeted study
guides from
SCANTRON –
based on their
weak areas
monthly

Education
Specialist

Education
Specialists
evaluate work
and progress
monthly

SCANTRON

Ongoing

Train Education
Specialists

Curriculum
Coordinator

Evaluation by
Education
Specialists’
Advisors

-WebEx
Education
Specialist
training

September each
year

-Title 2 funding
Train parents

Curriculum
Coordinator

Evaluation by
Education
Specialist

WebEx parent
training
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Continue with
Yearly Schoolwide Writing
assignment

-Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Professional
Growth Training

Materials posted
to school
webpage

Ongoing each
Fall

Curriculum to be
evaluated

Ongoing

Within 30 days
of receipt of
assessment
scores

-Rubric Scoring
Develop
Correlations and
supplemental
activities to post
to school
curriculum website
for parent
requested nonstandards aligned
math curriculum

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Education
Specialists

-Curriculum
Committee

- Information is
added to our
school website

Review CST
results for ELA

-Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

-CDE Website
info

-Assessment
Department

-Assessment
Director

-School website

-Education
Specialists
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Ocean Grove Charter School 2010 Action
Plan
Growth Goal 3: Improve the number of students who pass both English Language
Arts and Mathematics CAHSEE in 10th grade
(School Growth Area #1: Student reads and writes effectively
and School Growth Area #5 – Mathematics- Student applies

mathematical principles and operations to solve problems.)

Rationale:

Growth Target:

80% of students pass both English Language Arts and
Mathematics in 10th grade
Of the remaining 20 percent, 8-10% of students did not pass a
section of the CAHSEE, even with the 5 more attempts that
were offered in 11th & 12th grade, and after the offered
attempt after 12th grade

85% of 10th graders will pass both sections of CAHSEE in
their 1st attempt in 10th grade

Monitor Progress Tools:

CAHSEE Results
SCANTRON Results
CST Results
CAHSEE Prep Assessment Tools
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Growth Goal 3:Improve the number of students who pass both English Language Arts and
Mathematics CAHSEE in
10th grade (School Growth Area #1: Student reads and writes effectively and School Growth
Area #5: Mathematics- Student applies mathematical principles and operations to solve

problems.)
Specific
Steps

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Monitoring

Resources

Timeline

Progress

SCANTRON test
all High School
students early in
the Fall to
determine their
suggested
CAHSEE learning
objectives

-Educational
Specialist

Identify
standards based
curriculum to
best meet the
splintered
CAHSEE skills

Curriculum
Coordinator

Train Education
Specialists on
specific CAHSEE
curriculum

Curriculum
Coordinator

Evaluation by
Education
Specialists’
Advisors

WebEx
Education
Specialist
training

September &
November each
year

Train parents on
CAHSEE prep
curriculum

Curriculum
Coordinator

Evaluation by
Education
Specialist

WebEx parent
training

October each
year

Use CAHSEE
Curriculum
Assessments to
check student
progress

-Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Professional
Growth Training

Materials
created and
collected by
Curriculum
Coordinator and
posted to school
webpage

Ongoing, but
prior to the
CAHSEE
assessment
dates

-School Director

Reporting

Administer
SCANTRON and
print and
evaluate each
student profile

-SCANTRON
-PG Training for
Educational
Specialists

Ongoing each
Fall (or when
students enroll
in the school)

-Newsletter
articles to staff
and parents
-School
listserve
- Report to
Board annually

Information is
added to our
school website

Staff training on
selected
curriculum

Ongoing

-CAHSEE
reports to ESs
and parents &
students
-SARC
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Provide Tutors
for students
identified as
needing extra
help

Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

CAHSEE Grant
Funding and
school budget

Ongoing

Review CST
results for ELA
and Math

-Education
Specialist

-Education
Specialist

-CDE Website
info

-Assessment
Department

-Assessment
Director

-School website

Within 30 days
of receipt of
assessment
scores

Develop
Correlations and
supplemental
activities to post
to school
curriculum website
for parent
requested nonstandards aligned
math curriculum

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Education
Specialists

Curriculum to be
evaluated

-Curriculum
Committee

- Information is
added to our
school website

-Curriculum
Coordinator

-Education
Specialists
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Ocean Grove Charter School 2010 Action
Plan
Growth Goal 4: Increase graduation rate
Rationale:

Growth Target:

73.1% Graduation Rate on 2009 AYP
Mobility Chart: Many of the High School students that start with
Ocean Grove Charter School move on. Many come to us in 11th
and 12th grade after failing at another school.
17% of 12 graders who had not passed the CAHSEE still did not
pass after given the allotted three attempts in 12th grade

75% of 12th graders will graduate

Monitor Progress Tools: AYP
CAHSEE Results
Student Records Office
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Growth Goal 4: Increase graduation rate
Specific Steps

SCANTRON test all
High School students
early in the Fall to
identify specific
areas of deficiency in
math and ELA

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Monitoring

Educational
Specialist
(ES)

Administer
SCANTRON
and print
and evaluate
each
student
profile

- School
Director

Resources

Timeline

Progress
Ongoing
each Fall
-PG Training
for Educational (or when
students
Specialists
enroll in the
school)
-SCANTRON

Curriculum
Coordinator

Staff training
on selected
curriculum

Ongoing

Train Education
- Advisors
Specialists on
- Curriculum
strategies to engage
Coordinator
and motivate students
-Guidance
Counselor

ES Advisor

- WebEx
Education
Specialist
training

Ongoing

Provide intervention
measures and
curriculum for all 12th
grade students who
have not passed
CAHSEE

Assessment
Coordinator

Assessment
Coordinator
- Education
Specialist

- Education
Specialist
Handbook

-Education
Services
Director
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-School
listserve

-School
Website
postings

Education
Services
Director

- Advisors

Newsletter
articles to
staff and
parents

- Report to
Board
annually

- students
can retake
the test in
mid-year to
check
progress
Identify standards
based curriculum to
best meet the
specific needs of our
students

Reporting

Curriculum
website
postings

Fall and
Spring
semesters

-SARC
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Applied special
CAHSEE grant
funding to purchase
online ELA and Math
curriculum

- Education
Specialist

Provide Tutors for
students identified as
needing extra help

- Education
Specialist

Education
Specialist

- Curriculum
Coordinator

- ALEKS.com

Ongoing

- Revolution
Prep
- Measuring Up
-More as they
are evaluated

Education
Specialist

-Grant Funding

Train
Guidance
Parents/students/ESs Counselor
on post high school
options to motivate
students to pass
CAHSEE

Education
Specialist

Webex
Guidance
training

Yearly in
Fall

Encourage Bridges
Ability
Profiler/Choices
Planner usage

Education
Specialists

-Bridges
account

Ongoing

- Advisor

Guidance
Counselor

-school budget
Instructional
Funds

-Guidance
Counselor
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Appendix:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Results of student questionnaire/interviews
Results of parent/community questionnaire/interviews
Master schedule
School accountability report card
CBEDS school information form
Graduation requirements
Any pertinent additional data (or place in Visiting Committee work room)
Budgetary information, including budget pages from the school’s action plan
(i.e., the Single Plan for Student Achievement)
th
A list of standards-based local board adopted texts (with the year of publication) used in 9 and
th
10 grade English Language Arts, any reading intervention programs, texts leading up to Algebra,
Algebra I, social studies, and science

(See our Binders for each section, plus our schoolwide appendix binder)
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